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SUMMARY 

We consider a column of ionized gas, infinitely long, immersed in a magnetic 

field parallel to the column axis. The diffusion of the plasma across the magnetic 

field is studied theoretically. Two cases are considered, namely, that of a time

independent magnetic field, and that in which the magnetic field has a time-dependent 

part. 

In the case of a steady magnetic field, the Bohm criterion for a sheath, previous

ly invoked without much justification insome plasma diffusion problems, is derived 

under fairly general conditions, including cylindrical geometry, production and col

lisions of charged particles, and slightly and strongly ionized plasmas. In this deri

vation, it is essential to retain the usually neglected ion inertial terms in the ion 

momentum-balance equation. 

When the magnetic field has a part with a periodic time-dependence, it is shown 

that, under certain conditions, ion inertia rather than pressure gradients can cause the 

plasma to diffuse across the magnetic field towards the walls. The theory suggests 

that this diffusion mechanism, and also Ohmic heating, can beoome significant when 

the amplitude of the alternating magnetic field approaches the level of the steady mag

netic field. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We consider a column of ionized gas, infinitely long, immersed in a magnetic 

field parallel to the axis of the column. The diffusion of the plasma across the mag

netic field is studied theoretically. 

Two fundamental questions are considered. First, in what sense is it correct to 

apply the often-used boundary condition that the plasma density varrishes at the walls 

exterior to the plasma? Second, are pressure gradients always essential for the 

plasma diffusion? 

The answer to the first question is tied to the Bohm criterion for a sheath l), 

namely that the ions flow into the wall sheath with a velocity of the order of~ T _/m+, 

where T _ is the electron temperature in energy units, and ffi+ is the ion mass. If the 

Bohm criterion is invoked, one can show that the ratio of the plasma density at the 

boundary to the density at the center is small under certain conditions. The smallness 

of this ratio is useful for the determination of the electron and ion temperatures in the 

plasma 3). 

The above state of affairs is well-known 2' 3'4). On the other hand, the justifica

tion for the use of the Bohm criterion in situations involving the complications of a 

magnetic field, cylindrical geometry, electron and ion production and collisions, has 

not yet been made clear. Moreover, as first derived by Bohm, and later generalized 

by Bertotti and Cavaliere 5), the Bohm criterion only gives a lower bound to the 

speed with which ions flow into the sheath. It is not apparent from these treatments 

that the ion speed at the sheath edge should be close to this lower bound. 

In the first part of this thesis we examine the question of the proper boundary 

condition to be applied at the plasma edge, and its relation to the Bohm criterion. 

With fewer assumptions than made in previous studies that deal with the same ques

tion 6 ' 7 ,S ,9), we show that the ambipolar sound speed, ~ (T + + T _)I (m+ + m_), repre

seuts an upper limit to the ion macroscopie velocity in the quasi-neutral plasma, and 

that this upper limit is approached asymptotically for high plasma densities. Our 

treatment includes all of the above-mentioned complications, and deals both with 

slightly and strongly ionized gases. 

The ion inertia is essential in this discussion. (The electron inertia is usually 

negligible because of the small electron mass). Neglecting the ion inertia, one reeo

vers the ordinary diffusion and mobility concepts, and a theory of ambipolar diffusion 

which leads to a Bessel function space-dependence of the plasma density for the 

slightly ionized case 3). Including the ion inertia, a natural upper limit to the ion 

velocity appears, and this is where we make contact with the Bohm criterion. 
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The ion inertia also plays a central role in answering the second question, in 

which we show that the presence of pressure gradients is not always necessary for 

plasma diffusion. Under certain conditions the diffusion can be driven by ion inertia. 

This is the case when the applied magnetic field has a periodic time-dependent part. 

This situation would present itself in heating a plasma by magnetic pumping, for 

I 
10,11,12) examp e • 

Consider a cold plasma column (a plasma of sufficiently low S will suffice *> 
immersed in a uniform, strong, axial magnetic field. The lines of force move in and 

out radially due to the time-varying component of the magnetic field, and the elec

trous and ions tend to follow these lines of force. This leadsus to consider a perio

dically expanding and contracting thin ring of plasma consisting of all particles at 

about the same distance from the axis. It will be shown that, in the presence of finite 

conductivity, the magnetic flux through this ring steadily increases with time. Hence 

the plasma ring must slowly expand, and the plasma diffuses across the magnetic 

field towards the enelosure walls. The theory leadstoa classica! diffusion coeffi

cient, proportional to p/B2,where p is the plasma resistivity and Bis the time

averaged magnetic field, but the diffusion is driven by ion inertia rather than by 

pressure gradients. The conditions under which this mechanism is operative are 

discussed, and the Ohmic heating of the plasma under these conditions is also cal

culated. 

Many previous treatments of a plasma column in impressed steady and alter

nating magnetic fields have supposed the time-varying quantities to be so small that 

their squares and products were neglected 13 ,14,15,43) *! In contrast, our treatment 

is exact with respect to the amplitude of the alternating magnetic field. We pay for 

this gain by having to restriet the applied frequency to lie well below the magneto

acoustic 
14

) and lower hybrid cyclotron 15) resonances ***. We then find an amplitude 

resonance both in the plasma diffusion and in the Ohmic heating. This amplitude re

sonance is meant only in an asymptotic sense, namely fora strong time-averaged 

magnetic field, and/or a slow time-variation of the alternating field. The resonance 

then occurs when the amplitude of the alternating field approaches the level of the 

steady field. 

* Sis the ratio of kinetic to magnetic pressure in the plasma. 

** As far as we know, treatments that are exact in the amplitude of the time -varying field are restricted to 

plane-parallel geometry, with no collisions of the electrens and i ons 16, 17, 18). An ex ception is the non

linear, numerical workof Dawson and Uman 19). However, these authors miss the plasma diffusion effect 

because they assume at the outset that all quantities of interest are independent of the radial coordinate. 

*** The lowest magneto-acoustic resonance occurs at an angular frequency of the order R -1",ja2 + s2, where 

R is the plasma radius, ct is the Alfvén speed and s is the sound speed in the plasma. The lower hybrid 

cyclotron resonance occurs at a frequency equal to vo+o-, where 0 ±is the ion (electron) cyclotron 
frequency. 
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PAR T I: TIME-INDEPENDENT MAGNETIC FIELD 

C HAPTER I: INTRODUCTION TO INERTlAL EFFECTS IN DIFFUSION

THE NEUTRAL GAS 

I A: GENERAL EQUATIONS 

x=O 
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Figure I: Blustrating the Diffusion of a Neutral Gas Shot into a Drift Space. 

In order to illustrate the role of boundary conditions in diffusion problems, and 

their conneetion with inertial effects, we first consider the simple case of a neutral 

gas shot into a plane-parallel space extending from x = 0 to x = L. The entrance 

plane is at the left, a perfectly absorbing wall for the beam gas is at the right, and 

the interverring space is uniformly filled with a background gas that scatters the beam 

gas (see Fig. I). The problem is to calculate the density and velocity profiles of the 

beam gas. 

We suppose the scattering gas is much denser than the beam gas, and the 

scattering gas particles are much heavier than the beam particles. It is then sensible 

to say that the uniform distribution of scatterers is not significantly changed by the 

continua! influx of beam particles. 

We describe the steady state of the isothermal beam gas by the usual Eulerian 

:tluid equations of mass balance and momenturn balance. Supposing all quantities of 
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interest depend only on the x-coordinate, these equations are 

NV= NV 
0 0 

I -1 I 
NVV + m TN + \JNV = 0 

(1) 

(2) 

where N is the beam density, V is the beam fluid velocity or macroscopie velocity, 

and N , V are the values of N, V, at the entrance plane. A prime means differentia
a o 

tion with respect to x, and m is the mass of a beam particle. 

To avoid complications, we have supposed a scalar pressure, NT, where T is 

the beam temperature in energy units and is assumed independent of x. The collision 

frequency, \J, is an effective friction coefficient of the beam gas with the stationary 

gas. 

Equation (1) states that there are no sourees or sinks of particles in the drift 

space, 0 <x< L. Equation (2) balances the fluid acceleration, or inertial reaction, 

against the beam pressure gradient and friction force. 

I B: THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM WITHOUT INERTlAL EFFECTS 

I 
Neglecting the inertial term, NVV , (2) becomes 

NV= -DN 
I 

(3) 

which is the usual diffusion relation, (Fick's law), with the diffusion coefficient given 

by 
T D =--. 

m\J (4) 

Noting (1), the solution of (3), with the boundary condition N = N at x= 0, is 
0 

V n::: = 1- Do x. 
0 

Since negative densities are not allowed, the solution (5) requires 

vo 
l~DL. 

(5) 

(6) 

We tentatively adopt (6) with the equality sign, which means that the beam density 

at the absorbing wall is infinitesimal compared to its entrance density. 

In our simple model, D depends only on the temperature of the beam gas. 

Assuming that the beam is prepared with a certain temperature before entering the 

drift space, then (6), with equality holding, is an equation determining V , the 
0 

macroscopie entrance velocity. The velocity V is a kind of eigenvalue of the problem. 
0 

Strictly speaking, one cannot accept (6) with the equality holding, because varrish-

ing beam density at x = L implies infinite macroscopie velocity there, because the 
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product, NV, must be non-zero. Instead, one can argue that at a distance closer to 

the absorbing wall than a mean free path, beam particles must flow into the wall with 

an average speed on the order of their thermal speed. In fact, assuming a velocity 

distribution, fM, which is Maxwellian for v > 0 and zero otherwise, we have, within 
x 

a mean free pathof the perfectly absorbing wall, 

2 
fM ex e-mv / 2T for vx > o } 

= 0 for v ~ 0 
x 

which results in the following macroscopie velocity, V w' at the wall. 

V = 
w 

V >0 
x 

co 

J fMd3v=~2T/TTm""' 0.8 ~T/m 
V >0 

x 

Neglecting factors of orderunityin V , and defining a thermal speed by 
w 

we have from (8), 

and this fixes the density at the wall by conservation of flux (equation (1) ). 

NV = N V ,..._N vT 
0 0 w w w 

Then, from (5), with (11), 

so that 

V V 
0 0 n =-=1---L w V D ' T 

I -1 
V 

0 
= vT(1 + L vT D) • 

Using (4) and (9), (13) can also be written 

V 
0 

= vT(1 + Lh..)-
1 

where the mean free path, À, is given by 

À :: vT/v. 

I C: THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM INCLUDING INERTlAL EFFECTS 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Equations (13) or (14) replace the original eigenvalue equation (6 - with equality), 

to which they reduce when the mean free path is much smaller than L. When this is 

the case, we have, approximately, from (12) and (14), 
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(16) 

Similar results are obtained automatically if we keep the inertial force in (2). 

Noting (1), we then integrate (2), directly, yielding 

Defining 

(17) becomes 

x 
~= f(u

0
) - f(u) where 

-1 
f(u) ::u+ u • 

The function f(u) is shown schematically in Fig. II. 

f(u) 

t 

2 

1 

1 2 

Figure Il: The Function f(u). 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

At x= 0, u= u , and we assume u < 1, so the entrance velocity is subsonic. As x 
0 0 

increases, f(u) must decrease so as to keep equation (19) satisfied. As x continues 

to increase, u must continue to increase up to the point where u= 1. Beyond this 

point, there is no way for x to continue to increase, because f(u) can decrease no 

further (see Fig. II). 

The inertial effects in (19) come from the u and u terms in f(u ) and f(u). ff 
0 0 

u ~ 1 and u~ 1, then (19) becomes 
0 

(20) 
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which is identical to the solution (5). Evidently, for u ~ 1, the profiles differ 
0 

negligibly from those obtained using the diffusion (Fick's law) theory, until u ap-

proaches unity. 

The simple kinetic theory leading to the boundary condition (8) suggests that we 

place the perfectly absorbing wall at about the place where u"' 1. From (19), this 

boundary condition leads to an eigenvalue equation for u • 
0 

L =u + u-1 - 2 
À 0 0 

(21) 

For u ~ 1, we neglect u2 compared to unity, and (21) becomes approximately 
0 0 

-1 I u =2+L À 
0 

(22) 

which is similar to (14) in which 2 is replaced by 1. 

For consistency with the assumption u ~ 1, we also require À/L ~ 1, from (22). 
0 

From flux conservation (1), we also have (with u(L) "'1), 

in agreement with (16). 

N 
- w n ---=u ~-w-N o L 

0 

There is nothing in these theories which tells us what the boundary condition at 

the wall should be. The boundary condition must be fixed by additional considerations. 

For example, we can try to correct the diffusion theory by a simple application of 

kinetic theory (equations (7, 8)). This suggests u ~ 1. The advantage of keeping the 
w 

inertial term in the problem (aside from correcting the simple diffusion solution in 

regions where VV' is not negligible) is that it automatically prevents us from fixing 

a boundary condition with u > 1. This is in harmony with the simple kinetic theory 
w 

considerations. The correct boundary condition must eventually rest upon a detailed 

microscopie treatment of the gas near the wall. 

We have seen that for u ~ 1, or À/L ~ 1, the ordinary diffusion solution is a 
0 

good approximation as long as u~ 1 (see (20)). We now estimate at what point in 

space the diffusion solution breaks down, and inertial effects become important. 

Using the boundary condition (21), the solution (19) containing inertial effects can be 

written 
2 

L -x = (1 -u) • 
À u 

(23) 

In this form, it is apparent that when x is many mean free paths distant from L, (23) 

is satisfied by having u~ 1, so that the simple diffusion solution (5), basedon 

f(u) ~u - 1, should be applicable *. On the other hand, when x approaches to within a 

* (23) can then also be satisfied by u~ 1, which represents another initia! condition, u
0 
~ 1, corresponding to 

a gas shot into the drift space with a highly supersonic speed. 
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few \' s of L, it is evident from (23) that u must become comparable to unity, and 

partiele inertia then plays an important role (no neglect of the u-term in f(u) ). 

As far as the general effect of the inertial term on the density and velocity 

profiles is concerned, it is easily seen that, for À ~ L, the diffusion solution gives a 

velocity profile which is slightly less than, and a density profile which is slightly 

greater than the corresponding profiles obtained when the inertial term is included. 

As for the preferenee of one solution over the other, it seems somehow more 

satisfactory to match the macroscopie wall quantities obtained from a microscopie 

examination of the gas near the wall with the macroscopie quantities of the "main 

region" solutions obtained with inertial effects included, rather than with the simple 

diffusion solution. This is because the matching must clearly be done in a region 

where inertial effects are not negligible. 

To summarize, we have tried to show, using a simple example, that inertial 

effects are important in a diffusing gas, within a few mean free paths of a perfectly 

absorbing wall. Attempting to include these effects means giving up the simple dif

fusion model represented by equation (3). In plasma diffusion, the main features of 

this simple example persist, but the situation is complicated by the presence of two 

kinds of diffusing particles, and by their interaction through space charge fields. The 

effect of space charge, neglecting collisions, is discussed in the next chapter. 
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C H A P T E R II: INTRODUCTION TO THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE PLASMA 

AND THE SHEATH; THE BOHM CRITERION 

II A: A SURVEY OF EXISTING THEORIES 

The theory of a plasma in contact with a wall has been extensively discussed in 

the literature. These theories fall mostly into two categories, those that neglect all 

collisions of the ions 20•21•22•5), and those that assume the plasma is slightly ionized 

so that there are frequent collisions between charged and neutral particles 
23

•
24

•
25

). 

Additional references can be found in these papers. 

The collisionless theories are characterized either by a Vlasov equation 

description of the ions, or by a simple zero-temperature treatment of the ions. The 

electrans are assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium with the electric potential, or 

their density is at least supposed to be a known function of the potential. Quasi

neutrality is not imposed on the physical models, and the theories describe both the 

plasmaand sheath regions. Magnetic fields are not included. (We loosely define a 

sheath as that part of an ionized gas in which the strong inequalities IN+ - N_l ~ N± 

do not hold). 

The callision dominated theories are characterized by fluid-type equations for 

the electrans and the ions. Inertial terms are neglected throughout, so that electron 

and ion drift veloeities are obtained via the standard diffusion and mobility concepts. 

Again, there is no attempt to impose quasi-neutrality, and regions of large space 

charge are included in the theories. Magnetic fields are ignored. 

It is generally believed that diffusion-mobility type equations are only valid so 

long as the mean free paths involved are much less than the lengths over which 

electron and ion fluid properties change significantly. From this point of view, the 

collision-dominated theories mentioned above are restricted to situations where the 

electron and ion mean free paths are much less than the sheath thickness 24•25). 

There exist also treatments of a plasma in contact with a wall in the presence 

of a magnetic field, again without imposing a quasi-neutrality condition. Allen and 

Magistrelli 
26

), and Auer 27), consicter the effect of the self-magnetic field of the 

axial current in a discharge tube, with a magnetic field assumed so weak as not to 

deform the ion trajectories; further, Bertotti 28 •29) discusses the effect of a magnetic 

field normal to the small plane surface of a probe. In the present work, we neglect 

the self-magnetic field of the discharge, but attempt rather to include external mag

netic fields of arbitrary strength, parallel to the wall. 

In reviewing the plasma-sheath problem, and its conneetion with the Bohm 

criterion, we find it most convenient to follow the papers of Caruso and Cavaliere 22>, 
and Bertotti and Cavaliere 5), in which the essential points are shown with a minimum 
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of mathematics. First, however, it is appropriate to review the work of Bohm l). 

II B: BOHM's DERNATION OF A SHEATH CRITERION 

Bohm deals only with the sheath region, which is assumed to contain no sourees 

or sinks of charged particles. It is bounded at x = 0 by a wall which absorbs ions. 

The ions enter the considered region from the left, and move without collisions to

wards the wall with a velocity to be determined. 

There is an electrostatic potential, qi, due to the space charge fields and the 

wall potential. Electrous are assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium with this 

potential at a temperature T_. The ions are all supposed to be producedat rest at a 

plane of null potential. 

With these assumptions, we have the following equations. 

e(qi -qi ) /T _ 
Electron equilibrium: N = N e P - p • 

Ion flux conservation: N+V + = N V • 
p p 

Ion energy conservation: V+= ~ -2eiJ?/m+. 

Poisson's equation: qi" = -4rre(N+ - N_). 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

In postulating (24,25), it has also been assumed that there is some plane in 

space, xp' where the electron and ion densities, N±' are both practically equal, and 

this density is designated NP. We shall also assume that the electric field, -iJ?', at 

x , is negligible. Thus, x is supposed to lie well outside of the region where space 
p p 

charge effects are significant. 

Using (24,25,26) in (27), assuming the potential is monotonic so that 

;;;!I= _È_r _l<ip'>2] 
'~' dil? L 2 ' 

we integrate (27) with respect to iJ? from iJ? to i!i. This gives 
p 

(28) 

(29) 

Remembering that V = ~ -2ei!i /m+ from (26), we expand the right side of (29) 
p p 

in powers of (i!i- i!i ). Thus, as we approach the quasi-neutral region from the sheath, 
p 

(29) becomes, to lowest non-vanishing order in (i!i- i!i ), 
p 

(i!i 1
)
2 

= 4rrNPe (iJ?- iJ?P)
2 (2~P + ;_) • (30) 

Since (il? 1
)
2 is non-negative, (30) implies 

(31) 
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Noting (26), (31) implies 

V :?. ~T /m+ ~ p - (32) 

Equation (32), known as the Bohm criterion fora sheath, gives a lower bound on the 

ion velocity at the sheath edge, x • 
p 

TI C: CARUSO's AND CAVALIERE's DERNATION OF A SHEATH CRITERION 

References (5, 22) have generalized the above simple arguments to include a 

non-Boltzmann electron distribution, continuously distributed ion production, and a 

distribution of ion veloeities at the sheath edge. We now briefly review these papers. 

TI C 1: GENERAL EQUATIONS 

x= -L 

Figure lil: Illustrating the Equation: V+dN+ = ~+[~(x')- i_P(x)J dN+ for the Case of the Symmetrie, 

Plane-Parallel Plasma Column. 

Consider a plane-parallel gas discharge column, located between the planes 

x = ± L, and homogeneous in all directions perpendicular to x. Because of an assumed 

symmetry about the mid-plane, we need only consider the region of positive x. 

For ions generated at a rate G(x) per unit volume, the conservation of mass for 

ions is given by 

(33) 

Assuming ions are producedat rest and suffer no collisions, those ions produced 

in an interval dx' around x' must all pass through the plane at x, x > x'. (See Fig. Til). 

(If the ions instead moved to a plane x< x', the assumption of a steady state would be 

incompatible with the assumption of symmetry). 

There are G(x')dx' ions produced per unit time per unit area in the dx' interval. 

This produces a flux of i ons at x given by V+ dN + = !: [ cp (x') - ~(x) J dN +' where 

we have used conservation of energy. The total ion density at x is contributed to by 
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ions coming from all positive values of x' for which x' < x. Hence 

x _ I G (x')dx' 
N+(x) - J 2 r J . 

0 ~ I ~ (x') - 9i (x) 
m+L 

Using (34), Poisson's equation becomes, 

x G(x')dx' 

9i" = -4ne { I~e [ ]- N_(x)} • 
0 - ~ (x')- 9i (x) 

m+ 

(34) 

(35) 

The electron density is supposed to be a known function, n _, of -e9i/T _, which 

is not necessarily given by a Boltzmann factor. Hence, 

N = N n (-ei!i/T ) = N n (cp) - o- - o-
(36) 

where N is the electron density on the axis, and (36) also defines cp, the potential, 
0 

in units of (-T _/e). 

We also normalize the ion flux and generation rate density by writing 

f + = N
0 
~2T_/m+ y (37) 

and 

G(x) = G(O)g(x) . (38) 

From the characteristic velocity, rJ2T_/m+, the velocity of ions having the 

electron temperature, and the characteristic frequency G(O)/N , the generation rate . 0 

on the axis, we have a characteristic length, 11., 

N 'I/2T /m+/G(O) :: 11., 
0 -

(39) 

which leads toa normalized space coordinate, ~, and a discharge tube half-width, .(, 

according to the definitions, 

x=ll.g, andL=II..(. (40) 

The quantity 11. may be interpreted as an ionization length (see section II C 5). 

In terros of the variables n_, cp, y, g, and ~' equations (33) and (35) become 

dy = g 
d~ 

À 2 d2 s 
D cp = I g( s')d s' - n (cp) ' 

11.2 ds2 o ~ cp<s>- cp(s'> -

where "-n is the electron Debye length at the axis, 
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"-n 

- 4rrN e 2 
0 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 



TI C 2: THE QUASI-NEUTRAL (PLASMA) REGION 

In the limiting case e : ÀD/11. __, 0, we drop the left side of (42) and then obtain a 

statement of quasi-neutrality, namely* 

cp 

n (cp) = g(cp') -\ r==T~ J d~="' drn' 
- dep vcp - cp' 

where we have used the boundary condition that cp vanishes on the axis. The Abel 

equation (44) can be solved for g(cp)d~/dp 30
) to give 

(44) 

(45) 

The second part of equation (45) defines the function C(cp) everywhere. The first 

part determines the potential, electric field, and ion flux, y, in the quasi-neutral 

region. The potential and electric field do not become specifically known unless g is 

a known function of cp • 

The dimensionless electric field is 

ctp /ds = g(cp)/c(cp) , (46) 

and the potential is given implicitly by 

9' 
~ = J C(cp')dcp' /g(cp') • (47) 

0 

The ion flux is obtained by using (41) and integrating (45) from zero to cp, noting 

the symmetry condition, y = 0 at cp = 0. 

cp cp 

y = J C(cp')dcp' = ~ s n_ (cp')dcp'/vcp -cp' (48) 

0 0 

It can be shown that C(cp) has the following two properties (see appendix to this 

chapter). 

I) C(cp) __, 1/rr~ __, oo at cp __, 0. 

II) As cp increases from zero, a potential cp * must eventually be reached at which 

C(cp*) = 0. For n_(cp) = e-cp, we find cp* = 0.854 22>. Beyond this cp*, C(cp) must be 

negative. 

From (46) and property I, we see that the symmetry condition, dcp/d ~ = 0 at 

~ = 0, is satisfied. 

* The change of the variable of integration from ~' to cp' is only valid so long as cp (~) is monotonie. 
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From (46) and property II, we see that the electric field blows up at cp = cp* 

provided g(cp*) i- 0. Hence the derivative of the electric field also blows up at cp*, and 

the assumption of quasi-neutrality (neglect of the left side of (42)) breaks down at cp*. 

However, in the limit e :, (f...D/1\) _, 0, we can approach arbitrarily close to cp* without 

violating quasi -neutrality. 

TI C 3: THE SPACE CHARGE (SHEATH) REGION 

For regions of space beyond that point at which cp = cp*, it is necessary to use 

the complete equation (42). We anticipate that there is a certain small distance from 

the wall, 6, within which space charge effects are important. Within this region, we 

measure lengths in units of "-n rather than i\. Thus, we define a new coordinate, 11, 

for x> L- 6. 

__ .{-r: __ L-x 
11 _ --"' - À , and also the dimensionless sheath 

e D thickness ê , 

(49) 

For the integral in (42), we use the original i\ scale in the quasi-neutral region, and 

the "-n scale in the remaining region. Using (49) equation (42) then becomes 

2 cp.{ ê/€ 

~ = J g(cp') ~ dep' + € J h(11') d 11' _ n (*) 
dl12 0 dep' ~cp - cp' 0 ~ *(11) - *(11') -

(50) 

where * is the potential considered as a function of 11, and h is the ion generation 

rate density as a function of 11. Also, we define cp.{ as the limit of the quasi-neutral 

potential as s _, J: - ê _, J:. So far, we know only that 

(51) 

with equality holding only asymptotically in the sense that e ..... 0. 

As e _, 0, we neglect the second integral in (50), which corresponds to negl.ecting 

ion generation in the thin layer between ( .{- ê) and J:. (We anticipate that & is of 

order e; see section II C 4). In the first integral we use the result (45). Then (50) 

becomes 

16 

cpc 
d

2
*/dij

2 = J C(cp')dcp'/~cp -cp'- n_(*). 

0 

(52) 



Now, equation (45), the definition of C(cp) for all values of cp, can be inverted to 

give 

n _(cp) : n- ( ~) = f C (cp I ) d cp I IJ ~ - cp I • 

0 

Substituting (53) in (52), we obtain 

(53) 

2 ~ 
d~[!(~~) J =- I C(cp 1 )dcp 1 /J~-cp 1 ' (54) 

cpJ: 
where, for reality, we obviously require ~ ~ cp J: • 

According to the usual techniques of boundary-layer analysis *, the potential 

viewed as a function of the "stretched coordinate" 11, (that is, the coordinate that 

looks at the space charge region with a magnifying glass,) is to be matched on to the 

main solution at 11 = oo: 

lim ~ (11) = cp.(. 
11-+oo 

(55) 

This implies that d~;dTJ ..... 0 and 11 ..... oo as ~ ..... cpJ:. Using these boundary conditions, 

we integrate (54) with respect to ~ from 1jr = cp.( to 1jr = 1jr, and obtain 

! (dljr/dr])
2 

=- 2 ! dcp'C(cp') ~ 1jr - cp' • 

cpJ: 

(56) 

Suppose cp .( < cp*. Then, for cpJ: < 1jr < cp*, equation (56) tells us that (dljr/dr])
2 

is 

negative, because we know from properties I and II that C(cp) > 0 for cp < cp*. Hence, 

to avoid this, we must have 

(57) 

Thus, cp* is a lower bound for the range of dimensionless potentials in the sheath, 

assum.ing the potentialis monotonie. This statement is the counterpart of Bohm's 

result, equation (31). Fora Boltzmann distribution of electrons, the two results 

differ by a numerical factor of order unity (cp* = 0. 854 whereas Bohm has cp* = 0.500). 

Caruso and Cavaliere 22) believe this is due to Bohm's unrealistic assumption that 

all ions are producedat rest at the same plane. 

The results (51) and (57) together imply 

cpJ: = cp*. 

From (56) the sheath potential 1jr (11) can be immediately obtained in impHeit 

form, 11(1Jr), using the boundary condition that 1jr = cp = the wall potential at 11 = 0. w 

(58) 

* An excellent example of the application of these techniques is provided by the paper of Chang 31) on the flow 

of a conducting fluid around an obstacle in a magnetic field. The validity of the boundary matching rarely 

receives a rigarous examination. Wasow 32) has done so for a quite general second order ordinary differentlal 

equation. A similar rigorous examinatien for the Poisson equation, (42), is still lacking. 
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1 II C 4: THE THICKNESS OF THE SHEATH 

So far, we have tacitl.y assumed the existence of a length b. characterizing the 

space charge boundary layer thickness, such that b. vanishes to the same order as 

À.D' or 6 ..... 0 as e ..... 0 with (o/e) finite. Caruso and Cavaliere 22
) offer the following 

plausibility argument. A reasonable definition of 6 in terms of the stretched coor

dinate, T] , is 

(59) 

where epw is the wall potential. Converting the integration variabie to 1jr, and using 

(56) and (58), (59) becomes 

r ...,-1 epw 
6/e=!lep -ep*, r(ljr-ep*) dljr 

Lw .J J 1jr 1 

* [ r -1~ 
ep - J dep c (ep) ~J 

ep* 

From (45), we can write the definition of C(ep) as 

1 p 
C(ep) = di/dep where I(ep) : ~ • n 

0 

(ep') dep' • 
vep-ep' 

Using (61) in the denominator of the integrand of (60), we find 

"' "' - ['dep c (ep)~ =V"'- ep* I(ep*)-! I I(ep) dep * * vv-ep ep ep 

= V 1jr - ep* ~I (ep*) - I (ep ) -~ · 
L "' -• 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

The second equation follows from the generalized mean-value theorem for integrals, 

and epv is a value of ep lying between ep* and ljr, and depending on the variabie \jr. 

Using (62) in (60), and again applying the generalized mean-value theorem, we 

have 

(63) 

where ( ) denotes mean-value relevant to the 1jr integration. 

For ep }> cp *, (63) reduces to the re sult of reference (22) provided that, inthebrackets w 
we neglect I(ep ~) compared to I(cp *>· The result ofreference (22) is plausible atleast as an 

order of magnitude result, because, for a Boltzmann distribution of electrons, I(ep) 

has a single maximum at ep = ep* 27>. Note that I(cp*) is just the ion flux, y, at the edge 

of the plasma, to zero order in e, see equation (48). 
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In any case, the plausible definition (60), indicates that, o/e is a definite 

function of the wall potentlal independent of e, so that o vanishes to the same order 

as e. 

II C 5: DISCUSSION OF THE IONIZATION LENGTH, A 

The assumed smallness of e is useful for the approximate determination of the 

ionization length, A, (equation (39) ), and the electron temperature. To see this, we 

write 
.( -5 .( 

f ds + J ds . (64) 

0 0 .(-5 

Remembering that o is of order e, we find to zero order in e, using (46) and 

(58), 

* * ep d ep 
.( = I s dep = I c (ep) dep • 

J <fëP g (ep) 
(65) 

0 0 

This equation determines A as a definite number times L, because .( = L/ A. This 

result, that the ionization length is of order L, is not surprising: during the time an 

ion travels a distance of order L with a speed comparable to ~T_/m+, a new ion 

must be produced, fora steady state. Hence, this time must be comparable to the 

reciprocal of the frequency with which an electron ionizes a neutra!, namely a fre

quency of order G(O)/N • Thus L/~T /m+ "'"'N /G(O) or, from (39), L"'"' A. 
0 - 0 

We now see that e ~ 1 has another significance, namely "-n ~ L. 

The ionization length, A, in genera!, depends on the electron temperature. 

Hence, given the tube radius, L, (65) also determines the electron temperature, 

independent of the wall potential, cp , to zero order in e. w 

II D: COMPARISON OF THE TREATMENTS OF THE NEUTRAL GAS AND THE 

ELECTRON-ION GAS 

At this point, we notice the analogy between the present problem and the gas 

dillusion problem of chapter I. In both cases, consideration of the simplified problem 

in the "main region" gives rise to an eigenvalue equation ( (6) with the equality sign, 

and (65)) which has as its basis the inequality À ~ L or "-n ~ L. In both cases, the 

eigenvalue equation comes from a boundary condition which must be justified by 

further consideration of the problem in the boundary layer. In the gas diffusion pro

blem, the further consideration consists of a simple kinetic theory of a collisionleas 

gas near the absorbing wall. In the space charge problem it consisjs of a sheath 

theory which neglects ion production. 
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In the gas diffusion problem, the appropriate boundary layer model is furnished 

by the "collisionless Boltzmann equation", _y. 'V f (!:, ~ = 0, which implies that the 

distribution function, f, is constant in space. The absorbing wall boundary condition 

then says f vanishes for the half-space of veloeities that point away from the wall. 

Although the distribution function for the main region was not available, it was 

guessed at being Maxwellian *. This provided the matching condition for f which was 

therefore taken to be a half-Maxwellian (equation (7) ). Calculation of the macroscopie 

velocity using this f then provided a boundary condition for the rnain-region macros

copie problem, or, to put it another way, the macroscopie veloeities were matched 

across the edge of the boundary layer. 

In the space charge problem, the boundary layer model was described by the 

full Poisson equation, neglecting ion production. The information fed in from the 

main region was the functional dependenee of the ion density on the potential (the in

tegral in (52) ), analogous to an assumption about the gas distribution function in the 

main region (discussion in preceding paragraph). The sheath potential was then fully 

determined by the boundary condition, cp , and by matching with the main region 
w 

potential. 

Eigenvalue equations, such as the two we have been dealing with, are important 

in bridging the gap between theory and experiment. For example, (65) determines the 

electron temperature, which can, in principle, be measured. Therefore, it is of 

more than idle interest to set such eigenvalue equations on firm theoretica! ground. 

In the next chapters, we make an effort in this direction in a situation which embodies 

the collisional effects of chapter I, the space charge effects of chapter II, a magnetic 

field parallel to the wall, and cylindrical ge ometry. 

II E: THE ION VELOCITY AT THE PLASMA SHEA TH BOUNDARY FROM THE 

SHEA TH VIEWPOINT 

So far in our review of the space charge problem, we have made contact with 

the Bohm criterion only in the form of conditions on the potential at the plasma 

sheath boundary. It remains to make the conneetion with the ion velocity at this 

boundary. We discuss this conneetion in the remainder of this chapter. The preceding 

discussion followed Caruso and Cavaliere 22). The remaining discussion mostly 

follows Bertotti and Cavaliere 5). 

Looking at the problemstrictly from the sheath viewpoint, and thus using the 

T]-coordinate which measures lengths in units of ÀD' Poisson's equation is 

d
2

w/dT]
2 = n+- n_ (66) 

* For an attempt to use the full Boltzmann equation everywhere, in the problem of gas flow in a bounded 
region, see reference (44). 
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where n = N+· /N , N again being the electron density at the center. The sheath + 0 0 
edge is taken to beat 11 .... co in the sense of the boundary layer techniques referred 

to in the preceding discussion. 

To increase the generality of the method, we no longer restriet the ions to be 

born at rest. Thus, the previous expression for n+ (the sum of the integrals in (50)) 

must be set aside. Instead, we determine n + by solving the Boltzmann equation for 

the ions in the sheath, neglecting ion production and collisions. We expect these 

approximations to be justified in. the limit of a thin sheath, which the preceding 

treatment suggests corresponds to the limit "-n .... 0. Hence, in the same dimension

less units as before, the steady state Vlasov or collisionless Boltzmann equation for 

ionsis 

(67) 

The function f is defined as the distribution function in which the veloeities 

parallel to the wall have already been integrated out, so f depends only on the 

velocity perpendicular to the wall, which, in units of ~2T _/m+, is u. 

Note that 

n+ = J f du . (68) 

If the sheath potential is monotonie, (67) can be written 

(69) 

so that f must depend only on the total energy, 

f = f(E) with (70) 

In (68), we convert the integration over u at constant 11 to an integration over 

E at constant 1jr. The limits of integration are obtained by noting that an ion can only 

enter the sheath if its velocity (with respect to the 11-coordinate which increases 

away from the wall) is non-positive. From (70) then, r: = -ljr where ,,, is the "'ïD.in co "'co 
potential at the sheath edge. Also from u=-~' we have 

so that (68) becomes 

n = -+ 

du = - d €/2"/ E + 1jr 

-ljr 
co co 

s f(€) d€ 
co 2vE+1Jr 

(71) 

(72) 
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Plugging (72) into (66), and integrating on ~ from ~ = ~ to ~ = ~ (see equation co 
(28) ), we find 

co ~ 

-!(d ~ld11)2 = I f(E)dE (~ - "JE+ ~co) - J n_(f) d f . (73) 

In obtaining this result, we have supposed, as in the preceding discussion, that 

~ matches on to a plasma limiting potential, ~co' as 11 __.co. This requires all deriva

tives, dn~ I d 11n, to vanish as 11 __. co . The vanishing of the dimensionless electric field, 

dljr I d 11, as 11 __. ro was therefore used to obtain (7 3). We also have a vanishing of the 

net charge as 11 __.co, so that, from (72), 

co 

n (~ ) = I f(E) . dE . 
- co -~ 2-J E + ~ro 

co 

(74) 

Expanding the right side of (73) in powers of(~ - 1jr ), and using (74), we obtain, ro 
to lowest non-vanishing order, 

ro 

(75) 

where 

The integral on the right si de of (7 5) only makes sense if f vanishes fa ster than 

-J.-E_+_ljr_ as E __. -~ • Physically, this means that we require that no ions are standing 
ro ro 

still at the sheath edge. 

Noting (70) and (71), the requirement that the right side of (75) be non-negative 

can be expressed in the form 

0 

-! I f(u) du + n' (ljr ) ~ 0 . 
2 - ro 

-ro U 

(76) 

Dividing through by n_(~co) = n+(ljr), (76) becomes 

2 -1 n_(~ro) 
2 < 1lu > ~ - n: (~co) (77) 

where 
0 0 

< 1lu
2

> : _[f(u) :; /)co f(u)du evaluated at 11 __.co • 
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Fora mono-energetic ion stream at the sheath edge, and a Boltzmann distribu

tion of electrons, (77) reduces to the original Bohm criterion (32). Thus, (77) 

generalizes the Bohm criterion to non-Boltzmann electron distributions, and ions 

with a distribution of energies at the sheath edge. 

Now, (77) only provides a lower bound fora characteristic macroscopie velo--- . 
city with which ions enter the sheath. Approaching the problem from the point of view 

of the plasma, however, we later find either an upper bound or equality. This situation 

is analogous to the preceding discussion of the paper of Caruso and Cavaliere 22), in 

which the (dimensionless) potentials in the plasma (quasi-neutra!) region were bounded 

above by cp *, and those in the sheath we re bounded below by cp *. 

TI F: THE ION VELOCITY AT THE PLASMA SHEA TH BOUNDARY FROM THE 

PLASMA VIEWPOINT 

We now reconsider the ion velocity from the quasi-neutral viewpoint, and 

return to the simple picture in which the ions in the plasma are born at rest. We use 

the reduced units appropriate to the quasi-neutral region, in which A is the unit of 

length, and s is the coordinate that measures distance from the center, see equation 

(39). As usual, the velocity measured in units of ~2T _/m+' is denoted by u. 

By conservation of energy, ions born at rest at the point s' reach the point r;, 
with s > r;', with a velocity u= V cp(s)- cp(s'). Ions reaching s with a slightly different 

velocity must come from a slightly different point s'. The increments in velocity and 

position of birth are connected by 

du = - . 1 dcp(s'> ds' = _ _!_ dcp(s'> ds' • 
2Ycp(S) - cp(s'> d s' 2u ds' 

(78) 

The ion density at s due to ions born in an interval ds' is (see equation (34)): 

dn = g(g'> ds' = g(s'> dg' 

+ .J cp<s> - cp(s'> u 
(79) 

The ion velocity distribution is defined as 

f = dn+/du. (80) 

Using (78, 79, 41), (80) becomes 

f = -2 dy(cp')/dcp' (81) 

where cp' is the potential at s'' and y is the ion flux at the point s'. 
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The following argument is due to Auer 27). We calculate the mean square ion 

velocity using the distribution function (81). This is, using (78) and the relation 

u=) cp(g) - cp(g'), 

dy(p') dep' 

dep' .j cp - cp' 
(82) 

But, using (81), 

ep 
I' J d I ') d I n+=jfdu= y,cp cp • 

0 dep' ~ep - ep' 
(83) 

Using· (83) in (82), we obtain 

s 
ep - __!__ J ep(g') g(g') dg' 

n+ 0 ) cp(g) - ep(g') 
(84) 

where the secoud equation follows from (41). 

Since the integral in (84) is non-negative, we have the inequality 

(85) 

which is Auer's result. In particular, at the plasma edge, we have J < u2 > ::::; W = 

~ 0. 854 '"V 0. 92 for a Boltzmann distribution of electrons. Hence, a characteristic 

macroscopie velocity of the i ons is bounded above by approximately 1. 3) T _ /m + at 

the plasma edge, in physical units. 

To make contact with the result (77) of Bertotti and Cavaliere 
5
), we use the 

distribution function (81) to calculate the average, < 1/u2 >, and we consider the 

problem from the quasi-neutral viewpoint. We calculate the average, at a potential 

cp, slightly less than and very close to cp*. Then 

where we have used (81) and (78). 

Now, this expression, (86), only makes sense provided d y(ep')/dep' vanishes fast 

enough as cp' ..... ep. Remembering that, from (41), 

dy = ~~= g(ep) ~' 
dep dg dep dep 

we see that g(cp') is required to vanish in a neighbourhood of ep which is close to ep*. 

This is in accord with the assumption of Bertotti and Cavaliere that no ions are at rest 
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in the neighbourhood of ~*. In the present case, we must require the vanishing of g 

in the neighbourhood of ~* because g represents ions generated at rest. 

With the above assumption, and (83), (86) becomes 

2 
< 1/u > = -2 n~(~)/n + (ep) (87) 

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to ep where ep is very close to ep*. 

But, in the quasi-neutral region, asymptotically with e _, 0 or "-n ..... 0, we have 

n+ = n _ and n~(cp) = n: (ep) . 

Thus, (87) reproduces the generalized Bohm criterion of Bertotti and Cavaliere, 

equation (77), but with a more definite result, an equality sign. 

Cavaliere and others 33
) have extended the work discussed in this chapter. A full 

kinetic equation for the ions is used. The ions need not be born at rest, and are 

allowed to suffer collisions. The electron density is still taken as a function of cp 

alone, and there is no magnetic field. The main results of the simpler theory reviewed 

he re are again verified in the more refined theory. 

To summarize, we have reviewed work done on a simple physical model of the 

plasma bounded by a wall, and have pointed out that different results can be expected 

when looking at the problem from the sheath viewpoint or from the plasma viewpoint. 

As stated in reference (22), it is generally possible to match the results only in the 

limit "-n _, 0. For fin_ite but smal! "-n• there will be a continuous transition from a 

region where quasi-neutrality is an acceptable approximation, toa sheath region 

where space charge effects are predominant and ion production is negligible. 

In the remainder of part I, we discuss the diffusion of collision-dominated 

plasmas across a magnetic field. We shall indicate in what sense the Bohm criterion 

is applicable. Our derivation shall not assume a Boltzmann distribution for the elec

trons, nor indeed any given functional dependenee on the potential. It thus shall ap

pear that the Bohm criterion has a quite general scope, which is notapparent from 

the review in chapter II. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II - A II 

A function C(ep) was defined by (45). 

ep 
d C (ep) =-I (ep) where 

dep 
1 I dep' I (ep) =- n (ep') 
1T - V cp - cpr 

0 

(88) 
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We want to show that C(cp) satisfies properties I and 11. 

~ 
Property I: Since I (cp) 2 I 2 =- n(cp-T)dT, 

TT -
(89) 

0 

we have Vci 
2 1 2 I 2 C(cp) =-n (0) -+- n' (cp- T )dT, 
TT - 2~ TT O -

(90) 

where n~ means èm_/ocp. 

Since n~ is surely bounded and integrable and n _ (0) = 1, (90) shows immediately 
1 

that C(cp) _, -- as cp _, 0. 
TTVci 

This proves property I. 

Property II: In the form (89), it is obvious that I(cp) starts out at zero, and goes 

positive, as cp increases from zero. We can show that C(cp) = : has at least one 

zero, by showing that I(cp) also vanishes as cp _,co. To show this, write, from (88) 

cpo cp 
1 I d I I(cp) =- n (cp') cp 
TT 0 - ~cp - cp' 

+ _!_ J n (cp') dep' ' 
TT - )cp _ cp I 

cpo 

where cp is a fixed potential to be specified shortly. The first integral clearly 
0 

vanishes at cp _, co. 

(91) 

In the second integral, we make the reasonable assumption that there exists a 

cp , and a constant A, such that for all cp > cp , n (cp) is bounded above by 
0 0 -

+ with e ~ 1. 
cp2+e 

This is a very weak restrietion on the electron energy distribution. 

Then the second integral in (91) is bounded above by 

and this obviously vanishes as cp _,co. 

Therefore, I(cp) vanishes as cp _,co, and C(cp) has at least one zero. Furthermore 

C(cp) must have at least one zero beyond which C(cp) is negative, because I(cp) goes to 

zero from above, that is, with negative slope. This proves property IT. 
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C H A P T E R III: THE SLIGHTL Y IONIZED GAS 

ill A: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK 

The theories and experiments dealing with plasma diffusion across a magnetic 

field have been extensively reviewed by Hoh 34) and Boeschoten 35). There are many 

aspects of the problem set forthinthese reviews that we do not consider here, such 

as effects of finite lengthof the plasma column, diffusion of decaying plasmas, and 

anomalous diffusion. Instead, we deal with the idealized case of an infinitely long, 

steady state plasma column, bounded by insulating walls. Further, we restriet our

selves toa macroscopie viewpoint, using simple fluid-type equations for the electron 

and ion gases. This implies that the plasmas we consider are collision dominated. 

Even within this simple framework, one encounters two major mathematica! 

troubles due to the appearance of non-linear terms. One such term is charged par

tiele density times electric field. This term is important when the plasma deviates 

appreciably from the condition of quasi-nem;rality, IN+- N _I ~ N ±" Another such 

term is velocity times velocity gradient, an inertial term, which can be important 

when the mean free paths of the charged particles are not completely negligible com

pared to characteristic macroscopie lengths such as the discharge tube radius. When 

the inertial term is not negligible, the usual diffusion and mobility concepts are no 

longer valid. 

These non-linear effects are sometimes ignored 3•4), in treating diffusion of a 

slightly ionized plasma. Theories that attempt to include these effects usually do not 

include them both together. For example, references (23,24,25) include only the non

linearity due tospace charge. References (6,7) include only the non-linearity due to 

partiele inertia. (For strongly ionized gases, references (8,9) again include only the 

non-linearity from partiele inertia). 

In this chapter, we take the quasi-neutral point of view and include inertial 

terms, following Persson and Mosburg 6 ' 7>. We shall show that, in the limit of a high 

density plasma, the Bohm criterion (in the form of equality) is satisfied at the limit 

of the region of quasi-neutrality. The derivation includes collisions of electrons and 

i ons with neutrals, a magnetic field parallel to the walls, and cylindrical geometry. 

From chapter TI, one receives the impression that the Bohm criterion is de

pendent u pon the electron dens ity being everywhere a function only of e ~ /T _. The de

rivation of chapter III shall show that this is not the case. 

Our treatment differs from that of Mosburg and Persson 7) in two respects. 

First, we neglect the plasma diamagnetism, that is, we neglect the magnetic fields of 

the azimuthal plasma currents compared to the applied field strength. Reference (7) 

includes the plasma diamagnetic effect, but finds numerically that it is usually neg-
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ligible. In an appendix to this chapter, we estimate the conditions for diamagnetism 

to be negligible. 

The second and most important difference of our treatment from reference (7) is 

that the latter assumes the plasma has no net azimuthal momenttim. Although this 

assumption is valid for a strongly ionized plasma, as will be shown in chapter IV, it 

is notgenerally valid fora slightly ionized gas. We estimate in an appendix to this 

chapter under what conditions it is an approximately valid assumption. 

III B: BASIC EQUATIONS 

We start with the Boltzmann equations for electrans and ions, whose steady state 

distribution functions are denoted by f ± ~. ~: 

e 1 f I fl v. v f ± - 'E + - v x B). v = (of at) 11 + (a at) d - r ± m ~ c - - v ± ± co . ± pro . - ± -
(92) 

The velocity of a single partiele is y, and its position vector is !. . B is the magnetic 

field, c is the speed of light, and E the electric field. The first term on the right 

gives the rate of change of f± due topartiele collisions, the second term that due to 

partiele production. We completely neglect the effect of electron-ion recombination. 

In what follows, we suppose f± dies away so rapidly at large velocities, that all ne

cessary velocity integrations are meaningful. 

Integrating (92) over all y-space gives, 

where the partiele density is, 

the macroscopie velocity is, 

and v. is an ioniza ti on frequency. 
1 

V. (N V ) = v .N 
::!:± 1 -

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

Obviously, the ra te of change of f ± due to collis i ons does not contribute to (93). 

The right side of (93) is a gross approximation to the actual form of J<of lot) d ct
3
v, ± pro . 

which is often used. Roughly speaking, it means that an average electron makes vi 

ionizing collisions per second. 

Multiplying (92) by y, and integrating over all y-space gives, 

P Ne Ne 
v.(N V V) +v.___!_+v NV =±~E ±-±-V xB 

~-± m± ± ±.;± m±- m±c-± -
(96) 

where P ±is the pressure tensor of electrans or ions, 
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P = m J 1v - V ) 'v - V ) f d
3
v. ± ± \.!.. -± \.!.. -± ± (97) 

The v term of (96) is a gross approximation to the actual form of 
± 

-Jv(of lot) 11 d3v, in which v is a representative collision frequency of electrons 
- ± co • ± 

or ions with neutrals. This often used form is strictly valid only when the velocity 

dependenee of the collision cross-section for momenturn transfer is proportional to 

v - 1 36). Roughly speaking, it means that an average electron (or ion) loses momen

turn on the order of m V at each elastic collision with a neutra!, and suffers v 
::!:"± ± 

such collisions per second. 

There is no contribution to equation (96) from the term Jv(of lot) d d
3
v, due - ± pro . 

to the assumption that charged particles produced by ionization have no initia! pre-

ferenee for any particular direction in velocity space. 

The characteristic frequencies, v. and v , are obviously proportional to the 
1 ± 

density of neutrals. The latter we take to be a constant in space, on the assumption 

that the percentage ionization is so low that only a negligible fraction of neutrals are 

effected by the motions of the charged particles. Thus they are taken to be macros

copically at rest, so that their equations of continuity and motion do notenter the pro

blem; hence, v. and v are assumed constant. 
1 ± 

The accuracy of a description involving only the first few velocity moments of 

the distribution functions as compared to the use of the original Boltzmann equations 

is a complex question that we do not go into here. (See, for example, reference (37)). 

It is generally accepted that a fluid description is (at least qualitatively) meaningful 

if the relevant mean free paths are much smaller than distances over which the fluid 

properties change significantly, and the relevant mean free times are much shorter 

than times during which the fluid properties change significantly. (See also reference 

(38)). 

One need not appeal to a high collision frequency in order to argue for a fluid 

description. In genera!, any localizing agent that prevents a partiele from straying 

too far from its original (moving) fluid element during a macroscopie time suffices. 

For example, in the Chew-Goldberger-Low theory 39), the localizing agent is a short 

ion cyclotron radius. In the fluid theory of electron plasma oscillations, as presented 

by Buneman 40), the localizing agent is a high oscillation frequency. In that case, the 

macroscopie time is so short that a thermal electron ~annot traverse more than a 

small fraction of a macroscopie length (the wavelength), during a cycle. 

UI C: PLANE GE OMETRY 

III C 1: SPECIALIZATION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS 

We consider an infinitely long, plane-parallel slab of slightly ionized gas, bounded 
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by insulatingwallsat x=± L. The uniform applied magnetic field is taken in the 

z-direction. We suppose all macroscopie quantities in the basic equations (93) and 

(96) depend only on x. Further, we suppose conditions are symmetrie about the plane 

x= 0. 

From the assumption of a steady state, 

yrxE= 0. 

The z-component of this equation is 

E' = 0 
y 

which implies E is a constant. We choose 
y 

E = 0. 
y 

(In (99) and henceforth, the prime means a derivative with respect to x). 

Equation (93) can be written 

(N V )' = \).N • 
± ±X 1 -

With the symmetry condition 

V+x = 0, V = 0 at x = 0 -x ' ' 

(101) implies 

N+V+ = N V for all x. x - -x 

With the quasi-neutrality assumption 

(103) implies 

V =V :V +x -x 

in the quasi-neutral region. 

The following relations are useful: 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

(104) 

(105) 

yr. (N V V ) = N V .\JV± +V V'. (N V ) =NVV' +\).NV±. (106) 
±-±-± ±-± - -± ±-± -± 1 -

The first part is an identity. The second follows with the aid of (93), (104) and (105), 

together with the requirement that all quantities depend only on x. 

Using (106), taking B in the z-direction, and neglecting off-diagonal terros of 

the pressure tensors for simplicity we can write the (x, y) components of (96) as 
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-1 -1 
NVV' + m P' + (\J + \J.)NV = ±m NeE ±NO V (107) 

±±XX± 1 ± x ±±y 

NVV' 
±y 

+ (\J + \J.)NV = 
± 1 ±y 

-NO V + ± (108) 



where 

0 = eB/m c 
± ± 

(109) 

and we have noted (100). 

It is clear that in writing (104) through (108), we make fractional errors of order 

IN+- N_, /N. The conditions under which these errors are small will be explored in 

an appendix to this chapter. 

Although electron inertia is generally negligible because of the small electron 

mass, we carry it along for generality in (107) and (108). 

We shall close the moment equations with the perfect gas laws, 

P =NT 
±xx ±" 

(110) 

Neglecting the off-diagonal components of the pressure tensors, and neglecting 

the viscosity corrections to the diagonal terms expressed in the form (110), is a 

serious omission that should be rectified by further research. Rough order-of-mag

nitude investigations that we discuss in an appendix have given us the impression that 

the ion viscosity corrections are of the same order as the inertial terms, unless the 

electron temperature far exceeds the ion temperature. When T _ ~ T +' it appears 

that ion inertia dominates ion viscosity. (The effects of electron viscosity, as well as 

electron inertia, should be negligible in ambipolar diffusion, because of the small 

electron mass). There seems to be little discussion of viscosity effects in plasma 

diffusion in the literature *. 
A further approximation that we want to make is that the electron and ion tem

peratures are independent of position. In the absence of magnetic fields, using quasi

neutrality, and neglecting inertial and viscous effects, Ecker and Zöller 42
) have in

vestigated the effects of space-dependent temperatures. When the neutral gas pres

sure is on the order of 1 mm Hg, they find appreciable differences from the constant 

temperature solution, provided the axial discharge current exceeds about one ampère. 

(The tube currents in Lehnert's experiment 3
) were only about 0.1 ampères). 

The unusual increase of the collis ion frequencies by the additional term \!. in 
1 

equations (107) and (108) deserves some comment. To make it plausible, consicter a 

simple situation without pressure gradients or applied forces. At an initial time, 

t = 0, suppose there is a uniform flux of mono-energetic particles, 

r =NV . 
0 0 0 

Fortimes t:;:::: 0 suppose particles identical to those in the beam are magically pro-

* However, Sirnon 41 > has included viscosity effects, while neglecting inertial terms, fora one-component 

charged partiele gas diffusing across a strong magnetic field. He finds that viscosity causes an appreciable 

flux due to like-particle collisions, when significant density changes occur in a length not too much greater 

than a cyclotron diameter. 
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ducedat rest uniformly throughout space, at a uniform rate, \).N, where N is the 
1 

instantaneous density. Then the mass balance equation is 

which has the solution 

dN/dt = \).N 
1 

\)i t 
N =Ne 

0 

Since there are no collisions, no pressure gradients, and no forces, the partiele 

flux is always the same. The macroscopie velocity is defined as 

-\).t 
1 

Thus, the macroscopie velocity satisfies the equation 

dV I dt = - \). V . 
1 

This is just the meaning of (107) in the absence of pressure gradients, applied forces, 

and collisions, if we recognize VV' as the convective time-derivative, dV /dt. 

Usin,g (110), we multiply (107) by m± and add the (+) equation to the (-) equation. 

Defining 

T = T + T 
+ -

M= m + m + -

\) = M-1(m \) + m \) ) 
+ + - -

0 =eB/Me 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

the result is (after dividing through by M), 

NVV'+ MT N' +(\)+\).)NV= NO(V+ -V ) . 
1 y -y 

On the other hand, using (107) as it stands, and subtracting the (-) equation 

from the (+) equation, we findan equation for E , namely 
x 

~[(T+ T_J N' J E =- ---- - + (\) - \) )V- (0 V +0 V ) , x e m m N + - + +y - -y 
+ -

where mR: m+m_/M is the electron-ion reduced mass. 
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Let us define 

VT = vT/M, the ambipolar sound speed 

N : N at x= 0 
0 

n : N/N , the reduced density 
0 

u = V /v T' the reduced radial velocity 

u = V /vT' reduced azimuthal veloeities 
± ±y 

v2 : T I (m v2 ) reduced thermal speeds 
± ± ± T' 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

characteristic reciprocal lengths 

(114) * 

(115) 

In termsof the quantities defined by (114) and (115), the basic equations (101), 

and (112) and (108) and (113), transform respectively to the following taking account 

also of (104) and (105). 

Ma ss balance: 
(nu)' = k.n 

1 

radial momenturn balance: 

nuu' + n' + (k + k.)nu = Q(u+ -u )n 
1 -

azimuthal momenturn balance: 

uu' + (k +k.)u =+Q u 
± ± 1 ± ± 

electrio field: 

2 
mRvTI 2 2 n' J E = --j (v - V ) - + (k - k ) u- (Q u + Q u ) 

x e L + - n + - ++ --

(116) 

(117) 

(118) 

(119) 

These are the basic equations that we use for the description of the plane-parallel 

plasma column. If n, u, u can be found, (119) then determines E , and the quasi-
± x 

neutrality assumption canthen be checked. 

Hl C 2: THE PLASMA DIFFUSION PROBLEM IN PLANE GEOMETRY WITHOUT 

INERTlAL EFFECTS 

In a famous 1958 paper on plasma diffusion, Lehnert 3) presented the results of 

an experiment involving neutral gas pressures on the order of a mm Hg, with a dis-

* By analogy with cylindrical geometry, we sometimes refer to the x-direction as "radial" and the y-direction 
as "azimuthal". 
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charge tube radius on the order of a few centimeters. The percentage ionization was 

extremely low. Under these conditions, the electron and ion mean free paths were on 

the order of a millimeter, so one expects the fluid-type equations to be applicable. 

Using fluid-type equations similar to (116), (117), and (118), but suitable for 

cylindrical ge ometry, Lehnert presented a theory which was in a good agreement 

with experiment up toa critica! magnetic fieldstrengthof several thousand gauss, 

beyond which the effective plasma diffusion coefficient was found to increase anoma

lously. This anomalous diffusion is now thought to be related to a helical instability 

of the plasma column 45
), and such effects do notconcern us here. Our interest here 

is in the "normal" diffusion region where Lehnert's theory and experiment were in 

good agreement. 

In his theory, Lehnert neglected terms corresponding to nuu', k.nu, uu' and 
1 ± 

k.u , that appear in equations (117) and (118). He also neglected centrifugal and 
1 ± 

Coriolis inertial terms that appear in equations suitable for cylindrical geometry. 

We present here the plane geometry version of Lehnert's theory, so as to motivate 

our later presentation which includes the inertial effects. 

The neglect of the above-mentioned terms is contingent upon certain inequalities 

which are derived in an appendix to this chapter. If we neglect them, (118) becomes 

Substituting this into (117), again neglecting the above-mentioned terms, we find 

Fick's law, 

nu=-Àn' 

where À is a characteristic length defined by 

(120) 

(121) 

* The second equality was arrived at with the help of some definitions in (111) and (115) . 

N ow, the collis ion frequencies have the orders of magnitude v ±"" Nn <r ±V T ±/m ±' 

where N is the neutral density, and <r are representative cross-sections for charge-
n ± 

neutral elastic collis i ons, both <J + and <J _ being generally of the same order. Further, 

the mass ratio (m+/m_) generally dominates the temperature ratio (T_/T). (In Leh

nert's experiment, m+/m_ "'1é and T_/T+ "'40). Therefore, m+k+ and m_k_o:/v: 

are the most important terms in the dominator of (122). Using some of the definitions 

(111), (114), and (115), we therefore estimate the order of magnitude of À to be 

* -This À is essentially the same as the À in Lehnert's paper3), with hls choice T~,..... T /2. 
1 e 
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I -1 (1 + 0 0 \) \) ) +- + - (123) 

where À+ is a length on the order of a mean free path for ion-neutral elastic collis i ons, 

Substituting (121) into (116), we find 

k. 
n"+-fn=O. (124) 

From the definition of n, (114), we must have n = 1 at x= 0. Symmetry requires 

u= 0 at x= 0, so that (121) gives n' = 0 at x= 0. With these two boundary conditions 

on n, the solution of (124) is 

n = cos (x Vk:li:) . 
1 

Since the density cannot he negative, the solution cannot extend beyond 

x = n
2 

VÀ/k .. 
max 1 

We tentatively choose the wall at this maximum position, 

(125) 

(126) 

which implies that the wall density is infinitesimal compared to its value on the axis. 

Lehnert 3) has derived an equation like (126), except that n/2 is replaced by the first 

zero of the Bessel function J . 
0 

Equation (126) is called the "condition for plasma balance". It is an eigenvalue 

equation similar in meaning to (65). To show this, note that (121) implies u"" À/L. 
2 

Thus, the average time it takes an ion to drift a distance of order L is t = ____1._ "'_L_ 
uvT ÀvT· 

During this time, there must be, on the average, one ion created in order to main-

tain a steady state; but the number of ions created during this time by a single electron 

is of order v.t. Setting v.t-1, and using the above expression for t gives 
1 1 

But, to order of magnitude, this is just what is stated by (126). 

Equation (126), or rather its cylindrical analog, plays an important role in 

making contact with experiment. It provides a functional relation between the electron 

and ion temperatures, as can he seen by a detailed examination of À as given by 

(122), and k.*. This functional relation depends parametrically on the discharge tube 
1 

* Lehnert's paper gives an expression for vi in terms of electron temperature and neutral gas pressure. 
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radius, the neutral gas pressure, and the magnetic field strength. By a detailed and 

complicated examination of the energy balance of the discharge tube, Lehnert 3) was 

able to derive another functional relation between T + and T _. Eliminating T + between 

the two relations gives a functional dependenee of T _ on the external parameters, 

namely, neutral gas pressure, discharge tube radius, and magnetic field strength. By 

measuring the changes in T _ as one of the external parameters is varied, one can 

compare theory and experiment*. 

Ill C 3: JUSTIFYING THE PLASMA BALANCE CONDITION BY MEANS OF BOHM'S 

CRITERION 

In attempting to justify the cylindrical counterpart of equation (126), Lehnert 

reasoned that Bohm's criterion is applicable, namely, that the ions leave the plasma 

with a kinetic energy on the order of T _. There are many arguments in favour of this 

procedure. If the plasma density is high enough, one might expect the sheath thickness 

to be so small (proportional to a Debye length) that charge-neutral collisions in the 

sheath can be neglected, as well as ionization, curvature of ion trajectories in the 

magnetic field, and deviations from plane ge ometry. If one further supposes the 

electron density only depends on e~/T _, then one has just the sheath model discussed 

in chapter 11, which gives rise to the Bohm criterion. 

Let us see what happens if we apply the Bohm criterion as a boundary condition 

to the solution derived in the preceding section. This boundary condition states that 

u ....... 1 for x = L (127) 

provided that T+ ~ T_, and m+ }> m_. 

From (125) and (121), we find u to be 

u= YkJ: tan (xVk./t..). 
1 1 

(128) 

Applying the Bohm criterion (127) in the form u= 1 (that is, neglecting possible 

numerical factors of order unity) at x= L, (128) becomes 

{kJ: tan (L {kJf) = 1 . 
1 1 

(129) 

This equation is the plane geometry analog of equation (5) in the paper of Hoh 

and Lehnert 4). Under what condition does it approximate to (126) which it is supposed 

to replace? 

* The examinatien of the energy balance of the discharge tube also provides arelation between the axial elec

tric field and the electron temperature. Thus, one can justas well compare theory and experiment by 

measuring the axial electric field as one of the external parameters is varied. This was the procedure ac
tually used by Lehnert, who varied the applied magnetic field strength. 
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Suppose 

as suggested by (126). Then one can replace the tangent function of (128) by 

1T ~~ -1 <2- L '\,ik/À) provided 

(130) 

Equation (129) then becomes 

(131) 

Equation (131) is only consistent with (130) provided ../k.À ~ L ../k./À , or 
1 1 

À ~ L. (132) 

Thus, the Bohm criterion can be used to justify the eigenvalue equation (126) provided 

À ~ L. Otherwise, (129) should be used as the eigenvalue equation. 

We are therefore led to the position that the eigenvalue equation (126) rests on 

the validity of the Bohm criterion. The Bohm criterion, on the other hand, rests on 

the validity of the sheath model as presented in chapter Il, particularly section E. 

In spite of the arguments presented at the beginning of the present section, there are 

several objections that can be raised against this state of affairs. 

First, the mathematica! model of the sheath, as presented by Bertotti and Cava

liere (see section II E), is not the same mathematica! model as is used for the plasma 

region in the problem we are now discussing. In contrast, the problem of Caruso and 

Cavaliere (II C) is dealt with in a more systematic way, because they begin with a 

single model equation (42) which is valid for both the plasmaand sheath regions. By 

letting ÀD ..... 0, they then arrive at two different model equations in an obvious and 

systematic way, and it makes sense to try to match the mathematica! results of the 

two models. In the present case, however, it is by no means clear that a sheath model 

which uses the Vlasov equations for ions should be matched to the macroscopie model 

represented by equations (116), (117), and (118) with inertial terms deleted. How can 

we so easily discard the possible importance of a transition region, in which an inter

mediate mathematica! model would be used to match to the models on both sides? 

Second, and this objection is related to the above, the Bohm criterion of Bertotti 

and Cavaliere puts a condition on 

Does it make sense to match this quantity to the macroscopie velocity 

(J ufdu) 
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which we use in the present chapter? * 
Third, the Bohm criterion, as seen from the sheath viewpoint, does not really 

specify anion velocity at the sheath edge. It merely puts a lower bound on it. It is 

desirabie to have a more definite boundary condition than this. 

Fourth, the Bohm criterion as used by Lehnert, is a matching condition applied 

in the region where u,... 1, but applied toa solution derived by neglecting certain 

terros in the model equations, in particular the inertial terms. Now, it is easily seen, 

by comparing the orders of magnitude of the nuu' and n' terros in (117), that the 

former term is not negligible compared to the latter when the magnitude of u ap

proaches unity. Thus, the matching is done in a region where the solution (128) is 

not valid. 

In the light of these objections (and it is nothard tothink of others, connected 

with the presence of the magnetic field, for example, or the question of whether the 

electron density in the sheath is a function of ( ~~ alone), and in view of the experi

mental importance of the plasma balance condition (126) (or its cylindrical counter

part), it seems reasonable to re-examine the validity of applying the Bohm criterion 

at the plasma boundary. 

In particular, we concern ourselves with the third, and fourth, objections men

tioned above. 

As a last remark, we note that the results of this section can easily be used to 

show that n(L) ~ 'A/L, when À ~ L. Thus, we have an estimate of the plasma density 

at the boundary of the plasma relative to the density on the axis. 

ill C 4: THE PLASMA DIFFUSION PROBLEM IN PLANE GEOMETRY WITH 

INERTlAL EFFECTS 

We return to equations (116), (117), and (118) and keep all terros therein. These 

are four coupled non-linear differential equations of the first order, for the four un

knowns, n, u, u+, and u_. We thus need four boundary conditions. By definition of 

n, we have 

n = 1 at x= 0. 

By symmetry, the radial velocity, u, must vanish on the axis, 

u= 0 at x= 0. 

Assuming that u' remains finite as x--. 0, equation (118) then implies 
± 

u = 0 at x= 0. 
± 

*Here, we have renormalized f so that I f du = 1. 
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These are the four boundary conditions. The problem is well posed. 

Treating u as given, the solution of (118) that vanishes when x= 0 is 

X Xk + k. 
u = + Q Jr dx' exp (_ J ± 1 dx';'\ = + Q I (x·u) · 

± ± \: u(x") ) ± ± ' ' 
0 x' 

(133) 

this also defines the positive integrals I± (x;u). The notation emphasizes that the inte

grals are functionals of the unknown function, u(x). Note that the integrals are bounded 

above by x, because u is non-negative. The latter is obvious from the integrated 

form of the mass balance equation (116), together with the boundary condition, n(O) = 1. 

Dividing (117) by n, and using (116) and (133), we can finally write (117) for the 

single unknown, u, as follows 

(134) 

- - - - - - - -. . . . . . . 

The case of zero magnetic field has been discussed by Perssou 6). In that case 

we have Q = 0, Q± = 0, and À= k - 1. The solution of (134) is then obtained in implicit 

form as 

x -1 ( 1 -t 2 e [ I -IJ ) - = (1 + e) 
1 

arctan uv 1 + e - u , 
À v e (1 + e) 

(135) 

where E :: Àk .. The solution, u(x), has a branch point at u= 1, where the derivative, 
1 

u', blows up. Only the lower of the two branches can satisfy the axial boundary con-

dition u = 0. Perssou 6) suggests that the eigenvalue equation should be obtained by 

imposing the condition, u = 1 at x = L, on (135). This reduces to the usual (equality) 

form of Bohm's criterion, provided T+ ~ T_ and m+ ~ m_. Clearly this represents 

only an upper limit on u at the boundary, since the solution cannot be continued beyond 

the point where u = 1. However, there is nothing in the theory that tells one that the 

wall must occur near the place where u = 1. As we stated before, the actual boundary 

condition at the plasma edge must rest on a detailed examination of the boundary layer, 

and a systematic matching to the main region must then be performed, as, for example, 

in section TI C. 

At this point, we can compare the eigenvalue equation, u(L) = 1, derived from 

(135), with the eigenvalue equation (131) which is derived from (129) in the limit À ~ L. 
2 2 Setting u= 1 at x= L, (135) becomes, to lowest order in e = k.À ,.... À /L , 

1 

2 '1/k.À = 
11

2 - L '1/k./À 
1 1 
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which differs from (131) by a trivial numerical factor. 

The sense in which we believe the condition, u= 1 at x= L, is valid will be dis

cussed next in this section. 

- - - - - - - -. . . . . . . 

Returning to the general equation (134) with non-zero magnetic field, and taking 

the limit as x ..... 0, and thence u ..... 0 as the boundary condition, we see that (134) be

comes u' ..... k .. Hence, u starts at zero and goes positive. This must be so fora 
1 

steady state. 

Now, as long as 0 <u< 1, (134) tells us that u' is positive, because the right 

side of (134) is positive. Hence, u(x) increases monotonically, as long as 0 <u< 1. 

Furthermore, u cannot asymptotically approach a constant value u < 1 as 
ro 

x ..... ro, because this would mean u' ..... 0 as x ..... ro, Then, (134) would have a vanishingly 

smallleft side, but a right side larger than 

[ k. + (k + k.)u
2J. 

1 1 ro 

Therefore, u must increase monotonically from zero to unity, and as u ..... 1, 

u' ..... ro, according to (134). This must occur at a finite value of x. 

Furthermore, according to (134), u'> k. for 0 <u< 1. From the mass balance 
1 

equation (116), we have then 

n' /n = (k. - u')/u < 0, for x> 0. 
1 

This implies that n decreases monotonically from unity, and that n' ..... -ro as u ..... 1. 

It is easy to see, from the integrated form of (116), 

x 

n u = J ki n(x')dx' , 
0 

that this singularity occurs before n decreases to zero. 

What is the significanee of these infinite derivatives? The answer lies in (119), 

which shows that E ..... ro as u ..... 1, at a finite value of x. It then follows that E' ..... ro 
x x 

as u ..... 1, so that quasi-neutrality must break down before u reaches unity. Hence, 

u= 1 is an upper limit to the ambipolar diffusion velocity in the region of quasi-neu

trality. 

The critical value, u= 1, has the same significanee as the potential, cp *, in 

section II C 1. As we increase the value of N , the solution u of (134) remains uno 
affected; and therefore, in view of (133) and (116), u and n also remain unaffected. 

± 
Therefore E , as given by (119), remains unaffected, along with E'. We are there-

x x 
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fore led to the final conclusion, namely that jN+- N_j, being proportional to E~, is 

unaffected by the limit N _,co. 
0 

This means that the fractional errors introduced by the quasi-neutrality as-

sumption, of order jN+- N_j N-
1 = ( jN+- N_j) (N

0
n)-

1
, can be made as smallas 

desired by sufficiently increasing N *t. 
0 

Thus, we find that in consirlering a series of experiments of largerand larger 

N , the quasi-neutral solution remains valid (toa given accuracy) closerand closer 
0 

to the point where u = 1. It is in this sense that the Bohm criterion is valid at the 

boundary of the quasi-neutral (plasma) region. To the extent that a rough match with 

a sheath theory (such as is presented in chapter Il) is justified, the point where u= 1 

can be regardedas the plasma sheath boundary, in the limiting sense of a high density 

plasma. 

It is yet a further step to the eigenvalue equation, u(L) = 1. This rests on the 

assumption that the sheath thickness is small compared to the discharge tube radius. 

For a high density plasma, and a collisionless sheath model, it is reasonable to ex

peet the sheath thickness to be on the order of a Debye length, see section II C 4. In 

our opinion, however, a rigorous demonstratien ofthis is still lacking, especially as 

regards the complications of collisions and a magnetic field. For example, by com

paring section (II C 4) with section (II E), we see that an estimate of the collisionless 

sheath thickness requires in general the knowledge of the ion energy distribution in 

the sheath, which in turn depends on solving the ion Boltzmann equation in the plasma 

with the attendant complications of a magnetic field and ion-neutral collisions. 

Finally, we remark that our demonstratien of a natural cutoff to the region of 

quasi-neutrality is unaffected by including the plasma diamagnetism, as long as the 

total magnetic field nowhere reverses sign from the applied magnetic field. It is only 

necessary to include the Q± inside of the integrals I± in equation (133). 

III. D: THE PLASMA DIFFUSION PROBLEM IN CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY WITH 

INERTlAL EFFECTS 

III D 1: DERNATION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS 

We now turn to the more realistic problem of the cylindrical plasma column, in 

which all quantities depend only on the radial coordinate, R. The azimuthal angle we 

denote by e. As before, the magnetic field points in the z-direction. 

* The approximate eigenvalue equation, u(L) = 1, remains unaffected by the limiting process, N _, co. 
. 0 

t In principle, we must start with such a large neutral density that N can become very large without disturbing 
0 

the neutral gas. 
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We shall demonstrate that there is a natura! cutoff to the quasi..,neutral solution, 

just as in the plane case of the preceding section. As the equations show, it is by no 

means obvious a priori that such a cutoff exists in the cylindrical case. 

In a steady state, 7xE = 0. The z-component of this equation is 

(136) 

where the prime denotes henceforth a derivative with respect to R. The only solution 

of (136) in which E 8 remains finite as R-+ 0 is 

(137) 

We return now to the general equations of mass-balance and momenturn balance, 

(93) and (96). In cylindrical coordinates, (93) becomes 

-1 I_ 
R (RN V , D) - 'J .N • ± :;ct.\. 1 -

(138) 

With the quasi-neutrality assumption, N+ = N_: N, and the requirement that NV ::I::R 

remain finite as R-+ 0, (138) implies, by subtraction of the (-) equation from the (+) 

equation, 

in the quasi-neutral region. Then (138) becomes 

n-1 (RNV) 1 = \l.N. 
1 

(139) 

(140) 

Noting (139), (140), and (137), and neglecting the off-diagonal pressure elements, 

the R and 8 components of (96) can be written 

1 -1 2 -1[ I -1 J = NVV - R NV ±8 + m ± P ::I::R + R (P ±R- P ±8) + ('V± + 'V i)NV 

(141) 

(142) 

Formula (106), with proper evaluation of the N:X±·'il~ term, is useful in obtaining 

these equations. The same formula can also be re-interpreted so as to aid in the eva

luation of the 'i7. P ± terms. 

In (141), the term R-1 Ny2±e represents the centrifugal force; and in (142), the 

term R -
1 

NVV ±e represents the Coriolis force. 

We next make the perfect gas assumptions, 

(143) 
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where T ± is assumed independent of R. 

Multiplying (141) by m ±' adding the (+) and (-) equations, and then dividing by M, 

we obtain 

(144) 

where M, T, 'J, and 0, are defined in (111). 

On the other hand, subtracting directly (141 _) from (141 +), we find 

mR l (T + T- ) N1 1 2 2 J E =- -- - - + ('J - \) )V - (0 V + 0 V ) - -(V - V ) (145) 
R e _ m + m _ N + - + +e - -e R +e -e 

where mR is the electron-ion reduced mass. 

In terms of the reduced variables defined by (114) and (115), we write the equa

tions (140), (144), (142), and (145), respectively, as follows: 

Ma ss balance: 

Radial momenturn balance: 

(Rnu)' = k.Rn. 
1 

(146) 

n 2 2 
nuu 1 + n' + (k + k.)nu = Qn(u -u ) + MR(m u + m u ). (147) 

1 +- ++ --

Azimuthal momenturn balance: 

uu 1 + (k + k. + uR)u = + Q u. 
± ± 1 ± ± 

(148) 

Electric field: 

2 
mRvT[ 2 2 n 1 1 2 2 J E = (v - v )- + (k - k )u - (Q u + Q u ) --(u -u ) . 

Re + -n +- ++ -- R+-
(149) 

These are our basic equations. 

From the definition of n, we must have n = 1 at R = 0. By symmetry, the boun

dary condition on the radial velocity is u = 0 at R = 0. With the reasonable assump

tions that u 1 , n 1 , and u± all remain bounded as R .... 0, (14 7) mul tiplied by R then 

tells us that u = 0 at R = 0. These are the four boundary conditions that make the 
± 

problem well posed. 

III D 2: THE EXISTENCE OF A NATURAL CUTOFF FOR THE QUASI-NEUTRAL 

REGION 

The solutions of (148) (considering u as given) that vanish as R .... 0 are 

:RR1dR1 Rk + k. 
u = =fQ R J exp (-J ± 1 dR') : =fQ RI (R;u) . 
± ± 0 R2 R' u(R") ± ± 

(150) 
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The integrals I enjoy the following properties, 
± 

u(R) 
I± (R;u) < (k + k.) R • 

± 1 

(151) 

(152) 

The first property, (151), is obvious *. Property (152) we shall derive in the 

appendix at the end of this subsection. 

Dividing (147) by n, and using (146) and (150) in (147), the latter becomes an 

equation for the single unknown u. 

(153) 

We see from (153) the possibility that the term ~ can balance the positive right 

side, so that there may be no necessity for u' to have an infinity as u ..... 1. We shall 

demonstrate that this possibility cannot arise. Thus, u' must blow up as u ..... 1. 

The following easily derived re sult proves useful: 

[ 

_ t 1 [ (k + k.)R J 
I (1 - I >J = - 1 - 4I (1 - I ) - ± 1 I (1 - 2I ) . 
± ± R ± ± u ± ± 

(154) 

Remembering that the integrals I are bounded, see (151), and that u .... 0 as 
± 

R .... 0, equation (153) takes the following form for sufficiently small R, (Ru)' = k.R. 
1 

Integrating this from zerotoa small value of R, we see that, near the origin, u has 

the behaviour u~ !k.R. Thus, u starts at zero and goes positive, in accordance with 
1 

the footnote referring to property (151). 

We now show that u must increase monotonically to unity. If it does not, then 

there must be a first point at which u' = 0, with u< 1. We differentiate (153) at this 

hypothetical point, and use (154), and (153) with u' = 0. We then find 

2 -1[ 2] (1 - u )u" = R ki + (k + ki)u + 

\' l (k +k.)R J 
Qu 1 Q 1 - 2I (1 - I ) - ± 1 I (1 - 2I ) . 

LJ ± ± u ± ± 
(155) 

± 
Now, both termsof the right side of (155) are positive,. the second term being so in 

virtue of the two properties of I±, see (151) and (152). This means that, at the first 

point at which u' = 0 with u< 1, we must have u"> 0. This means that the first point 

where u' vanishes is a minimum of the curve u(R). But this is impossible, because 

u starts from zero and goes positive. 

Thus, as long as u< 1, u must continue to increase strictly monotonically. 

* u must he non-negative, as can be seen immediately from the integrated form of the mass balance equation 

(146). 
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I 
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Figure IV: Possible Curves, u(R), for u> 1, assuming 0< u' (R

1 
)<co. 

Furthermore, u cannot approach a constant value, u :"; 1, asymptotically as 
co 

R _,co, because equation (153) could not then be satisfied. 

It follows that u must increase monotonically from zero to unity, and must reach 

unity at a finite value of R. 

It now follows from (155), that u' cannot vanish at the point where u= 1, because 

the curve u' (R) would have to approach zero from above, and simultaneously would 

have to have a slope, u"(R), approaching +co. 

We now show that u' must approach infinity as u_, 1. 

To prove this, we suppose it is not true. Then the curve, u(R) has to cross the 

point where u= 1 with a finite (non-zero) slope. Let R
1

, be the point where 'u= 1. 

The only possibilities for the curve u(R) after it crosses this point are shown in 

Fig. IV. We list the possibilities corresponding to the numbered curves. 

1) The curve u(R) has infinite slope at a finite R with u > 1. 

2) u _, co at a finite value of R. 

3) u_, co as R _,co, withno restrictions on u' except that co> u' > 0 for all finite R. 

4) u _, u > 1 as R _, co. co 
5) u' vanishes with u> 1, at a finite value of R, say at R = R2 . 

Remembering property (151), it is easy to convince oneself that the first four 

possibilities are incompatible with the governing equation, (153). We now deal with 

the fifth possibility. 

We shall rule out possibility (5) by showing that the required inequalities, 

R2 > R1, and u(R2) > 1, (see Fig. IV), are mutually contradictory. 

At R1, we have u(R1) = 1, and, by hypothesis, u'(R1) is finite. Then, (153) gives 

the following expression for R
1

, 
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where 

I1 = QR~ LQ±I±(R1>[ 1-I±(R1>]. 

± 

(156) 

(157) 

At R2, we have u'(R2) = 0. Then (153) gives the following expression for R2, 

1- j 
'---'2 

R2 = u2 2 
k. + (k + k.) u

2 1 1 

where 

and 

The quantities I and I share the following property 
1 2 

0< I <1· 
1,2 

(158) 

(159) 

(160) 

(161) 

The left inequality follows from the definitions of L , (157) and (159), the definitions 

of 1±, (150), and property (151). The right inequalit9-'Yollows from (156) and (158), 

remembering that R1 and R
2 

are positive. 

Using (156) and (158), the inequality R2 > R
1 

can be written 

C 
k. ) k + 2k. 

(u2 - 1) u2 - k. ~ k +u k + k.
1 

1 1 

(162) 

In the appendix to this subsection we shall prove that ~ > ) . N oting properties 
L2 w1 

(160) and (161), it therefore follows that (162) cannot be satisfied. We have thus ruled 

out possibility (5). 

We have now shown that the derivative, u', can be neither zero norfiniteat the 

point where u= 1. There is only one possibility remaining, namely, u' must blow up 

as u-. 1. 

The mass balance equation, (146), can be written, 

n' 1 u - = - -(u' +- - k.) . n u R 1 
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But (153) can be written 

u' + ~ = u2
u' + ki + positive terms. 

I 

It follows that n' is always negative for R > 0. Hence, n decreases monotonically 

from unity; and, as u ..... 1, the slope of the curve n(R) goes to -oo. It is easy to see 

from the integrated form of (146), 

R 

Rnu = J kiR'n(R') dR', 

0 

that this must occur before the curve n(R) reaches zero. 

The discussion of the physical meaning of the singularities in the slopes of the 

profiles u(R) and n(R) is exactly the same as that given in section 111 C 4, and we 

need not repeat it here. 

Appendix to Subsectien Ill D 2 

It re ma ins only to verify inequalities (152), and I > I . U pon reviewing the 
2 1 

arguments that used these inequalities, we find that they were only invoked in regions 

where we already knew that u was monotonically increasing. Therefore, in proving 

these inequalities, it is legitimate to assume that the function, u(R), is monotonically 

increasing. 

To prove (152), we write the definition of I± again, dropping (±), 

where 

R R 
= J R'dR' (- J rt dR''\ I(R;u) - R2 exp u(R"Y 
0 R' 

yt - k + k .. ± 1 

Wedefine a new integration variabie by 

R 
h(R') = J rt dR" 

u(R") 
R' 

(163) 

(164) 

(165) 

and note that, as R' runs from zero to R, h runs from infinity to zero. Therefore, 

definition (163) becomes 
00 

I(R) : J R' (h) u(R' (h)) e-h dh . 
0 R2 rt 

(166) 
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The integral can be majored by replacing R' and u(R') by their maximum values in 

the region of integration, namely, R, and u(R). We then have, from (166), 

I(R) < u(R) 
rtR 

and this is the desired inequality, noting (164). 

- - - - - - - -. . . . . . . 

We now prove L > L . From the definitions (157) and (159), we have 
2 1 

(167) 

I2- I1 =I QQ± {R~I±(R2) [1- I±(R2) J- RÎI±(R1)[1- I±(R1) J}. (168) 

± 

We can obtain the desired result by showing that the expression in braces is positive. 

To simplify notation, we drop (±) and define 

(169) 

The expression in braces is then 

{ ••• } = R~l2 (1 - 12) - RÎI1 (1 - 11) . (170) 

This can also be written 

(171) 

In view of the fact that R2 > R1, and also noting (151), it is clear from (171) that the 

braces are positive when 12 :::::: 1
1

. We shall show that the braces are still positive 

when 12 < 11• 

When 12 < 11 , we write (171) as 

{ } 
2 2 2 

• • • = (R2 - R1)12 (1 - 12) - R1 (11 - 12)(1 - 1
1 

- 12) . (172) 

At the end of this appendix, we shall derive the inequality, 

2 2 
R212 > R111 . (173) 

Using this inequality, expression (172) canthen be minored as follows: 

(174) 

Hence, the braces in (168) are always positive, so I > I as was to be proved. 
2 1 - - - - - - - -. . . . . . . 
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Finally, we must verify inequality (173). To do this, we multiply (163) by R2, 

and take a derivative with respect to R. This gives 

(R2I)' = R(1 - x.RI/u) . (175) 

But the right side of (17 5) is positive in virtue of (167). Therefore, (R2I(R)) is a mo

notonically increasing function, which thus verifies (173). 

ITI E: DISCUSSION 

Barring possible effects due to plasma diamagnetism, the self-magnetic field of 

the axial current of the discharge tube, ion viscosity, and space-dependent tempera

tures, we submit that the wall boundary condition used by Lehnert 3), namely the Bohm 

criterion in the form of equality, is now on firmer ground. Therefore, the important 

eigenvalue equation (126), or its cylindrical counterpart, that results from said boun

dary condition in the limit À ~ L (see section III C 3, particularly discussion follow

ing equation (132)), is also on firmer ground. 

In the following appendices, amongst other things, we estimate when it is per

missible to neglect the plasma diamagnetism in (D III), self-magnetic field of the 

discharge tube (E III), and ion viscosity (B III). Although we do not discuss the ap

proximation of constant temperatures, the numerical results of Ecker and Zöller 
42

) 

lend support to this approximation in the case of discharge currents of less than one 

ampère, forneutralgas pressures of about 1 mm Hg. 

In an appendix following, we also discuss the validity of imposing the extra 

constraint, m+u+ + m_u_ = 0, on the system of equations (146), (147), (148), as done 

by Mosburg and Persson 7>. 
One can ask what the relation is, of our theory, to that of Cohen and Kruskal 23), 

who present a self-consistent theory of the plasma and sheath neglecting all inertial 

terms. Intheir theory, a characteristic ion velocity at the sheath edge is not men

tioned. (In fact, intheir theory, it is formally infinite). We believe the answer lies 

in the diffusion-mobility type equations being valid only when electron and ion mean 

free paths are small compared to all characteristic macroscopie lengths, such as 

discharge tube radius, and sheath thickness. The small free paths prevent particles 

from acquiring directed drift veloeities as large as their characteristic random ther

mal velocities. Under these conditions, Cohen and Kruskal estimate a sheath thick

ness of order (À~/3 L 1/ 3), for a high density plasma. Thus, we expect that a con

dition such as À+~ À;/3 L 
1

/ 3 , is necessary fortheir theory to be valid, where À+ 

is the ion mean free pathand ÀD is the electron Debye length. When the above in

equality is not satisfied, there must be a transition to a collisionless sheath, with a 
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thickness of order "-n• as discussed in chapter II. It is only under the latter conditions 

that we expect the Bohm criterion to be relevant. 

In other words, we expect that the theory of inertial-influenced diffusion as pre

sented in this chapter is applicable in the neighbourhood of u"" 1, only in situations 

where the space charge sheath is practically collisionless. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER III 

A III: CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR NEGLECT OF INERTlAL TERMS 

We consicter equations (147) and (148). The following inequalities are necessary 

for neglecting inertial terms: 

(a) for the equation (147): 

(b) for the equation (148): 

nuu' ~ n' 

k. ~ k 
1 

uu' ~ k u 
± ± ± 

k. ~ k 
1 ± 

(176) 

(177) 

(178) 

(179) 

(180) 

(181) 

(182) 

The inequalities (176), (177), (180) and (181) are necessary in both the plane and cy

lindrical cases, whereas the additional requirements (178), (179), and (182) prove to 

be typical for cylindrical ge ometry. 

Let 1 be a characteristic length, comparable to the tube radius. The following 

orders of magnitude hold in both the plane and cylindrical cases, when the inertial 

terros are not too large: 

(183) 

(184) 

(185) 

The estimate (185) holds in virtue of an approximate plasma balance condition, 

such as (126), or its cylindrical analog. 
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The following estimates hold in virtue of the inequalities, m _ ~ m +' and T + ~ T _. 

(The latter inequality is generally true in the positive column of a slightly ionized gas 

with neutral gas pressures on the order of 1 mm Hg): 

(186) 

Using the estimates (183) through (186), the inequalities (176) through (182) re

duce to ju st three: 

2 
~ k 1 • 

(187) 

(188) 

(189) 

Using estimate (123), and the definitions k : v !v.T, with vT ,.._, .JT /m , we find 
± ± - + 

that (188) is the most stringent of the three inequalities. It can be reduced to the fol-

lowing, 

(190) 

where À.+ is a length on the order of the mean free path for ion-neutral collisions. 

Thus, it appears that the ion mean free path should be much less than the tube 

radius times K in order to neglect inertial terms. Apparently this restrietion can 

be relaxed as the magnetic field is increased. 

B ill: CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR THE NEGLECT OF ION VISCOSITY 

For simplicity, we consider here only the plane-parallel case. Now, viscosity 

has to do with the net transport of macroscopie momenturn across an imaginary plane 

surface moving with the fluid. In our case, the neglected terros of the viscosity ten

sor, n, are n in the radial momenturn balance equation, and n in the azimuthal xx xy 
momenturn balance equation. It is difficult to imagine that macroscopie momenturn 

transport by the electrons can be more important than macroscopie momenturn 

transport by the ions in influencing the ambipolar flow of the plasma across the mag

netic field, in view of the inequality m_ ~ m+. Therefore we limit our considerations 

here to the ions. (The sametype of argument tells us that we really should have 

neglected the electron inertial terros as well. They were carried along for reasons 

of symmetry, and should make very little difference in the final results). 

Our conclusion will be that the ion viscosity terros are generally of the same 

order as the ion inertial terms. The viscosity terros only may be neglected compared 

to the inertial terros provided T ~ T • 
- + 
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First, we consider the case of a weak magnetic field, 0+ ~ \) +. In the radial 

momenturn balance of the i ons (1 07), we compare the inertial term, m +NVV', to the 

neglected viscosity term, n • Elementary arguments give the estimate 
XX 

NT+ 
n ,..... --V'. 

XX \)+ 
(191) 

Also, we remember that V ,..... ~ v T' in the region where the inertial terros do not do

mina te the usual pressure gradient and friction terms. (It is very difficult to estimate 

the viscosity effect near the plasma boundary where V,....., vT. This would probably 

have to be done numerically. We feel that our present method yields indicative results). 

The inequality we seek, namely m +NVV' ~ n~, can now be written, with the aid of 

(191), 

(192) 

With the aid of V,....., ~ vT' and the estimate (123), the inequality (192) finally takes the 

form 

(193) 

The same result is obtained by comparing the neglected term, n~, to the in

ertial term m+NVV~y' in the azimuthal equation (108). 

In the case of a strong magnetic field ( 0+ ~ \) +)' the viscosity coefficients for 

ion-neutral collisions are not readily available, and are difficult to calculate. Sirnon 41) 

takes them from the hook of Chapman and Cowling 37) for the case of ion-ion collisions. 

We feel they should also be adequate for our own rough estimates if we replace the 

ion-ion collision frequency by the ion-neutral collision frequency. Assuming, with 

Simon, that the plasma macroscopie properties do not change appreciably over an ion 

cyclotron radius, from his paper we have, in the case 0+ ~ \) +' 

By use of these estimates and arguments similar to those given in the weak 

magnetic field case, we again arrive at (193) as the governing inequality required for 

ion inertia to domina te ion viscosity. 

For the parameters reported by Lehnert 3) (a helium discharge of about 1 mm Hg 
. 3o 4o neutral gas pressure, wn temperature ,....., 10 K, electron temperature ,....., 4 x 10 K), 

condition (193) appears to hold sufficiently well for magnetic field strengths up to 1 or 

2 kilogauss. 

As a last remark, we have found that the electron viscosity terros are always of 
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negligible importance compared to the ion viscosity terms, regarding their influence 

on the determination of the radial diffusion velocity, u(x). 

C III: CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR QUASI-NEUTRALITY 

In discussing the validity of the quasi-neutrality assumption, we restriet our

selves to plane geometry for simplicity. Also, for simplicity again, we suppose that 

inertial terros do not dominate the usual terms. Therefore, our presentation is not 

valid too close to the plasma boundary where u rv 1. 

Substituting (120) and (121) into (119), we then find the following expression for 

the radial electric field, 

(194) 

The parameters k ±' v ±' and vT' were defined in (114) and (115). The quantity, À, 

was defined in (122). 

For further analysis, it is convenient to define the following parameters. 

In terros of these parameters, (194) becomes 

where 

E = 
x 

A 

T n' 
-en' 

2 
T :T -11 1+T ~J.(C-1)+(1-1-1 C)SJ. 

(1 + 1-1) L1 - IJ.T - 1 + f.l.C 1 + s -

We usually have 1-1 ~ 1, f.LC ~ 1, and f.LT ~ 1. 

Then, in zero magnetic field (13 = 0), we have 

T rv T (B = 0) • 

(195) 

(196) 

(197) 

(198) 

Then (196) suggests that the electrans are in Boltzmann equilibrium with the potenHal 
A 

at a temperature T rv T _. 

On the other hand, if we neglect possible varia ti ons in T + and T _ as the magnetic 

field increases, following Lehnert 3), then T decreases monotonically with increasing 
A 

13. The smallest value of T is 

A 

lim T 
S->oo 

= f.LC- T 
T 1 + 1-1C . (199) 
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If ~ is really very small compared to the other parameters, then (199) says, 

T J """' -T +. According to (196), this change in sign of T means that the radial electric 

~(X) 

field has the opposite direction that it has in zero magnetic field. In this case, (196) 

suggests that the ions are in Boltzmann equilibrium with the potential at a temperature 

T+. 

As Lehnert has pointed out 3), in a realistic situation, ~C and T can be of the 

same order, so the radial electric field does not necessarily reverse direction in 

strong magnetic fields. 

Using (196) and the Poisson equation, we can evaluate the charge density and 

so check the assumption of quasi-neutrality. Using (125) and (126), and defining an 
A 

intermediate Debye length, ÀD' by 

C"'"
2

= Ir! ÀD) 2' 
4TIN e 

(200) 

0 

wethen find 

JN+- N_J 2 À 2 : C ~) cos -
3 C~i-) . N 

(201) 

Hence, the assumption of quasi-neutrality depends upon the smallness of (~D/L) 2 • 
Let x be a point where quasi-neutrality begins to breakdown, that is, where 

q 
IN+-N-1 ....-N. Then, from(201), 

(~)
2 

rv cos
3 

c::q). 

One hopes that quasi-neutrality is valid almost to the wall, that is 

(L -x ) ~ L. q 

(202) 

(203) 

If this is the case, we can replace cos ( ~ ~q) approximately by i 0 -it). Then 

(202) becomes 

(204) 

If (204) is to be consistent with (203), we must have 

r~ \2/3 2/3 
\..ÀD) ~ L , (205) 

that is, we again find that the intermediate Debye length should be small compared to 

the radius of the discharge tube. 
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D III: ON NEGLECTING THE PLASMA DIAMAGNETISM 

We ask when the magnetic field produced by the azimuthal plasma currents can 

be neglected compared to the applied magnetic field. 

As before, we assume that the inertial terros do not dominate the other terms, 

and we expect the estimates so derived to be at least indicative of the more general 

situation. 

For both plane and cylindrical geometry, we then have the estimates, (see (120) 

and (121) ), 

and (206) 

where 1 is a characteristic length. 

From the Maxwell equations, v x b = 4n J, with J = N evT(u -u )n, being the - c - 0 + -
azimuthal plasma current density that produces the magnetic field, b, we then obtain 

the following estimate for b, using (206): 

(207) 

o+ o_ 
Neglecting - compared to -, consiclering situations where m _ ~ m + and 

\)+ \) 

T+ ~ T_, and using the estimate (123), we find that the inequality, \b\ ~ B, reduces 

to 

(208) 

This can also be written 

NOT_ \)+\)-

--~1+0"0. 
B2 +-

(209) 

As an example, for plasma densities of order 10
12 cm - 3, and temperatures of 

order 105 °K, (209) is well satisfied for applied fields in excess of 10 gauss. 

E III: THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE AXIAL CDRRENT OF THE DISCHARGE TUBE 

From Maxwell's equation, v x b = 
4n J , we estimate the magnitude of the azi-a c a 

muthal magnetic field, ba, produced by the axial discharge current, Ia' as 

2 b ,....-
1
-I , 

a c a 
(210) 
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where 1 is a characteristic length. Fora discharge current of about one ampere, if 

the characteristic length is about a centimeter, we find that b ~ 0. 2 gauss. a 
Allen and Magistrelli 26) have done an experiment which shows that such small 

azimuthal fields can influence the Bohm criterion, that is, they can change the ion 

velocity at the sheath edge. This change can be either positive or negative, depending 

on the sign of the azimuthal field, which, in their experiment, was produced by an 

axial wire instead of by the plasma. They presented a simple theory which was in 

good agreement with their experimental results. The physical mechanism responsible 

for influencing the Bohm criterion seems to be the Lorentz force resulting from the 

electron drift velocity in the axial electric field, times (b c - 1). a 
Their theory was criticized by Auer 27), who showed that a characteristic ma-

croscopie ion velocity was always bounded above, at the sheath edge, by a quantity of 

the order of t}T_/m+ (see chapter II). 

In our opinion, the question is still open. 

In experiments such as Lehnert's, in which the discharge current is on the order 

of 10-1 amperes or less, (so the fields b ~ 0.02 gauss), it is hard to see how such 
a 

tiny magnetic fields could significantly alter the Bohm criterion. 

F III: ON THE ASSUMPTION OF MOSBURG AND PERSSON 7): m+u+ + m_u_ = 0 

We shall show that the assumption, L m±u± = 0, gives rise toa large error in 

± 

the centrifugal force term of equation (147), an error on the order of T _/T +. 

Persson and Mosburg give no detailed justification for this assumption. 

Set 

u -u - D + -
) 
) 
) . 
) 

Then, the centrifugal force term of (147) can be written 

n 2 2_n 2 2 
MR (m+u+ + m_u_) = MR (mRD + MS ) 

(211) 

(212) 

where ~ is the electron-ion reduced mass, and M is the total mass. Reference (7) 

uses the centrifugal force term (212), with S = 0. 

In a region of space where the inertial terros do not dominate the rest, equation 

(148) gives the following estimates (applying also (115) ), 

- 0± u ~+-u. 
± \)± 

(213) 
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Therefore D and S have the orders of magnitude 

I nl ,..... r:_O+ + o_ :\ u ,..... o_ u 
\.:\)+ \)_) \)_ 

) 
) 
) 
) . (214) 

0 =eB ) 
Me) 

The first estimate of (214) is based on m _ ~ m +' and the second on T + ~ T _. 

The fractional error obtained by setting S = 0 in the centrifugal force term is, 

from (212) and (214), 
2 

ID\) 

(215) 

This result may further be reduced to (T _/T +) by using the estimates 

\) ,..... N cr ~ T /m , 
± n ± ± ± 

where N is the density of neutrals, and cr is the charge neutral collision cross 
n ± 

section. (The cr ± are generally of the same order of magnitude for both electrons 

and ions). We see therefore that setting S = 0 causes a large fractional error 

,..... (T _/T +) in the centrifugal force term. 

This error in the centrifugal force can be an appreciable fraction of the inertial 

term nuu' (see equation (147)) in strong magnetic fields. With the aid of the estimate 

for S in (214), we find that the ratio of the s2 term (see (212)) to the inertial term 

r?. 
nuu', is on the order of ; • Under the conditions reported by Lehnert 3), that is, a 

\)+ 

helium discharge with neutral gas pressure of about 1 mm Hg, and ion temperatures 

of about 103 °K, the ratio, o!l\)!, is of order 10-1 in fields of about 2 kilogauss. It 

becomes larger for stronger fields or lower pressures. 

G 111: THE SPACE CHARGE FIELD OF MOSBURG AND PERSSON 7) 

Substituting for n'/n from (147) into the radial electric field expression (149), 

and expressing u+ and u_ in terros of D and S through (211), the radial electric field 

can be written as 

2 

ER= m! vT { (F) (uu' + uki) +u ( k+ [ 1: + 1 J + k _[i! -1 ]) 

+QD(IJ.-1-IJ.-F)+D2(1-IJ._ ~)-(FS2 +Q S+2DS)}' (G1) 
R 1+1-J. (l-tv-)2 R R R 
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where QR = Q + Q 
+ -

F :: 1 +1-L -1 1 +1-L - ) 
1 + T - -1 = F (1-L' T) ) 

1+T ) 
) 

1-L _ m _/m + , T :: T +/T _ , ) 

and we have used some definitions in (111), (114), and (115). 

(G2) 

Mosburg and Persson 7) set S :: 0. If we do this, and further, if we also 

neglect 1-L and T against unity, so that F,.... 1-L -
1 , then the electric field expression 

(G 1) reduc es to 

2 

ER ~ m: v T {u u' + u [k+ + ki] } • (G3) 

This is just equation (10) of their paper when Coulomb collisions are neglected 

against charge-neutral collisions. On the basis of this expression, (G3), the authors 

assert that the radial electric field points outward always, no matter how large is 

the magnetic field strength. 

However, inertial terms should be negligible in the strong magnetic field 

limit, as shown in appendix A III, so that the orders of magnitude given by (183), 

(184), and (185) are applicable. Using these latter expressions, together with (123), 

we find that the QD and ~R termsin (G1) are the dominanttermsin the strong field 

limit. Thus, the terms kept in (G3) by ref. (7) actually become negligible compared 

to some terms that they neglect, in this limit. 

Setting, in the strong field limit, 

(G4) 

and using the first expressionsin (214) for D and S (with the correct sign) in (G4), 

we again find that the radial electric field, (G4), is proportional to 

in agreement with equation (199). 

Moreover, the expression (G3) is in error even for magnetic fields of moderate 

strength, as can be seen by comparing the QRS term that ref. (7) neglects to the Fuu' 

term that they keep. Using the orders of magnitude (183) and (214), together with 

(123) and vT,.... Y T /m , we find that 
- + 
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2 2 
mOl (on) + + 1 + -+--

T \)+\)-

(G5) 
Fuu' 

where 1 is a characteristic radiallength, and T is the electron temperature in ergs. 

Replacing the factor in parentheses by unity for a conservative estimate, and 

denoting the number of nucleonsper ion by a, the expression (G5) is larger than a 

number of the order of 

(G6) 

wnere T is now in degrees Kelvin. 

For-parameters near those of Lehnert's experiment 3), we have a= 4, B -103 

gauss, T _ ..... 5 x 104 °K, and 1"' 1 cm. The number in (G6) is then about 5, which 

shows that it is inconsistent to set S = 0 and yet keep the inertial term uu 1 in equation 

(G1) forthespace-charge field, as done by Mosburg and Persson 7>. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FULL Y IONIZED PLASMA 

IV A: INTRODUCTION 

We now supplement the work of the preceding chapter by dealing with a plasma 

which is so strongly ionized that collisions between charged particles are much more 

frequent than charge-neutral collisions. This complicates matters because the rele

vant collision frequency becomes proportional to the plasma density. 

We have in mind a plasma with N ""10
12 cm - 3, T + ,....10

3 °K, T _ "'104 °K, and 

magnetic field strengths not exceeding one kilogauss. The latter restrietion allows 

the neglect of ion viscosity, see appendix (B IV). Further, the neutral gas pressure 

should not exceed about one micron Hg. This gives an ion-neutral mean free path of 

the order of 10 cm or more, so that ion-neutral friction may reasonably be neglected 

in the ion momentum.-balance equations. In our model, the presence of neutrals 

serves only as a souree for plasma production by ionization. 

A further most serious restrietion that we make is the neglect of volume recom

bination of electrous and ions. This could be an important factor at the plasma den

sities under consideration. It has been included in plasma diffusion studies by Gray 

and Kerr 46), and D'Angelo and Rynn 47). These authors neglect all inertial terms, 

and reference (46) uses a boundary condition of vanishing density at the wall. (Ref

erence (47) does notmake use of any boundary condition at the wall). We discuss this 

subject further in appendix E IV. 

The other simplifying assumptions we make are, neglect of the plasma diamag

netism, a uniform distribution of neutral particles, and uniform temperatures, T ±" 

With the aid of these approximations, we show, for the infinitely long plane

parallel fully ionized plasma column, that the Bohm criterion, u= 1, is asymptoti

cally satisfied at the edge of the quasi-neutral (plasma) region, in the limit of high 

plasma densities. (We have been unable to show this for the cylindrical case (section 

rv E), but it is still possible to prove for this case that u= 1 remains an upper bound 

for the radial diffusion veloeities in the quasi-neutral region). 

Our workis a generalization of that of Caruso and Cavaliere 22) and Cavaliere 

and others 33) insofar as it includes a magnetic field, and does not require the elec

tron density to be a function only of the electrostatic potential (see chapter 11). 

Our work generalizes that of Miyajima and others 9), insofar as it includes 

volume plasma production and electron inertia. 

It also represents a generalization of the workof Yamamoto and co-workers S) 

by including charged partiele collisions. 
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IV B: BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE FULLY IONIZED, PLANE PARALLEL, PLASMA 

SLAB 

As in chapter m, we again use fluid-type equations for the electrons and i ons. 

To justify this approach, we appealtoa short electron cyclotron radius, and a short 

mean free path for ion-ion collisions. (Due to our neglect of ion viscosity, we cannot 

appeal to a small ion cyclotron radius as a ''localizing agent". See appendix B IV). 
. 4 0 6 0 For electron temperatures rangmg between 10 K and 10 K, the electron 

cyclotron radius, r_, is much less than a centimeter, for magnetic fields respectively 

larger than the orders of 10 gauss and 100 gauss. 

According to the information available in Spitzer' s book (see reference (48), 

chapter 5), the mean free path, À .. , for ion-ion collisionsis much less than a centi-
11 

meter, for N ~ 1012 cm-3 and T+ :S 1é 0 K. For larger densities or lower tempera-

tures, À .• becomes shorter. 
11 

According to appendix B IV, our neglect of ion viscosity requires 0 ~ v.. where 
+ u' 

v .. is the ion-ion collis ion frequency for 90° deflections (see reference (48), chapter 5). 
11 

For N ......,10
12 cm-3

, this limits our theoryto magnetic fieldsnot exceedinga few hundred 

gauss forT+......., 1é °K, and not exceeding a few kilogauss for T + ~ 10
3 0 K. For higher 

densities, B can be larger. 

The above considerations serve to roughly define the ranges of parameters for 

which the theory should be qualitatively meaningful. 

- - - - - - - - -. . . . . . . . 

As in chapter III, we now formulate the mass and momenturn balance equations 

with the aid of the usual assumptions of quasi-neutrality and axial symmetry. As in 

the preceding chapter, and with the same notation, the ma ss balance equation can be 

written, 

(NV)'= v.N. 
1 

(216) 

Insteadof friction between charged and neutral particles, we now have electron

ion friction. We take the rate of momenturn transfer per unit volume between elec

trous and ions as 

(217) 

By conservation of momentum, this term appears in both the electron and ion 

momenturn equations, with mutually opposite sign. The symbol v . represents the 
e1 

collision frequency of an average (thermal) electron with the ions. The form of ex-

pression (217) can be justified either by the simple arguments given in Spitzer' s 
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book 49), or by a more detailed treatment basedon the Fokker-Planck equation 
50

). 

Then, instead of (107) and (108), we herehave the following radial and azimuthal 

momenturn equations. (Note that V+ =V ::V). x -x 

T 
NVV' + __j:_ N' + v.NV =±Ne E ± NO V 

m± 1 m± x ± ±y 
(218) 

mRv . 
VV' + v.V ± el (V -V ) = + 0 V 

±y 1 ±y m ± +y -y ± 
(219) 

We now define the following new symbols, all others having henceforth the same 

meaning as in chapter m. 
The resistivity *, 

mRv . _ e1 
p = 

Ne2 

the reduced-mass cyclotron frequency, 

the relative azimuthal velocity, 

eB 
m c' 

R 

Çl)=V+ -V , y -y 

and the average azimuthal velocity, 

Multiplying (218) by m ±' adding, dividing by M, and using (222), we obtain 

NVV'+ ~ N' + viNV =NO !ZJ. 

(220) 

(221) 

(222) 

(223) 

(224) 

Subtracting (219_) from (219+), using (220), (221), and (222), and noting that 
-1 -1 -1 . 

mR = m + m , we obtam + -

Multiplying (219) by m±' adding, dividing by M, and using (223), we get 

V~' +v.d= 0. 
1 

(225) 

(226) 

* Since the resistivity depends only logarithmically on the density 
49

), that dependenee is neglected here. 
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Subtracting (218 J from (218 +), we further find 

~! /T+ T_ \N' 
E = -, · -- -- J-- (0 V + 0 V ) • 

x e ~"-.m+ m_/N + +y - -y_j 

Besides the notation defined by (111), (114), and (115), we now alsodefine 

) 
) 
) 
) 

(The symbols D and S were also given in appendix F lil). 

Now, (216), and (224) through (227) take the following simpler forms. 

E 
x 

(nu)' = k.n 
1 

nuu' + n' + k.nu = nQD 
1 

uS' + k.S = 0 
1 

These are our basic equations for discussing the diffusion of a fully ionized 

plasma bounded by parallel plane walls, in turn paralleltoa magnetic field. 

(227) 

(228) 

(229) 

(230) 

(231) 

(232) 

(233) 

(234) 

(N ote that our basic assumptions have de coupled the radial diffusion problem 

from the axial motion which would be caused by an axial electric field E . This field z 
or an alternative mechanism must be present to supply energy for impact ionization. 

The same remark applies to the preceding chapter). 

IV C: THE PLANE-PARALLEL SLAB WITH NEGLECT OF VOLUME PRODUCTION 

OF PLASMA - THE THEORY OF Miyajima, Ito, AND Thonemann 9) 

IV C 1: General Remarks 

We now set 

k. = 0 
1 

(235) 

so there is no volume production of plasma. We imagine an experiment with a well-
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defined plasma beam in a central region from which charged particles diffuse toward 

an exterior boundary. The theory applies to the region outside of the beam. 

The ge ometry is similar to that of Fig. I. There is a flux of plasma at x = 0 

which is imagined to be the position of the plane, lateral surface of the beam. The 

electrous and i ons are assumed to recombine at the exterior boundary, which there

fore acts as an absorbing wall for the charged particles. 

Noting (235), (230) becomes 

nu = u 
0 

(236) 

where u is the value of u at x= 0, and the normalization of n has been chosen so 
0 

that n = 1 at x = 0. 

Equations (235) and (233) imply that S' = 0, so that S is constant. We choose to 

workin a frame of reference such that 

s = 0. 

From (228), (222), and (223), and the normalization u±:: V ±y/vT, we have 

m 
u±=± M".fD, 

which determines the azimuthal veloeities once D is known. 

IV C 2: The Theory Without Inertial Terros 

(237) 

(238) 

Neglecting the terros nuu' and uD' in (231) and (232) respectively, and noting 

(235), these equations combine to give 

q I 
u=-QQ n 

R 

or, in terros of physical quantities, noting definitions (229) and Q:: eB/McvT, 

T + T + -V=- p N', 
B2/c2 

which is a well-known result 51). 

(239) 

(240) 

Clearly, (239) and (240) break down in weak magnetic fields. Microscopie theories 

show that expression (240) is appropriate when the electrous perform a random walk 

in guiding center steps on the order of an electron cyclotron radius 52). On the other 

hand, when there is no magnetic field, so that the electrous performa random walk in 

steps on the other of a mean free path for Coulomb collisions, one obtains a diffusion 

coefficient proportional to N-1 rather than to N as is implied by (240) 52) . This means 
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that the present theory requires the electrons to make many cyclotron gyrations be

tween collisions, or 

0 ~ \} .. - e1 (241) 

12 -3 4 0 . For N ~ 10 cm , and T ~ 10 K, (241) requ1res B 2! 100 gauss as we see 

with the aid of Spitzer's book 48), chapter 5. ForT_ .-..-105 °K, it requires only B2! 5 

gauss. 

Substituting (239) into (236), we findan equation for n, whose solution is 

Obviously, x cannot exceed q/2u
0
QQR. 

Choosing the wall at the position of vanishing density gives an eigenvalue 

equation, n(L) = 0, or 

(242) 

(243) 

If the electron and ion temperatures are mainly determined by processes in the 

plasma beam from which they diffuse, then (243) becomes essentially arelation be

tween the density and velocity of the diffusing plasma as it leaves the beam, since, 

according to (229), q is proportional to N . 
0 

Using (243), equation (242) becomes 

n = .J 1 - x/L . (244) 

The diffusion velocity, from (236) is then 

u 
0 

u =r====== 
../1 - x/L 

IV C 3: Application of the Bohm Criterion 

(245) 

We now attempt to justify the boundary condition, n(L) = 0, by applying the Bohm 

criterion. From (242) and (236), the diffusion velocity is 

u= 
u 

0 

V 1 - 2u QQ x/ q 
o R 

(246) 

We replace the eigenvalue condition, n(L) = 0, with the Bohm criterion in the 

form u(L) = 1. From (246), wethen have 

2 
2u QQRL = q(1-u ) 

0 0 
(247) 
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which reduces to (243) when u2 ~ 1. For consistency, this inequality requires, from 
0 

(247), 

(248) 

or, in terms of physical quantities (noting (220) and (229), with Q :: eB/Mcv T), 

(249) 

where r _ is a length on the order of the cyclotron radius, ....., Y (T _/m _)/ 0. _, of an 

average (thermal) electron, and v 
0

. is the electron-ion collision frequency at the e1 
entrance plane where N = N . 

0 

Equation (249) tells us that, if the Bohm criterion u = 1 holds at the edge of the 

quasi-neutral region, and if this edge is close* to L, then the boundary condition 

n(L) = 0 is justified, provided essentially that r: ~ L 2. Thus we require an electron 

cyclotron radius much smaller than the discharge tube radius. 

For N"' 1012 cm - 3, T ,..._, 1é °K, and L ""1 cm, we find with the aid of Spitzer's 

book 48), chapter 5, that ine~lity (249) is well satisfied for B ;:o: 100 gauss. It is 

even better satisfied at higher electron temperatures. 

Noting (247), (248), and (249), and also (236), it is easy to derive the value of 

the relative density at the position where u = 1. It is given by 

q v~i H+ r_ 
n (L) ,..._, n(u = 1) = u

0 
""' 2QQRL = 1 +-T- -L- · 

2~ -+ -

(250) 

N C 4: Justifying the Bohm Criterion - Inclusion of Intertial 

Terms 

By including the inertial terms in (231) and (232), particularly the ion inertia 

which is essentially nuu', we can show when it is justified to set u= 1 at the edge of 

the quasi-neutral region. 

Setting 

(251) 

and noting (235) and (236), we can write (232) as 

quo 
D' + -E-D = - QR . (252) 

* -that is, if the distance of the edge from L is much less than L itself-
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To solve this for D, the relative azimuthal velocity, in termsof E, weneed a boun

dary condition. 

As should be evident by now, and as we shall verify in appendix A IV, all in

ertial terms should be negligible when u2 ~ 1 and, concomitantly r 2 ~ L 2. There

fore, when x is not too close to L, and when u
2 ~ 1, which we ass~me, the solution 
0 

u(x) given by (245), should be a good approximation to the solution of the more com-

plete equations that include all inertial terms. 

Therefore, if we imagine the physical region 0 <x< L extended back to 

x__,- oo, then (245) tells us that u__, 0, hence €-> 0, as x__,- oo. (The symbols u , 

and E : u
2

, always refer to the position x= 0). Assuming D' is bounded as x_,o_oo, 
0 0 

then (252) specifies the boundary condition, D __, 0, as x__, - oo. The solution of (252) 

for D with this boundary condition is 

~ x qu dx" 
D = - QR j dx' exp(- J €(~") J. (253) 

-oo x' 

Plugging this into (231) and noting (251), (235), and (236), we find 

(1-E) E' = 2 QQREI (x;€) , (254) 

where the integral I is defined by 

x x qu dx" 

I(x;E) = J dx' exp (- J €(~") ) . (255) 
-oo x' 

By hypothesis, € : u
2 

< 1. Then, we see from (254) and (255) that E increases 
0 0 

monotonically with x, as long as 0 < E < 1. 

N ow, E cannot asymptotically approach a constant value, say E<' with 0 < E< < 1, 

as x__,- oo. If it did, the left side of (254) would become vanishingly small, whereas 

the right side would approach 2 QQRE2 /qu . Hence, we must have E __, 0 as X-> - oo, 
< 0 

which is consistent with the original assumption, namely, u__, 0 as x__,- oo, guessed 

at from (245). 

Likewise, € cannot asymptotically approach a constant value, s_, with O<E> :-::::: 1, 

as x __, oo . If it did, the left side of (254) would vanish, whereas the right side is mani

festly positive. 

Therefore, E must increase monotonically from zero to unity, as x increases 

from- oo. Furthermore, E must reach unity at a finite value of x. 

But, at the place where €-o 1, (254), tells us that E' __, oo, or u'__, oo. Thence 

(236) gives n' __, - oo at this point, so that the e~ectric field as given by (234) also 

blows up at this point. It follows that E~, and concomitantly J N + - N _\ , must also 
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blow up at this point. 

We conclude that u increases monotonically from u to unity for x> 0, and that 
0 

quasi-neutrality breaks down before u reaches unity. 

------. . . . . 

We now ask what happens as we take the limit, N ..... oo. In taking this limit, our 
0 

mathematica! model becomes, strictly speaking, physically meaningless. For 

example, at a sufficiently large value of N , we lose the necessary inequality 
0 

0 ~ v .• The same conceptual difficulty exists in the slightly ionized case, in which 
- e1 

the simplifications due to a low degree of ionization become inappropriate for suf-

ficiently large values of N . This procedure, N ..... oo, must be viewed with the proper 
0 0 

spirit: we approximate the physical situation by a certain mathematica! model to 

which we rigidly adhere as we explore its consequences. Wethen hope that these 

mathematica! consequences reflect, tosome degree, the behavior of the physical 

system. 

We now show that the errors (of order IN+- N_, ;. N) induced by making the 

quasi-neutrality assumption, can be made as small as desired by taking N suffi
o 

ciently large, for all u such that (1 - u
2

) > e, where e is a fixed, but arbitrarily 

small quantity. 

In showing this, the following properties of the integral, I, as given in (255), 

prove useful. (Note that 0 < E < 1). 

0 < l(x) < E (x)/qu 
0 

qu 
I'= 1 --0-1 ..... 

€ 

) 
) 
) 
) 

0 <I'< 1 ) 

(256) 

The first relation can be derived in the same way as is done in the appendix to sub

section 111 D 2, in which a similar integral appeared. The second relation follows 

directly from (255), and the first. 

Now from the expres si on for the electric field, (234), and from, (238), (236), 

(251), (253), (254), and (255), we can derive a new expression for E , namely, 
x 

Differentiating this with respect to x, and using (254), and (256) for I', we find 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 

_ mR v T [ (v + - v _ m + - mJ 
1 

(v +- v _ ) EI J 
E - - QQR 1 _ E + I + 2 QQR 3 , (257) 

x e mR (1-€) 
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from which IN+- N_j can be determined by Poisson's equation. 

From (257), the inequalities in (256), and the inequality E < 1, we can findan 

upper bound for [E~[, namely, 

2 2 
V -V 
+ -
1- E 

r· 2QQR ll 
i 1 + 2 2 2:J f . (258) 

q u (1- E) 
0 

Hence, 4ne IN+ - N -1 is bounded above by the right side of (258). From this we 

see that for any 6 such that (1 - E) > E with e fixed but arbitrarily small, the frac

tional error, 

N Nn 
0 

= u 
u 

0 

can be made as small as desired by taking N sufficiently large, for fixed u . 
0 0 

Thus, we see that the Bohm criterion, u= 1, at the edge of the quasi-neutral 

region, is meaningful in the asymptotic sense of a high plasma density. 

IV C 5: Conneetion With the Theory of Miyajima and Co-Workers 

We now indicate the relation of our basic equation, (254), to that of Miyajima and 

co-workers 9). Defining 

x qu dx" 

h(x') :: I €(~") , 
x' 

(259) 

the integral given in (255) becomes 

I E(x'(h)) -h 
I= e dh. 

quo 
(260) 

0 

By expanding E(x'(h)) in a Taylor's series around h = 0 where x' =x, we find 

an expansion of I in powers of (qu ) -
1

. This may be regardedas a high resistivity 
0 

or high density expansion, according to (229). The leading term gives 

_ E(x) 
I---+ ..... . 

quo 
(261) 

Using (261) in (254), the latter becomes 

(262) 

which is equivalent to the equation considered by reference (9). 
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Thus, we have exhibited a limiting procedure with respect to which the Bohm 

criterion becomes asymptotically meaningful. We have also generalized the treat

ment of reference (9) to include electron inertia, which is essentially the D' term 

in (252). 

Lastly, we note that including the plasma diamagnetism does not prevent the 

existence of a cut-off to the region of quasi-neutrality. Weneed only include QR in

side of the integral I in (253). It is then sufficient, for the existence of the cut-off, 

that the total magnetic field has everywhere the same sign as the applied field, so 

that the sign of D is everywhere the same. 

In the next section, we extend our discussiontoa system involving volume 

production of the plasma. 

IV D: THE BOHM CRITERION FORA PLANE-PARALLEL, FULLY IONIZED 

SLAB, WITH VOLUME PLASMA PRODUCTION 

IV D 1: General Properties 

We return to the basic equations (230) through (234) with k. f. 0. Consideration 
1 

of the experiment of Boeschoten and Schwirzke 53
) in the micron pressure range 

shows that it is not unrealistic to expect high density (~ 10
12 to 10

13 cm-3
) plasmas, 

produced, at least partly, by impact ionization (volume production), with fairly low 

(~ 1 micron Hg) neutral gas pressures. 

Our treatment is similar to that of Yamamoto and co-workers S) except thatthey 

ignore collisions between charged particles. 

Instead of the open-ended system considered in the preceding section, we re

turn to the picture of a plasma bounded by walls on both sides, with a plane of sym

metry, at x= 0 where the boundary condition u= 0 applies; there can be no radial 

velocity at the center of the system. 

Applying this boundary condition to equations (232) and (233), and supposing that 

D' and S' remain finite as x--. 0, we find two more boundary conditions, namely, 

D = 0 and S = 0 at x = 0 • (263) 

Defining N to be the density at x= 0, we also have a fourth boundary condition, 
0 

n = 1 at x = 0. (264) 

From (230), together with the supposition that n' remains bounded as x--+ 0, we 

find that for sufficiently small values of x, u,...., k.x. This result, and the second con-
1 

dition in (263) lead us to the unique solution of (233), namely, 

s = 0. (265) 
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Thus, in view of (228) and (223), the total azimuthal momentum, (m +u++ m _u_), 

must vanish at every point. (This result, true for a fully ionized plasma, was applied 

by Mosburg and Perssou 
7
) to the slightly ionized case). 

It follows that the azimuthal velocities, u±' are again given in terros of D by 

(238). 

IV D 2: Results Obtained Without Inertial Terros 

Neglecting nuu', k.nu, uD', and k.D in (231) and (232), these equations can be 
1 1 

combined to give 

u=- _q_n' 
QQR 

(266) 

which is the same as (239). Using this result in the continuity equation (230), we get 

an equation for the relative density, namely, 

where 

2 (nn')' + x. n = 0 (267) 

(268) 

The two boundary conditions to be used to solve (267) are n = 1 and n' = 0 at 

x= 0, the latter following from (266) and the boundary condition on u, namely, u= 0 

at x= 0. 

The solution to (267) canthen be written implicitly as 

{fx.x = F(n), (269) 

where the characteristic function, F(n), is defined by 

1 T]dr] 
F(n): J {;7. 

n 1-Tl 
(270) 

This function can be expressed in terros of elliptic integrals if one so desires. In

stead, we have simply obtained the solution, n(Ji x. x), numerically. It is shown in 

Fig. V. 

The eigenvalue equation, n(L) = 0, obtained by placing the wall where n vanishes, 

can be derived from (269), and reads 

!f x. L = F(O) • (271) 

(It is easy to prove that i < F (0) < 1). 
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Fig. V Density profile of fully ionized plasma slab with volume production 

Using (271) in (269), the latter becomes 

~ = F(n)/F(O). (272) 

Justas for the slightly ionized plasma, one finds here a characteristic density 

profile, independent of magnetic field strength. 

IV D 3: Application of the Bohm Criterion 

We now attempt to justify (271) on the basis of Bohm' s criterion, in the form 

u(L) = 1. From (266) and (269), 

u=- _q_n' =- _q_( dx\-1 = _ __L( dF\-1 j~ ~-t (273) 
QQR QQR \..dn/ QQR\ .. dn / 3 . 
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Assuming n3 ~ 1 where u= 1, the condition u(L) = 1 can now be written, with 

the aid of (273) and (270), 

1 = u(L) = Q~ {f ~-t/n (L) . 
R 

(274) 

If the eigenvalue equation (271) is to be approximately correct, we can replace 

Jf 1-1. in (274) by F(O)/L. Then (274) becoroes 

n(L) "-J ~ F~) , 
R 

(275) 

with F(O) "-J 1. 

For consistency with the assuroption n3 ~ 1, (275) requires 

(276) 

or, in terros of physical quantities (noting (220) and (229), with Q : eB/Mcv T), 

( o )3 T 3/2 3 
vei ( +\ r_ 

3/2 1 + T -;/ 3 ~ 1 ' 
(0+0_) - L 

(277) 

which is a condition similar to (249). Here again, r _ is a length on the order of an 

average electron cyclotron radius, and v 0 . is the electron-ion collision frequency at 
e1 

x= 0. 

Thus, the eigenvalue equation n(L) = 0 can be obtained froro the Bohro criterion 

in the form u(L) = 1 provided condition (277) is satisfied. This roeans essentially 

that the electron cyclotron radius should be rouch smaller than the tube radius, with 

the further condition that the actual wall is only a short distance away (coropared to 

L itself) froro the point at which we set u = 1. 

IV D 4: Justification of the Bohro criterion 

We now return to the basic equations (230), (231), and (232). Solving (232) for 

D in terros of u, with the boundary condition (263), and (230) for n' /n in terros of u, 

wethen substitute these results into (231) to obtain a characteristic equation for u, 

which, however, still contains the unknown function, n(x). The resulting equation 

reads 

(278) 

where 

x x k. + qn(x") " 
I: l(x;n, u) : J dx' exp (- J 1

u(x") dx") . 
0 x' 

(279) 
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From (230) in the form 

x 

n(x)u(x) = ki J dx'n(x') , 
0 

with the assumption k. > 0 (no volume recombination), and the boundary condition 
1 

n(O) = 1, it follows that n is positive when u lies in the range 0 <u< 1, which 

proves to be the range of interest. Thus, as u_, 1, n must have a positive finite 

value. 

Further, from (278) and the form of I in (279), we see that u'> k. when 
1 

0 < u < 1. From the continuity equation in the form 

k.- u' 
n' 1 -- -'---

u n 
(280) 

we conclude that the density decreases monotonically as long as u increases mono

tonically. 

Finally, (278) shows at a glance that u increases monotonically from zero to 

unity, and that it must attain this value in a finite range of x. Further, as u_, 1, we 

must have u' _, oo, and, from (280), n' _,- oo. 

For the existence of the natura! cut-off which we have just exhibited, it is suf

ficient that k. > 0, that is, no volume recombination. However, the demonstration of 
1 

the cut-off does notdepend on k. being constant. Thus, a uniform distribution of 
1 

neutrals is not required. 

Also, we can allow for plasma diamagnetism by including QR inside of the in

tegral I. It is then again sufficient, for demonatrating the existence of a cut-off to 

the quasi-neutral region, to assume merely that the total magnetic field always has 

the same sign as the applied field. 

The cut-off to the quasi-neutral region, where u' _, oo has the usual meaning of 

a breakdown of the assumption of quasi-neutrality, as will now be shown upon exami

nation of the electric field given by (234). 

With the help of (280), (238), (278), and the relation D = - QRI obtained as the 

solution of (232), we can get a more convenient expression for E replacing (234). 
x 

It reads 

2 2 2 
~V V -V m - m 

E = - __ T [ + 
2

- (2uk. + QQRI) + QQRI + -] • 
x e 1-u 1 mR 

(281) 

Differentiating this with respect to x, we obtain, in view of Poisson' s equation, 

an expression proportional to (N - N ) . This expression can then be bounded in ab
+ -

solute value with the help of the following inequalities; 
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a) 0 <u< 1 

b) 0 <x.I< 1; I<_!_ 
k. 

1 

(281, a, b, c) 

c) 0 <I' < 1, 

where x. (x) is defined as 

x.(x) = [ ki + qn(x) J I u(x) . (282) 

The first, (281-a), is the velocity range under consideration. The second, 

(281-b), follows from the positiveness of x. and I, and from the monotonic behavior 

of n(x) and u(x), together with the same methods used in the appendix to subsection 

III D 2 where a similar integral, I, appeared. The third inequality, (281-c), is a 

direct consequence of the second, as can be seen from the relation I' = 1 - x.I. 

Thus, differentiating (281), and using (278), we findan expression for E'. This 
x 

can be bounded in magnitude with the help of (281, a, b, c). We then obtain, 

(283) 

where u'< u' , and max 
2 

u' = max-

2ki + QQR 

2 (1-u )k. 
(284) 

1 

From (283) and (284), we see that, for (1 - u2) > e with e fixed but arbitrarily 

small, IN+- N_l is bounded above. In particular it is bounded above by a number 

independent of N . (Note that the range of x for which (1 - u
2

) > e depends on N ). 
0 0 

It follows that IN+- N_/ /N, the fractional error induced by the assumption of 

quasi-neutrality, can be made as small as desired by taking N sufficiently large, 
0 

provided the function n(x) = N/N does not vanish as N -+ oo. 
0 0 

In the appendix to this subsection, we shall prove that n(x) actually increases 

with N , for all x> 0 such that 0 <u< 1. Therefore, in this range of x, the den
o 

sity N(x) :: N n(x) actually increases faster than N . 
0 0 

We conclude again that the Bohm criterion in the form, u = 1 at the edge of the 

quasi-neutral region, is a meaningful boundary condition in the limit of a high plasma 

density. 
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APPENDIX TO SUBSECTION IV D 4 

We here wish to show that n(x) increases with N for all x in the range of the 
0 

solution. If the opposite were true, then the fraction IN+- N_j /N = J N+- N _J /N
0

n(x) 

could perhaps become large rather than small as N _, oo , so that perhaps it would 
0 

not be possible to reduce the fractional error (induced by the quasi-neutrality as-

sumption) by making N _, oo for 0 < u < 1. 
0 

To show that n(x) increases with N for all x in the range of the solution, we 
0 

re-write the basic equations, (230), (278), and (232), in the following ways, noting 

that D = - QRI' with I defined in (279): 

d(ln n) = (ki _ 1) __!_ 
du \__u' u ' 

(285) 

2 2 
(1-u )u' =ki(1+u )+QQRui, (286) 

k. + qn 
1'=1-

1 
I. (287) 

u 

The solutions n(x), u(x), and I(x;n, u), depend on the parameter q, and, ac

cording to (229), q is proportional to N . Consequently, we have to investigate the 
0 

variations induced in the solutions by an increase in the parameter q. 

Now, as x_, 0, we have, according to (286), u_, k.x, and n _, 1. Then (287) 
-1 l 

tells us that I'_, (2 + q/k.) , if we also note that I_, 0 as x_, 0 from (281, b) and 
l 

(282). Thus, the initial variation in I must be as indicated in Fig. VI, namely, 

for sufficiently small x, the fimction I(x) must decrease as q increases. 

I 

t 
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Fig. VI I(x, q) decreases as q increases, at least for x< x 
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Let us now restriet our attention to only those values of x for which the 

variation of I with q is always negative, as indicated in Fig. VI. These values of 

x run from x= 0 to x= x , say, at which point the variation of I must vanish, as 
0 

indicated in Fig. VI. 

For these values of x a careful examination of (286) shows that, for each x, 

the varied function, u(x), must have a smaller slope and hence a smaller value, 

because of the behavior of the varied function, l(x). This is indicated in Fig. VII. 

u 

t 

... x 

Fig. VII For each x< x , u (x, q + êq) has a smaller slope and value than u (x, q) 
0 

Now, consider an infinitesimal interval, dx, which is so small that, in it, the 

curvatures of the curves u(x) and the varied curve may be neglected. Further, sup

pose that the variation in q, namely êq, is small toa much higher order than dx. 

Then, u(x) and the varied curve, satisfying the properties that the latter has a 

smaller slope and value at each point, look as shown in Fig. VIII, in the interval dx. 

u 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .;' I 

/ I 

iu<x,q+öq) 
I 
I 
I 

~dx~ 
.-x 

Fig. VIII For a given value of u, the function u (x, q + Öq) has a smaller slope than u (x, q) 
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From Fig. vm, we see that it is also true that for a given value of u, the varied 

curve has the smaller slope. 

Now, we turn our attention to equation (285) for the density. Since we know that 

n starts at unity, and decreases monotonically as u increases (see (280)), and, as 

is easy to show, n'(O) = 0, we find that a plot of ln n vs. u must look schematically 

as is indicated by the solid curve in Fig. IX. 

..u 

lnn 

f 

Fig. IX As a function of u, In n becomes less negative as q increases 

But, fora given value of u, the varied curve, u(x), has a smaller slope, u', 

than the original. Hence, for a given value of u, an increase of q must make the 

right side of (285) less negative. Thus, an increase of q must produce a shift from 

the solid curve to the dashed curve in Fig. IX. 

Since the dashed curve of Fig. IX lies everywhere closer to zero, fora given 

value of u, it follows that n itself becomes shifted closer to unity, fora given value 

of u. n.u 

-----x 
Fig.X For each x, n(x,q) shifts closer to unity as q increases 
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From Fig. X, we see that this indicates that the curve n(x) gets shifted closer 

to unity for each value of x, as well as for each value of u. 

We have now shown the following: for all x for which the curve I(x) is shifted 

downwards by an increase in q, namely those x in the range 0 < x< x , we must 
0 

have a downward shift in u(x), and an upward shift in n(x). 

These results can be expressed symbolically by introducing explicitly the 

variations in the functions induced by oq. We write, for very small oq, with oq> 0, 

n(x, q + oq) = n(x, q) + n1 (x, q) oq 

u(x, q + oq) = u(x, q) + u1 (x, q) oq (288) 

I (x, q + oq) = I (x, q) + I
1 

(x, q) oq 

Then, we have shown that, for each x in the range 0 < x < x , the variations 
0 

satisfy the following inequalities. 

n1 > 0, or on/oq > 0 ) 
) 

u1 < 0, or ou/oq < 0 ) (289) 
) 
) 

I1 < 0, or ai/aq < 0 ) 

We now ask whether there is an upper limit to the considered range of x, that 

is, whether there is an x
0 

such that I
1 

= O. 

Substituting the expressions given by (288) into (287), and dropping terms of 

higher order than oq, we find the following expression for the slope of I1 . 

1 [ u1 , ki + qn 
I' = - - n + qn - - (k. + qn)j I - I 
1 u 1 u 1 u 1 

(290) 

Now, since I
1 

must approach zero from below (I
1 

< 0) as x--+ x
0

, we must have 

Il. > 0 at x
0

• But this is contradicted by (290), which shows that when I1 --+ 0, Il. < 0, 

as can be seen with the help of (289). 

Since the assumption of the existence of the point x has led to a contradiction, 
0 

there can be no such point. It follows that the inequalities given by (289) remain valid 

over the entire range of x in which 0 < u < 1. 

In particular, we conclude that the curve n(x) increases for all x> 0, with 

0 < u < 1, as q is increased, which is what we wished to show. 
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IV E: THE FULLY IONIZED, CYLINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN 

Without going into details, the following equations, analogous to (230) through 

(234), can be shown to govern the steady-state diffusion of an axially symmetrie, 

fully ionized, cylindrical plasma, under the further assumptions of quasi-neutrality 

and constant temperatures; again, we suppose the plasma column is infinitely long, 

so that there is no z-dependence. 

(nRu)' = k.nR 
1 

uS' + k.S + uS/R = 0 
1 

2 2 2 
mRvTI 2 2 n' u+R-u_J 

E = I (v - v ) -- (Q u + Q u ) - ---
R eL+ -n ++ --

(291) 

(292) 

(293) 

(294) 

(295) 

The notation is the same as in the preceding sections, except that prime here 

means a derivative with respect to the radial coordinate, R. Also, u±' S, and D 

refer to azimuthal veloeities in the e direction. 

Two boundary conditions are n = 1 and u= 0 at R = 0. From these, the other 

two boundary conditions, S=O and D=O at R=O, or u± =0 at R=O, can easily be derived 

from (293) and (294). 

It canthen be shown from (291) that u ..... ! k.R as R ..... 0, and further, from (294), 
1 

noting that S = 0 at R = 0, that 

s = 0. (296) 

It follows that the azimuthal velocities, u±, are again related totheir difference, 

D, by (238), that is 

Solving (293) for D in terros of n and u, and using the boundary condition 

D = 0 at R = 0, we obtain 
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D = - Q RI R ' 

(297) 

(298) 



where I is given by 

R R 

I : I(R;n, u) : J R'dR' --exp 
R2 

c- I li (R")dR') ' 

R' 

(299) 

0 

with li defined by 

1i (R) : (k. + qn(R))/u(R). 
1 

(300) 

Using the results (297) through (300) and also expressing n' /n by means of (291), 

equations (292) and (295) can be written respectively as follows. 

2 u 2 (1 -u )u' +- = k. (1 +u ) + QQRuRI (1 -I) R 1 

2 k I 

mRvT[ 2 2 ( i- u 1) 2 2 J E = (v - v ) -- + (Q - Q )RI(1 - I) 
R e +- u R +-

(301) 

(302) 

Now, for all R for which u(R) increases monotonically, it can be shown from 

(291) in the form 

n' /n = (k. - u')/u- 1/R 
1 

that n(R) decreases monotonically. Then it can be shown in a manner similar to the 

appendix of section m D 2 that I has the property, 

0 < R 1i (R)I(R) < 1 . (303) 

It is also obvious that 

0<1<!. (304) 

Furthermore, a straightforward calculation from (299) shows that 

(R
2

I) I = R(1 - ~iRI) ' (305) 

so that, with (303), we have 

2 
0 < (R I)'< R. (306) 

At this point, we can tell from (301), (303), (304), and (306), and the fact that 

~i(R) decreases monotonically as long as u(R) increases monotonically (see (300)), 

that the mathematica! structure of the problem is practically the same as in the 

slightly ionized cylindrical case (chapter 111). In fact, we find that the proof of the 

existence of a cut-off to the quasi-neutral region can betaken overalmost unchanged 

from that presented in chapter m in the section involving cylindrical, geometry. 

We conclude that the function u(R) increases monotonically from zero to unity 
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which it reaches at a finite value of R. At this point, the derivative, u'(R), blows up, 

so that quasi-neutrality breaks down before u reaches unity (see (302)). Thus, u= 1 

constitutes an upper bound for the ambipolar diffusion velocity in the quasi-neutral 

region. 

Due to complications from the cvlindrical geometry, we haveherebeen unable 

to carry through a demonstration that quasi -neutrality holds asymptotically up to 

u = 1, as N _, oo • However, this was shown to be so in all the preceding cases we 
0 

treated, and we believe it is probably true in the present case as well. 

In the following appendices to chapter IV, we estimate the conditions required 

for the neglect of inertial terms, viscosity terms, plasma diamagnetism, and de

viations from quasi-neutrality. We also discuss the importance of volume recom

bination. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER IV 

In these appendices, we restriet ourselves to the case of plane-parallel geo

metry, for simplicity. We further limit our attention to the case of volume pro

duction of plasma - section IV D. The other situation, no volume production, can 

be handled in the same ways with the same results, except for the discussion on 

recombination, which here applies only to section IV D. 

A IV: CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR THE NEGLECT OF THE INERTlAL, TERMS 

We refer now to equations (231) and (232). If we assume 

a) nuu' ~ / n'/, 

c) /un'/ ~ qn /nl, 

b) k.nu ~ /n'/, 
1 

d) ki JnJ ~ qnJn/, 

then (231) and (232) gives us the following estimate for u, 

q q 
u = - QQ R n' _, u ~ =-Q--=-Q-R-=-1 ' 

(307) 

(308) 

-1 together with the differential equation (267) for n which shows that x,..., 1 , where 

1 is a macroscopie length on the order of L. To order of magnitude, the relation 

x ...... 1-1 gives (noting (268)), 
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Using (308) and (309), the inequalities in (307) can be written, to order of 

magnitude, as: 

2 2 2 2 2 
a) u ~ 1 _, q /Q QR 1 ~ 1 , b) same as a) ) 

) 
) 
) 

2 
c) QQRl ~ 1, d) same as c) 

In terros of physical quantities, noting (220), (229) with Q = eB/McvT' and 

r ~r(1 ~T_/m_, (310-a) becomes 

0 2 2 
(vei) r _ ( T +) 
---2 1+-T ~1, 
0+'"2- 1 -

and (310- c) becomes 

2 
r_ ( T+~ 
2 1+~) ~ 1. 
1 -

Only these two conditions are thus required for the neglect of the inertial terms. 

(310) 

(311) 

(312) 

The factor (v
0

.)
2
/o+o can be of order unity, or somewhat greater or smaller, 

e1 -
depending on conditions. For example, if N ~ 1012 cm - 3 , T ~ 1é °K, and B~ 10

3 
0 -

gauss, we find the order of magnitude, 

0 2 -1 
(v .) I 0+0 ~a. 10 , e1 -

"a" being the number of nuc1eons per ion. 

B IV: CONDITIONS REQUffiED FOR THE NEGLECT OF VISCOSITY 

We consider first the ions, and distinguish here the two limiting cases, 

0+ ~ v .. and 0+ ~ v .. , where v .. is the callision frequency for 90° deflections for 
11 11 11 

ion-ion collisions. See reference (48), chapter 5. 

Case a) 0+~\) .. 
11 

Consider the radial momenturn equation (218) for the ions. The inertial term is 

m+NVV', and the neglected viscosity term is 

(II + )' ~ - CNv~+v,)' 
XX 11 . 
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U sing the order of magnitude, 

obtained from (308), we find that the ratio of the inertial term to the viscosity term 

is as follows, 

m NVV' + 

(II~)' 
(313) 

where the inequality must hold in order that the ion inertial term be more important 

than the ion viscosity term. 

The same result is obtained upon consirlering the azimuthal momenturn equation 

(219) for the ions, with the neglected viscosity term, <~)' included. 

Using the information in Spitzer's hook (reference (48), chapter 5), we find that, 
12 -3 3 3 0 4 0 . . for N ~ 10 cm , B ""10 gauss, T +,...., 10 K, T _,...., 10 K, the expresswn g1ven 

by (313) is only of the order Va, where "a" is the number of nucleonsper ion. Thus, 

in this case our neglect of ion viscosity is only of marginal validity. However, if the 

density is increased to 3 x 10
12 cm - 3

, and the field is decreased to 500 gauss, the 

expression is increased by a factor of 36, so the neglect of ion viscosity becomes 

more reasonable. 

------. . . . . 

In this case we use the viscosity formulae cited in appendix B ID. Consirlering 

the ion azimuthal momenturn equation (219), we find the ratio of the inertial term to 

the neglected viscosity term to be 

2 
0+ mv.( Tj - e1 -
2"' m v.-:- 1 + T+ • \).. + 11 

11 

With the help of the expressions for the Coulomb collision frequencies in chapter 5 

of Spitzer's hook 48), we can further reduce this expression to the order of magni

tude, 

which is usually much less than unity. Thus, it is not legitimate to neglect ion vis-
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cosity compared to ion inertia when 0+ ~ vii. 

-------. . . . . . 

We next consider the electron viscosity terms, which generally prove to be 

larger than the electron inertial terms. Thus, it was unrealistic for us to keep the 

electron inertial terms without the electron viscosity terms. However, whether we 

keep the electron inertial terms or not turns out to he immaterial to the achievement 

of our two ma in purposes, which are, first, to show that u = 1 is an upper limit to the 

diffusion velocity in the quasi-neutral region; and second, to show that this upper 

limit is asymptotically approached as N _, oo. 
0 

A measure of the relative importance of the electron viscosity terms for these 

two purposes is provided by equation (224), which we can re-derive in such a way 

that the electron viscosity terms are included. For example, the left side will now 

have the term (ll- ) 1 ; and for the right side we can substitute for $2) from a more 
XX 

complete version of (225), obtained by including now the electron viscosity term in 

(219) which we previously neglected, which will thus bring in the viscosity term 

<r(y> 1 • We can then compare these to the important ion inertial term MNVV1
• By 

using the viscosity expressions given in appendix B III, for the case 0 ~ v . , we 
- e1 

find both comparisons result in the same inequality required for ion inertia to 

dominate, namely, 

2 
V . c T+:\ 

o ~l 1 + T) ~ 1. (314) 
+ - -

If (314) is satisfied, electron viscosity should not play an important role in 

determining the radial ambipolar diffusion velocity, u. 
12 -3 '4 0 3 For N ~ 10 cm , T _ ~ 1J K, and B ~ 10 gauss, the expression in (314) 

is only on the order of a/10, indicating the importance of electron viscosity. 

However, if N is increased to 5 x 1012 cm - 3, and B is decreased to 500 gauss, we 

have an order of magnitude of 10a, so that it now becomes more reasonable to 

neglect electron viscosity. 

C IV: NEGLECT OF PLASMA DIAMAGNETISM 

Neglecting inertial terms in (225), namely the first two terms, we find, 

(315) 
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and from (308), 

(316) 

The magnetic field due to the plasma current ;r, has the order of magnitude, 

I bi ,..., 1 IJl /c. (317) 

Diamagnetism can he neglected provided 

(318) 

Using (315), (316), and (317), together with the definitions of q, Q, and QR' we can 

reduce condition (318) to 

(319) 

which gives the expected requirement of a low S plasma. 

In the considered ranges of temperatures and densities, that is, N ""'1012, and 
0 

T _ ""'10
4 

°K, (319) is well satisfied for magnetic fields in excess of 100 gauss. 

D IV: THE VALIDITY OF QUASI-NEUTRALITY 

Neglecting inertial terros in (231) so that n' /n = QD, using (238), and re

membering that v! = T ±/m ± v;,, we can write the electric field in (234) as 

Cm+ m_ )n' 
E = -T --T -

x M + M - en 
(320) 

which, according to the solution (2 72), is a form which is independent of the mag

netic field strength, in contrast to the slightly ionized case. 

Since the T +term in (320) usually dominates the T _ term, (320) implies 

(approximately) that the ions are in Boltzmann equilibrium with the potential, at a 

temperature T +" Moreover, since n' < 0 as can he seen from (270) and (272), 

equation (320) states that the electric field points toward the axis. 

On the other hand, we can see from the more rigorous expression (281) for the 

electric field, that when u ..... 1, E must point outwards rather than inwards. We x 
thus have a picture of a negative electric field near the center of the plasma where 

inertial terms are negligible, and a positive electric field near the sheath where 

u,..._, 1. Such a behavior for the electric field has been observed by Boeschoten and 

Schwirzke 53), who give a different explanation for it. However, the present theory 

may also play a role in accounting for their observation. 
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Using (270) and (272), we differentiate (320) to obtain the fractional deviation 

from quasi-neutrality. We find the order of magnitude, 

where the Debye length, À;, is essentially the ion Debye length, defined by the total 

temperature in the parentheses of (320). 

We therefore see that it is necessary to have an ion Debye length small com

pared to the tube radius in order that the assumption of quasi-neutrality be reason

able. 

E IV: VOLUME RE COMBINATION 

The subject of electron-ion volume recombination is a difficult one, both theo

retically and experimentally. The available information has been summarized in a 

recent book by McDaniel 
54>. It seems that there are three major processes by which 

electrons and ions recombine, namely, radiative recombination, collisional recom

bination, and dissociative recombination. The reader is referred to this book for a 

detailed description of these processes. 

In a homogeneous quasi-neutral plasma without plasma production, a recom

bination coefficient, a, can be defined by the mass-balance equation, in the form 

2 
dN I dt = - a N . (321) 

For radiative (two-body) recombination, a is independent of N, but for collisional 

recombination which requires fora single event the presence of two electrons and 

one ion, a is thought to be a function of N. 

Experiments on dissociative recombination cited in reference (54), (Table 
-6 -9 3; 12-7-1 on p. 610), give values of a ranging from 10 to 10 cm sec. However 

these experiments have much lower temperatures than those considered in our work. 

Theoretica! predictions of a for combined collisional-radiative recombination 

arealso cited (Table 12-5-2 on p. 600). For densities and temperatures in our range 

of interest, a "'1o-10 to 10-13 cm3 /sec. This is in rough agreement with an experiment 

cited on p. 610 (N'""" 10
12 cm - 3

, T_"' several thousand °K) which gives a- 10-10 cm 3 /sec. 

We now want to compare aN to v .• It was important for our theory that the 
1 

effective v. was positive. With volume recombination, the effective v. is, however, 
1 1 

(v. - aN), which may not necessarily be positive. 
1 

To estimate the order of magnitude of v., we suppose the approximate plasma 
1 

balance relation, 

(322) 
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can be used, where x is defined by (268). Then, using (268), and the definitions of 

ki, q, Q, and QR' relation (322) can be reduced to the following form, 

m c2 kT 
(323) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is thus in degrees Kelvin. 

Setting L ..... 1 cm, N ""'1012 cm - 3, a~d T _ """104 °K, expression (323) yields, 

for Bof a few hundred gauss, 3 -1 
v. ""'10 sec . 

1 

-10 3; On the other hand, taking Ql""' 10 cm sec as a possible value for collisional-

radiative recombination, we have 

In this case, it does notseem unreasonable to neglect recombination. 

However, if Ql :?: 10-
9 

cm 3 /sec as in the case of dissociative recombination, it 

is no longer justified to neglect recombination. 

The importance of the inequality v. > 0 in our theory suggests that volume re-
l 

combination may be a significant factor in influencing the boundary condition at the 

edge of the quasi-neutral region. This seems to be, to the present writer, a worth

while problem for further research. 

It should be remarked here that Mosburg has recently 66) done some numerical 

computations for plasma diffusion with inertial terms and including recombination. 

However, he used a plasma production term which was a constant, independent of 

electron density, and did not include a magnetic field. 
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PART II: TIME-DEPENDENT MAGNETIC FIELD 

INTRODUCTION 

Much work has beendoneon plasma heating by means of combined steady and 

alternating magnetic fields; we give the following examples. 

1. Schlüter 
10

) proposed the gyro-relaxation mechanism in which a portion of 

the perpendicular (to the magnetic field) partiele kinetic energy is irreversibly 

transferred to parallel energy by collisions; new perpendicular energy is fed in 

repeatedly by the periodic time-dependent magnetic field, in virtue of the adiabatic 

invariance of the magnetic moment* of a charged partiele at low frequencies. 

2. Magneto-acoustic waves, considered by Lindberg and Danielsson 14), have 

resonances connected with the existence of standing waves across a plasma column. 

These resonances are also associated with maxima in the Ohmic dissipation. 

3. Körper 
13

), and Schlüter, and Ransom 15) have dealt with Ohmic resonance 

absorption at the lower hybrid (electron-ion) cyclotron frequency. 

4. Auer and co-workers 17 •18) showed from a quasi-neutral viewpoint that 

large amplitude hydromagnetic waves propagating across the magnetic field involve 

destruction of the initia! spatial ordering of the ions, and concomitantly lead to 

effective thermalization of initially cold i ons. 

5. Such hydromagnetic waves are associated with large electron currents. If 

these currents involve electron drift veloeities relative to the ions that exceed the 

electron thermal speed, then an electrostatic two-stream instability develops which 

can lead to eventual randomization of systematic energy, and hence to heating. This 

so-called turbulent heating has been discussed by Bardotti and co-workers 55), who 

give some further references that we also list. 

In this part of the thesis, we consider Ohmic heating and diffusion of a plasma 

column immersed in steady plus alternating axial magnetic fields. Our treatment 

differs from the second and third examples cited above, in being non-linear in 

time-dependent quantities. It differs from the fourth and fifth examples in taking 

account of the cylindrical geometry of the plasma column, and allowing a finite 

plasma resistivity due to Coulomb collisions. It differs from the first example 

cited, in which the macroscopie fluxes of particles and the boundary conditions at 

the edge of the plasma column were ignored. 

In addition, our work differs from the complicated and extensive calculations 

on plasma heating made by Dawson and Uman 19), in that we allow a radial dependenee 

of the plasma quantities. 

* The magnetic moment of a charged partiele gyrating in a magnetic field is the ratio of its perpendicular 
kinetic energy to the field strength, tmv2/B • 

.!. 
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On the other hAnd, all the works cited above include effects that we do not. 

For example, our theory is limited to applied frequencies lying below the magneto

acoustic and hybrid-cyclotron resonances. Furthermore, unlike Dawson and 

Uman 19), we allow no z-dependence, the plasma being assumed uniform in the 

axial direction. 

Thus, we picture a circularly symmetrie, axially uniform, well-defined 

plasma column, around which is wound a coil carrying steady and alternating 

currents. We then calculate the Ohmic heating of the plasma under the conditions 

of a low applied frequency, and/or, a high D. C. magnetic field; moreover, we 

predict that under these conditions, the plasma should exhibita tendency to dif

fuse outwards, that is, the plasma column should steadily expand. This expansion 

effect turns out to be intimately related to the ion inertia. It constitutes also a col

lisional effect that vanishes for the case of infinite conductivity. 

In this problem, there arise two complications, namely, the specification of 

the external alternating field, and second, the dependenee of the plasma conductivity 

on the electron temperature. 

First, there is the question of fixing the applied alternating magnetic field. If 

the external coil is driven by a given-current A.C. generator, which means a gener

ator of very high internal impedance compared to that of the load, then we can 

specify exactly the A.C. coil current, and with it, the applied A.C. magnetic field. 

On the other hand, for a given-voltage generator, in which the generator impedance 

is negligible compared to the load impedance, we can specify neither the coil A.C. 

current, nor therefore the applied A.C. field. These applied quantities are unknowns 

which must be solved for, together with the plasma quantities, the only known external 

A.C. condition in this case being the generator A.C. voltage. Although one might 

expect an intermediate case in practice, we limit ourselves for simplicity to the 

above-mentioned opposite limiting cases. 

Second, there is a complication due to the dependenee of the plasma conduc

tivity on the electron temperature. In linearized theories 13•14•15), this complication 

does not arise because the conductivity is multiplying a quantity which is already a 

small perturbation. In a theory concerned with large-amplitude motions, however, 

the electron temperature can be expected to vary, and must be treated as an un

known. Thus, the conductivity becomes also an unknown. In principle, one should 

treat this problem by bringing in the full energy equation that governs the electron 

pressure. To avoid this complication, we again treat only the two opposite limiting 

cases, as follows. First, we can suppose the electron temperature is everywhere 

uniform and constant, so that the conductivity is also constant and uniform. This 

entails that all parts of the electron gas are imagined to be somehow in excellent 

thermal contact with each other, and with a heat reservoir at a given temperature 
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T _. Such a heat reservoir can be imagined to be touching the electron gas at the 

ends of the plasma column. 

In the other extreme case, we suppose that each volume element of the elec

tron gas is thermally isolated from every other volume element, so that it is then 

appropriate, with the addition of some further assumptions, to use an adiabatic 

law to determine the electron temperature. For simplicity we treat only these two 

limiting cases, although in practice one expects an intermediate case. 

C HAPTER V: BASIC EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

V A: THE FLUID-TYPE EQUATIONS FOR ELECTRONS AND IONS 

As usual, we start from the Eulerian equations of mass balance and momenturn 

balance for the electron and ion gases. We assume the plasma is fully ionized, and 

we neglect plasma production by ionization. Wethen have: 

and 

oN 
at± + 'ïl· (N ±:Y±> = 0 ' 

/av J 
m N I ":>-t ± + V± . 'I/V + '1/. P ± N mRv . m - V ) ± ± \. u - - ± ± e1~+ --

N±e 
= ± eN E ± --V x B . ±- c -± -

(1) 

(2) 

The notation is the same as in part I. The additional symbol that appears is 

the time, t. As usual, P ± stands for the ion (electron) pressure tensor, and mR is 

the electron-ion reduced mass. 

We have in mind the following parameter ranges, 

N ~ 10
12 

- 10
13 cm - 3 T ,...., 103 - 1é °K T ,...., 1é - 105 °K B ~ 102 -103 gauss. 

± ' + ' - ' 
Under these circumstances, the mean free path for ion-ion Coulomb collisions is 

generally much less than a centimeter, and the average electron cyclotron radius 

is generally much less than a millimeter. Thus, for characteristic macroscopie 

lengths on the order of a centimeter, it is reasonable to use the fluid equations for 

the electrous and i ons. Moreover, the working frequency is as sumed not to exceed 

about 10
6 sec - 1

, which, under the above conditions, generally does not greatly 

exceed any characteristic microscopie frequencies such as the electron or ion 

cyclotron frequencies, ion-ion and electron-ion collis ion frequencies. It is also 

less than the electron and ion plasma frequencies, thus supporting the assumption 

of quasi-neutrality to be made now. 
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V B: SPECIALIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 

AND QUASI-NEUTRALITY 

V B 1: The Explicit Two-Fluid Equations 

Using the quasi-neutrality assumption *, 

N '"""N = N + - - ' (3) 

together with the assumption of circular symmetry, namely, that all macroscopie 

quantities depend only on the radial coordinate, R, we obtain from (1), by sub

tracting the (-) equation from the (+) equation, 

V +R""' V_R:: V, (4) 

since the radial fluxes NV ±R must remain finite as R ..... 0. The symbol ""• denotes 

equality to within a fractional error of order IN+- N_I/N. Henceforth we use = 

with this error understood. 

Using (3) and (4), (1) becomes 

oN 1 a at + R oR (RNV) = O • 

Neglecting the off-diagonal pressure components, assuming the diagonal R, 

e, components are equal, and noting (3) and (4), the R and e components of 

equation (2) can be written, respectively, 

and 

= ± NeE
8 
+ ~e V B , 

where we have again assumed the macroscopie quantities to depend only on the R 

coordinate, and have taken B to lie in the axial (z) direction. 

* The condition under which this assumption is justified are discussed in appendix A VI following chapter 

VI. 
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V B 2: Derivation of the Azimuthal Momenturn 

Adding the (+) and (-) equations of (7), we obtain 

where, as in part I, ~ is defined by 

and represents the mass-averaged azimuthal momentum. 

Transtorming from (R, t) to the Lagrangian coordinates 56), R and t , by 
0 0 

means of the relations 

and 

à_ à+V à ar-= àt àR 
0 

N R dR = NRdR , 
0 0 0 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

where R is the initia! radius of a fluid element (before the disturbing A.C. field is 
0 

applied), and N is the initia! fluid density at R , we find that 
0 0 

( à à ) àR at + V àR R = V = at . 
0 

(12) 

Relation (10) constitutes the convective time derivative taken while following 

the fluid motion radially. Relation (11) states that the amount of matter in an annular 

ring Iying initially between R and (R + dR ) stays constant as this ring follows the 
0 0 0 

fluid motion. 

Using (10) and (12), equation (8) then becomes 

à~ + ~ àR = 
àt R ot 

0 
' 

0 0 

which has the solution 

riJ R = f(R ) = an arbitrary function of R alone. 
0 0 

We suppose that, before the disturbing A.C. field is applied, there are no 

macroscopie partiele fluxes; in particular there are, at that time no azimuthal 

macroscopie velocities, so that ~ = 0 for t :5: 0. This implies that f(R ) = 0, 
0 0 

which, in turn gives, from (14) and (9), 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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Thus, justas in part I, the mass-averaged azimuthal momenturn vanishes also in 

this time-dependent case, given the assumptions of quasi-neutrality, circular 

symmetry, and a quiescent initia! state. 

V B 3: Reduction to a Single Fluid Model 

We give now the definitions, respectively, of the relative azimuthal velocity 

(used also in part I), and the azimuthal current density: 

q; = v +e - v-e ' (16) 

J:: Ne2>. (17) 

Also, using (15) and (16), we can easily show that 

(18) 

Then, adding the (+) and (-) equations of (6), and noting (16), (17), and (18), 

we obtain 

where M is the sum of the masses and P is the sum of the pressures. 

Next, we divide (7) by m±N, and subtract the (-) equation from the (+) 

equation. This yields 

/à à V) eEe e (-+V-+- 2>+ v .;{)=----V B 
\..at aR R e1 mR mRc 

Now, it later transpires that, to order of magnitude, V,...,.. Rw. Thence, we 

neglect the complete first term on the left side of (20) compared to the second 

term, on the grounds that 

(.!)~\)., e1 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

that is, we assume that the impressed frequency is much less than an average 

electron-ion callision frequency. In view of (15) which shows that V_ far exceeds 

V+' this is practically equivalent to neglecting the electron inertia. In making 

this approximation, we lose the possibility of a resonance at the lower hybrid 

cyclotron frequency for which the presence of the electron inertia is essential. 

In view of this approximation, and noting (17) and the conductivity definition 

(22) 
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equation (20) becomes Ohm's law, 

NeSD:: J = a(E
8 

- VB/c) . (23) 

As we noted in chapter IV, the conductivity of a fully ionized plasma is practically 

independent of the density, and depends essentially only on the electron temperature. 

Our basic equations are now (5), (19), and (23), together with the following 

Maxwell equations, 

c 
J =- -èlB/oR 4TT ' (24) 

1 o 1 oB 
R oR (REe)= -cat' (25) 

in which we have supposed that B has only a z-component, and where we have 

neglected the displacement current, ~ oE
8
/ot, in (24). 

The neglect of the displacement current in the plasma is a low frequency 

approximation valid when the energy storedis primarily magnetic, and when the 

characteristic veloeities of the problem are much less than c. 

The neglect of the displacement current in the vacuum, where J = 0, between 

the plasmaand the surrounding coil, according to (24), implies that B is approx

imately independent of R in this region. This approximation is valid provided the 

vacuum wavelength, 2rrc/w, far exceeds the width of the considered vacuum region. 

V C: TRANSFORMATION TO A LAGRANGJAN FORMALISM 

V C 1: Derivation of the Basic Equations 

We wish to examine finite amplitude motions of the plasma column, rather 

than infinitesimal ones. In this kind of situation, it often proves convenient to work 

with a Lagrangian formalism rather than an Eulerian one. This is particularly 

convenient when it is necessary to apply boundary conditions across a moving 

boundary, as in the present problem. 

Let us then define the following symbols, standing for the ratios of certain 

quantities to their initia! values, the latter having the subscript, o. 

n:: N R /NR 
0 0 

h:: R/R 
0 

~ ::a/a 
0 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
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Using (26), we may represent (11) in the useful form, 

dR = ndR • 
0 

(26') 

In terms of the Langrangian coordinates introduced in equations (10) and (11), 

the basic equations (5, 19, 23, 24) and (25) then assume the following forms 

respectively, also noting (1 7). 

oV /oR = on/ot 
0 0 

oV h oP e2'B mRc;/)
2 

at+ MN oR = Me + MR h 
0 0 0 0 

N es:l>= j..i.cr nh(E
9 

- VB/c) 
0 0 

N e2>= - ~ h oB/oR 
o 4n o 

0 [ 1 J 1 0 - R h(E --VB) = ---(nR hB) 
oR o e c c at o 

0 0 

In obtaining (33), we have used (29). 

We also have an equation connecting h to n, which is easily derived from 

(26), (27), and (11), namely 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

To close thesetof equations (29) through (34), weneed two more equations, 

or some equivalent assumptions, determining respectively the behaviour of the 

total pressure, P, and the conductivity ratio, u.. 

V C 2: Introduetion of Some Further Simplifying Conditions 

This set of equations derived above is already formidable. It contains coupled 

partial differential equations in the two independent variables R and t , the former 
0 0 

variabie appearing explicitly in several places. Furthermore the equations are 

highly non-linear, involving products of unknown quantities such as h V B, n h B, 

and f!J2 
/h. 

To make further progress therefore, we introduce the following two simpli

fying assumptions. First, we neglect the pressure term in the radial equation of 

motion, (30). Second, we suppose that N is independent of R . 
0 0 

The first assumption means that, strictly speaking, we are dealing with a 

cold plasma. This is not an uncommon assumption when dealing with large 
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amplitude plasma motions 16 ' 17 ' 18). Actually, it means only that we are dealing 

with a sufficiently low S plasma, as will be discussèd shortly. 

The second assumption means that the plasma has a uniform density before 

the disturbing A.C. field is applied. 

V C 3: Elimination ofthe Veloeities V andQ>, and the Electric Field, E
9

, 

from the Basic Equations 

According to equations (5, 19, 23, 24) and (25), these two assumptions are 

consistent with the following initia! conditions, assumed to exist before the 

alternating field is turned on. 

V = 0 
) 
) 

J = 0 ) 

B = B independent of R and t ~ (35) 
0 

Ee = 0 ) 

Thus, the plasma column is initially sitting quietly in a uniform, steady, axial 

magnetic field. 

We shall now eliminate the unknowns V,[/), and E
9 

from the equations (29) 

through (33). In so doing, it proves convenient to introduce the following symbols, 

and dimensionless quantities. 

The symbols are given by 

Rpo' the initia! plasma radius, ) 
) 

w , the working frequency, ) 

a : ~ B2 
/4nN M, the equilibrium Alfvén speed, ~ 

0 0 ) 

w : ~ 4nN e2 /mR, the equilibrium plasma frequency, ) 
p 0 ) 

ê : J c2 
/4ncr 

0
w, a skin depth. ) 

The dimensionless ratios are 

T:Wt, 
0 

2 2 2 e : w Rp
0
/a , 

b : B/B , 
0 

Further, we introduce the dimensionless time and space derivatives by the fol

lowing symbols, 

(36) 

(37) 
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à( ••• )/o-r = ( .•. )", and à( ••• )/às
0 

= ( ... )' . (38) 

Using (36), (37), and (38), we eliminate V,QJ, and E
8 

from thesetof equations 

(29) through (33), and thereby obtain the following two equations, using the two 

mentioned assumptions about the pressure and the initial density. 

S hbl I 

(nhb)" =~c 0 ~ s un) 
0 

Furthermore, equation (34) takes the following form. 

(s h)' = n 
0 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

We have here a system of three equations in the four unknowns, n, b, h, and 

1-L· To close the system, we shalllater add an equation or an assumption concerning 

the conductivity ratio 1-L· This set of equations forms the basis for the further 

investigations. 

As a final remark to this section, we observe that the pressure term which 

we dropped from equation (30), would contribute a term of order 13 = N (T+ + T J /B2 
0 0 

to the left side of (39). Hence, it is necessary that, for this term to be negligible, 

the following inequalities must hold, if we expect h, b, and n to be of the order of 

unity. 

and 13 ~ e • (42) 

V D: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

V D 1: Boundary Conditions on the Axis 

Multiplying (25) by R, integrating from 0 to R, and supposing that E
8 

remains 

finite as R .... 0, we obtain 

R 

lim E =- ~ lim _!__ s èlB(R'' t) R'dR' ~- _!_ (oB) _!!:_ .... 0 . 
R .... O 8 R .... O R O ot c at R=O 2 

(43) 

Hence the azimuthal electric field vanishes as R .... 0. 

Moreover, because of the condition of circular symmetry, we must have the 

radial velocity vanish at R = 0, 
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limV=O. 
R .... O 

This can also be derived from (5) by the same methods used to obtain (43). 

Noting (43) and (44), equation (23) then implies that 

limJ=O. 
R .... O 

From (24) with (45), we then have 

lim oB/oR = o . 
R....O 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Let us now take the viewpoint of the Lagrangian coordinates. As we let R .... 0, 
0 

then we must also have R .... 0. To see this, assume the opposite. If, as we consider 

successively smaller values of R , the associated values of R at a later given time 
0 

remain bounded below by some non-zero value, say R . , we would then be faced mm 
with the unphysical situation of a hole appearing in the center of the column along 

the axis, of radius R . . This appears to us to be an unphysical re sult for a plasma mm 
which initially has no such hole. We seek solutions without such a hole. We conclude 

then that the limits R .... 0 and R .... o are concomitant. 
0 

From this argument, applying (26'), we then find that the Lagrangian form of 

(46) above is (noting also the definition of b in (37)), 

B 
lim ~ ob = o. 

R ..... o n oRo 
0 

(47) 

Since we seek solutions that are everywhere finite, we must have n bounded as 

R
0 

..... 0. From (47) it then follows that (noting the definition of t;
0 

in (37)) 

lim ob = 0 or b'] = 0 . 
R .... 0 àRo 

0 s =0 
0 

(48) 

This is the boundary condition on the magnetic field at the axis. 

V D 2: Boundary Conditions at the Edge of the Plasma 

To the extent that we remain faithful to our plasma model, namely, that of a 

quasi-neutra!, conducting fluid in which holds an Ohm's law (23) with finite con

ductivity, it follows by integrating (23) across a surface layer that there can be no 

surface currents as the layer thickness shrinks to zero. Otherwise, we would have 
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to adm.it E
8

, V, or B to be infinite in the layer *. 
Since there are thus no true surface currents in our model, the magnetic 

field must be continuous at the edge of the plasma. In our classica! theory, this 

statement holds both intherest frame, and in a frame moving radially with the 

edge of the column. This is because the magnetic fields as viewed from the two 

reference frames can be shown to differ only by relativistic terms of second order. 

Hence, we have the boundary condition (in Lagrangian coordinates), 

B(R ) = B po e 

or, in terms of the definitions in (37), 

b(so = 1) = b e ' 

where the dimensionless external magnetic field is defined by 

b = B /B . e e o 

Reeall that the external magnetic field is independent of R, depending on time 

alone, and is directly proportional to the coil current. 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

Finally, we note that the tangential electric field in the moving frame, namely 

E 
8 

- VB/ c, must be continuous across the edge of the plasma column. But we have 

just stated that B itself is continuous there. Therefore, E
8

, the tangential electric 

field as seen from the rest frame, must also be continuous across the edge; thus, 

in Eulerian coordinates, with the instantaneous plasma radius denoted by R , 
p 

Here we note that, unlike the external magnetic field, the external azimuthal 

electric field, Eee' generally is a function of R as well as t. 

V E: THE OHMIC DISSIPATION FORMULA IN LAGRANGIAN VARIABLES 

(52) 

The only dissipation mechanism allowed for in our model is Ohmic heating. 

We now wish to present a formula for the total Ohmic power absorption in terms 

of the dimensionless variables defined in equations (26, 2 7, 28), and in (37) and 

(38). 

and 

We first define the following symbols, 

L : the length of the plasma column 

R : the instantaneous plasma radius. 
p 

(53) 

(54) 

* This argument neglects the formation of charge sheets at the plasma boundary. The jump in B caused by 

surface currents due to these charge sheets is estimated in appendix B VI following chapter VI. 
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Then, the total Ohmic dissipation in the plasma, 0. D. say, is given by the 

following formula: 

R 
p 2 

O.D. = 2nL s Ja RdR. 

0 

(55) 

Converting (24) to Lagrangian form by means of (26 '), and introducing s and 
0 

b from (37), we have, 

B 
c aB c o , J=----=----b 
4n oR 4n nR po 

so that, with IJ. given by (28), we find 

2 
J2 _ c2 B0 (b')2 

0 - 4ncr 4n 2 R2 · 
o n IJ. po 

Further, again with the help of (26'), (27), and (37), we have 

2 
R dR = R h n dR = R h n s ds . o o po o o 

(56) 

(57) 

Substituting (56) and (57) into (55),. introducing o from (36), and then 1::::. from 

(37), we finally obtain the following expression for the 0. D., namely 

2 1 
wBo 2 s h 2 

O.D. = -2 - (nR L) !:::. - (b') s ds . n po lliJ. o o 
(58) 

0 

This is the desired formula. 
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CHAPTER VI: OHMIC HEATING AND INERTlAL DIPFUSION IN THE ISO

THERMAL CASE 

VI A: INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we suppose the electron temperature is not affected by the 

plasma motions. Hence the conductivity is taken to be a constant, so that, according 

to (28), 

j..L = 1 . (59) 

Alternatively, we can regard our model as one in which the conductivety is in

dependent of the electron temperature. 

Furthermore, we suppose that the coil surrounding the plasma is driven by a 

given-current generator, so that the external magnetic field is exactly known. The 

opposite case, that of a given-voltage generator, will be treated in the final section 

of this chapter. 

Finally, we reeall that the basic situation that we treat he re in part 11 differs 

from part I in the following re spects: first, we neglect plasma production by ionization; 

and second, we suppose the initially uniform plasma column is well-defined with a 

sharp boundary which lies well inside of the exterior walls and magnetic field coil. 

Bothof these restrictions are made for reasons of mathematica! simplicity in con

neetion with the use of the Lagrangian coordinates R and t . The latter formalism 
0 0 

is, in turn, convenient for the description of large amplitude plasma motions, and 

for applying boundary conditions at a moving boundary. 

VI B: SOL UTION OF THE BASIC EQUA TI ONS 

VI B 1: Description of the Methods Used to Solve the Equations 

We turn now to the taskof solving the system of equations (39, 40, 41). With the 

assumption (59), j..L : 1, the system is closed. There are as many equations as there 

are unknowns. 

These equations are still very complicated indeed. We make no attempt to solve 

them as they stand, but rather try to obtain solutions in the form of series expansions 

in powers of e:. Thus, we look for solutions of the form: 

ro ro ro 

- \ I 
n- L e: nl ' (60) 

1=0 
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Since e is essentially proportional to the ion mass (see (37)), we see that this 

is a perturbation theory for a small ion inertial reaction. For a low applied fre

quency, or a strong D. Ca magnetic field, or a small ion mass, e is small; and, 
t 

concomitantly, the i ons are well-tied to the moving lines of force. (The effect of 

an A.C. magnetic field applied parallel to the D. C. magnetic field can be pictured 

as a situation in which the z-directed lines of force move in and out radially with 

the applied frequency). 

Observe that the requirement of small e automatically puts the applied fre

quency well below the frequencies associated with magneto-acoustic resonances. 

Fora cold plasma of high conductivity, the magneto-acoustic wave-number, K , m 
is related to the working frequency by K = w/a, or, in dimensionless quantities, 

m 
K R = wR la :: Yë. The lowest frequency for a magneto-acoustic resonance then m po po 
occurs when K R is of order unity. This is forbidden by our assumption e ~ 1. 

m po 
Now, it transpires that the use of ordinary perturbation techniques hereleads 

to secular behaviour in time at the first order in e. This means that the ordinary 

perturbation theory breaks down for dimensionless times, T, on the order of e - 1 

Therefore, we try instead a multiple-time-scale version of perturbation theory in 

which any unknown function of time, F(T), is assumed to have a periodic time

dependenee on the ordinary time scale, T *; further, it should depend on the longer 

time scales, n, e2
T, ••• , in such a way (to be determined) that the perturbation 

theory is uniformly valid for all times, that is, that quantities small toa higher 

order in e remain that small for all times. Thus, we assume that 

F(T) = f(T ' 
0 T 1' ... ' Tl' ... ) ' (61) 

where 

Tl 
: ~lT 
- 1:. • 

By straightforward differentiation, it follows that 

F:: àF/àT = I e1of/àT 
1 

. 

1 =0 

(62) 

(63) 

Thus, the only essential difference from ordinary perturbation theory is that 

we expand the time derivatives in powers of e, as well as the unknown functions. 

The method of perturbation theory outlined above, called the derivative ex

pansion technique, is well-known. It has been used by Sturrock 57), Frieman and 

Rutherford 58), and Nayfeh 59), in conneetion with the problem of non-linear plasma 

waves, and presented in a different form in books by Krylov and Bogoliubov 60) and 

tIn a macroscopie sense, the ion fluid would be well-tied to the lines of force even in the presence of ion-ion 

collisions, since, as discussed by Sirnon 67), a collision between two ions produces shifts of their guiding cen

ters by equal amounts in opposite directions. 

* This is a natura! thing to try, since the external forcing conditions have a periodic time-dependence. 
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and Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky 61
). 

Next, we reeall the boundary conditions, to be satisfied at each order in e, 

along the axis and at the plasma edge, namely 

b' (O,T) = 0 

and 

(48) 

(50) 

For the case under consideration of a given-current generator, the dimensionless 

external magnetic field, b (r), is a specified periadie function of time, independent e 
of the expansion parameter e. Therefore, (50) must be satisfied by b (1, r), the 

0 

part of the internal field which is zero order in e; and the higher order internal 

fields, b
1
, must then vanish at the boundary. 

VI B 2: The Solutions for e = 0; Negligible Ion Inertia 

We proceed now to derive the solutions. At zero order in e, (39) becomes 

(64) 

There are two possible solutions, b , of (64) that satisfy the boundary condi
o 

tions (48) and (50), namely 

b (~=' T ) = b (T ) o "::>o' o e o ' 

and 

(Here, and henceforth, we identify the zero order time scale, T 
0

, with the 

time scale of the external magnetic field, b ) . e 

(65) 

(66) 

We reject the diamagnetic solution, (66), on the following grounds. The so-

lutions, (65) and (66), hold for an arbitrary time-dependenee of b . In particular, e 
for a field, b , which is initially time-independent, we want to satisfy the initia! 

e 
conditions given by (35), in which the plasma is at restwithno radial drift velocity 

and no current. In view of (24) this initia! condition is satisfied only by (65). 

At zero order in e, (40) with (65) becomes 

èl(n h b )/ar = o ; o oe o 

hence 

n h b = a , o oe o 
(67) 
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where a must be independent of ,. , but can depend on ~ and on the longer time 
0 2 0 0 

scales, eT , e ,. , .•. , in a manner to be determined such that the perturbation 
0 0 

theory is uniformly valid for all times. Though the constant a is allowed to depend 
0 

on the space variable, ~ , we choose it here to be independent of ~ *. 
0 0 

From the definitions (26), (27), and (51), equation (67) can be expressed in 

physical quantities, and reads 

N /B =a N( )/B( ) , 0 0 0 0 0 
(68) 

where the subscript (o) refers to the zero ordervalues in e of N and B, with the 

other quantities, N and B , denoting the equilibrium initial values. 
0 0 

For the choice a = 1, (68) signifies that the plasma is perfectly tied to the 
0 

lines of force, since the plasma density then bears the same ratio to the flux 

density that existed initially. 

This choice of a is in agreement with the obvious initial conditions, 
0 

N( ) = N , R( ) = R , and B = B , which are equivalent to the initial conditions, o o o o e o 
n = 1, h = 1, and b = 1. In fact, with these initial conditions, the quantity a is o o e o 
simply determined from (67) to be a = 1. 

0 

However, a cannot remain equal to 1 forever, as we shall see when we 
0 

examine the perturbations that are of order e. 

Returning now to equation (41), at zero order in e, we find, with the help of 

(67), that 

h b <s h )
1 
=a • o e o o o 

(69) 

We always suppose the unknowns, n, h, b, are everywhere finite. In particular, 

we look for a solution such that h remains bounded as ~ ...... 0. In view of the in
o 

dependenee of a and b of ~ , the unique solution of (69) that satisfies this re-o e o 
quirement is, 

h2 
=a /b • o o e 

(70) 

This result, combined with (67), yields 

n = h . (71) 
0 0 

Equation (71), valid for any a
0 

which is independent of g
0

, can be expressed 

in physical quantities (see (26) and (27)), and then reads 

2 2 
N 

0
R

0 
= N (o)R(o) . (72) 

This expresses the obvious fact that the amount of matter contained within a cylinder 

* In chapter IX, this assumption is relaxed. 
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of initial radius R stays constant as that radius moves with the fluid. 
0 

Moreover, we express (70) in physical quantities (see (27) and (51)), and it 

then reads 

2 2 
R( )B =a R B . o e o o o (73) 

For a = 1, this states that the magnetic flux initially within a cylinder of radius 
0 

R stays constant, too, as that radius moves with the fluid. 
0 

According to (70), and our assumption that a is independent of s , we have 
0 0 

h independent of s . From (71) we then have n independent of s . We are thus 
0 0 0 0 

led to the interpretation of the zero-order-in-e situation as that of a plasma ex-

panding and contracting periodically with the magnetic field, while the plasma den

sity remains spatially uniform. Furthermore, according to (65) the magnetic field 

retains at each moment its uniform vacuum value, regardless of the presence of 

the plasma. 

VI B 3: The Solutions to First Order in e; Plasma Diffusion 

We now obtain corrections to the zero order solutions that take into account 

the non-zero inertia of the ions. 

Remembering that b1 = 0 and that n is independent of s (see (70) and (71)) 
0 0 0 

(39) can be written at first order in e as follows, 

o2
n 

0 I I 
-2- + (h b b1) = 0 • 
OT 0 0 

0 

We solve this for b1, using the boundary conditions (48) and (50) which, at 

first order in e, are 
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b]_(O,T)=O and b1(1,T)=O. 

The solution of (74), to be obtained with the boundary conditions (75) is 

Remembering (65) and (67), this can also be written 

2 
n à n 

0 0 b =---
1 a ::- 2 

0 uT 
0 

2 
1-~ 

0 

2 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 



Noting (59), (62) and (63), (65), (67), and (71), and recalling that a is ino 
dependent of 'f , equation (40) assumes the following form, at first order in e, 

0 

namely, .. 

(78) 

Also, at first order in e:, equation (41) becomes 

(79) 

By hypothesis, b is perioctic on the T time-scale, although not necessarily e o 
sinusoidal. Furthermore, according to (65), (70), and (71), b , h , and n are also 

0 0 0 

perioctic on the 'f time-scale. We look for solutions in which all the higher order 
0 

corrections, in particular b1, h
1

, and n1, are als o perioctic functions on the T 
0 

time-scale. Thus, we expand the right and left sides of (78) and (79) in Fourier 

series in 'f , and equate the Fourier coefficients of the expansion functions 
. 0 2 

e1m'fo *. These coefficients can depend on the longer time-scales, e:T , e 'f 0 0 ••• ' 

in a marmer which much be determined subject to the requirement that the per-

turbation theory be uniformly valid as T _. co • 

Equating the constant (with respect to T ) Fourier coefficients in (78), which 
0 

is the same as takinga time-average of (78) on the 'f time-scale, and using the 
0 

solution (77) for b1, we obtain 

(80) 

where the brackets denote a time-average on the 'f time-scale. 
0 

Introducing the reciprocal, r, of the dimensionless applied magnetic field by 

-1 r:: b , e 
(81) 

and using n2 =a r in view of (70) and (71), equation (80) can be cast in the form 
0 0 

(82) 

Here and henceforth, we always suppose the amplitude of the A.C. magnetic 

co 

* The representation of the solution in terms of Fourier series, 

imT L Cm e 
0

, can only be expected to be 

m= -CD 

valid after the decay of an initia! transient period following the turning on of the A, C. field. 
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field is less than the D. C. field. This means that the factor r in (82) is always 

positive, so the right side of (82) is always positive. Thus, according to (82), a 
0 

grows linearly on the T 1 time scale. The growth rate is shown as a function of the 

amplitude, A, of the A.C. magnetic field taken to have a sinusoirlal time-dependence, 

in the chapter on numerical results, chapter VIII. 

For the present, we consider a small amplitude, sinusoidal, A.C. field, so 

that 

B = B (1 + A cos T ) , or b = 1 + A cos T , e o o e o 

with the restrietion that A~ 1. Then (82) becomes, to lowest order in A, 

2 oa
0
/ëh 1 = (l/4)6A • 

Thus, we see that the slow growth of a
0 

on the T 1 =eT time-scale is a second 

order effect in the small pumping amplitude A. 

Further, we note that, according to (70) and (27), apart from a periodic fac

tor of b , a is proportional to the area of an arbitrary cylinder of plasma in units e o 
of its initial area. Since a grows linearly in time, so therefore must the area of 

0 

the plasma column. The plasma column slowly expands, and the plasma effectively 

diffuses across the magnetic field towards the walls. 

-------. . . . . . 

In the next section, we present a heuristic derivation of this expansion effect. 

We complete the present section by outlining the means of determining the first 

order solutions, n1, and h1. Reeall that b1 is already known from (77). 

Dividing (78) by a , and taking the b1/b term from the left side to the o e 
right side of (78), this new right side then has a known Fourier series, say 

6 ( b' >' aT So 1 -
0 0 

cc 

o~ ~:lj=I 
o e m=-co 

imT 
R (s ) e 

0 

m o 

where the R' s are known in principle because b1 and b are known. m e 
We write the Fourier series of h1/h

0 
and n1/n

0 
as follows: 

imT 
H (s ) e o 

m o 
m=-co 

cc imT 
n

1
/n = \ N (s ) e 0 

• 
o L m o 

m=-co 
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In addition to their s dependenee, the Fourier coefficients H and N can de-
o 2 m m 

pendas well on the longer time-scales, eT , e T ••• , in a marmer that must be 
0 0 

determined by a higher order calculation. Only their s dependenee concerns us 
0 

here. If these coefficients can be determined, then we know the ratios h
1
/h

0 
and 

n1/n
0

, and therefore also the quantities n1 and h1 , since n
0 

and h
0 

are already 

known. 

Using (83, 84, 85) in (78) and (79), we equate the Fourier coefficients of the 
imT 

e 0 terms in which m ::f. 0. We then obtain the following equations, 

im(H + N ) = R , m m m (86) 

and 
I 

(s H ) = N • om m 
(87) 

The solutions of (86) and (87) with the boundary condition that H remains finite as m 
s _, 0 are 

0 so 
J s' dg' R (s' )/im, o o m o 

(88) 

0 

with Nm (s
0

) then determined by (86). 

Thus, the Fourier coefficients of h1/h
0 

and n
1
/n

0 
are now determined except 

for the m = 0 coefficients. The latter cannot be found in this order of the e expan

sion, but require a higher order calculation for their determination. 

VI C: A REURISTIC DERNATION OF THE PLASMA EXPANSION EFFECT 

In view of the surprising result of the preceding section, namely a slow ex

pansion of the plasma column, some physical description of the process is called 

for. 

VI C 1: The Derivation for Negligible Ion Inertia 

Consider the radial momenturn balance of the plasma given by equation (19). 

Fora cold plasma we neglect the plasma pressure term. We neglect as well the 

centrifugal force term, NmR ç;z:} /R, and justify this later. What remains then is 

a balance between the ion inertial force, and the magnetic pressure gradient, 

namely, using the Lagrangian variables, 

(89) 
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To the extent that the ion inertia is also negligible, which we refer to as the zeroeth 

approximation, we have negligible currents, 

J(o) = 0 , (90) 

and therefore a uniform magnetic field, 

(91) 

This choice for the uniform magnetic field is made so as to satisfy the boundary 

condition, in zeroeth order, that the magnetic field be continuous across the plasma 

boundary. 

In this zeroeth approximation, the i ons are very well tied to the lines of force, 

so we can compute their radial motion in lowest order merely by finding the radial 

motion of a line of force. For the latter, we use the concept of conservation of 

flux. At a time when the A.C. field momentarily vanishes, the magnetic flux in

side of a cylinder of radius R(o) is nR~0)B0• At a later time when the field strength 

is different, B say, the same amount of magnetic flux then lies inside of a radius 
e 

R defined by 

2 2 
nR B = nR( )B . e o o 

From the definition of b in (51), and its reciprocal r in (81), (92) becomes e 

(92) 

2 2 
R = R(o) r . (93) 

From this, we easily derive the formula giving the radial velocity, oR/ot
0

, as 

follows. 

(94) 

Here, we have for convenience brought in the dimensionless time T = wt, and the 

dimensionleSS time derivative defined aS o( ..• )/oT = ( ..• )" .. 
We next invoke Faraday's law of induction, which states that the electromotive 

force (E.M. F.) around any closed and possibly moving circuit is equal to c - 1 times 

the negative total time derivative of the magnetic flux through said circuit, in 

Gaussian units. 

Fora circuit of radius R that moves with the plasma, we have, in virtue of 

the circular symmetry, E.M. F. = 2nR(E
9

- VB/c). Then from Ohm's law, (23), 

the following representation of the above-mentioned law of Faraday holds, namely 

J 1 dtm 
2nR- = ----

cr c dt 
0 

(95) 
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where ip is the magnetic flux through the circuit. 
m 

The only assumptions used to obtain (95) are the circular symmetry and 

Ohm's law. We also rec~ll that in the present chapter, cr = cr is assumed as a 
0 

constant. 

VI C 2: First Order Corrections for Ion Inertia 

Regarding the mass M (essentially the ion mass) as the small expansion 

parameter in this beuristic derivation, we find J, from (89), to lowest non

vanishing order, using also (91), 

_ N(o) o2R 
J(1)-Me~ -=-:r· 

e èt 
(96) 

0 

Since M is regarded as the small parameter, all other factors on the right 

side of (96) should be evaluated as if M = 0 to give J correct to first order in M. 

This means, first, that the ratio N(
0
/Be is independent of t

0 
in the limit. M = 0; 

the plasma is then perfectly tied to the lines of force, and is further assumed to be 

initially uniform when B = B . Second, it means that the acceleration, a2R/ot2 , e o o 
can be computed in (96) as if the ion motion were radially identical to the motion 

of a line of force. In other words, this acceleration can be computed by use of 

formula (93), in which R(o) is assumed time-independent. 

We now put (96) into (95) and average over a period of the applied field. In so 

doing, we note that 

2 2 \è c èR) caR)
2
) ~(oR'\2) <R è R/èto > = èt R ~ - èt = - ~-t-· l , 

0 0 0 0./ 

(97) 

where the brackets denote the averaging process. The second equation of (97) holds 

because, in the zeroeth approximation, R is a periodic function of t according to 
0 

(92) or (93). 

Using (96) and (97) in the average of (95), we obtain, with cr = cr , and a period 
0 

of length .::1t = 2n/w, 
0 

(98) 

We thus find that at the end of each period, the magnetic flux through the circuit of 

instantaneous radius R is larger than at the beginning of the period. 

We choose the beginning and end of a period to occur when B = B , so that, e o 
from the time-invarianee of the ratio N(

0
/B(o)' together with (91), we have 
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N( )/B = N( ) (t )/B • o e o o o (99) 

Since the magnetic field is uniform in lowest order, we further have 

i!i (t + tlt ) - i!i (t ) = B [n R
2
( ) (t + tlt ) - TT R

2
( ) (t ) J , mo o mo o o o o o o (100) 

where R( ) (t ) denotes the initia!, and R( ) (t + tlt ) the final circuit radius, in 
0 0 0 0 0 

lowest order. 

Then, using (99) and (100) in (98), and replacing the difference-ratio on the 

right side by a time-derivative in the sence of a slow time-variation, (98) becomes 

(101) 

In this form, we see that the radius of the considered circuit attached to the plasma 

slowly expands *. 
Substituting from (94), (101) becomes 

c2 4nMN(o)R~0)w2 ( 1 • 2) 
4ncr w 2 2r(r) 

o B 
0 

= Cw~t ) R~o) 
0 slow 

(102) 

But the amount of matter inside of the radius R(o) must be the same as befare 

the A.C. field was turned on, that is, 

= N R
2

• 
0 0 

Using (103) in (102), and dividing through by R
2

, we find 
0 

(103) 

(104) 

But this is just what is meant by equation (82), if we reeall that e = w2R
2 !(i and 

tl = 6 
2 /R~0, where a is the alfvén speed and 6 is the skin depth. po 

VI C 3: Discussion of the Result and Comparison with Ordinary Diffusion 

Consirlering the above derivation, we see that the cylindrical geometry plays 

an important role in the plasma expansion. The E.M. F. around a circular ring of 

rnaving plasma is jointly proportional to its circumference, 2nR, and to ~. But the 
cr 

* Up to this point, we notice that the argument is not dependent upon the assumption of an initially uniform 

plasma density. In this connection, see chapter IX. 
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latter is proportional to the radial acceleration, a2R/at2 , because of radial mo
o 

menturn balance between the ion inertia and the magnetic pressure gradient, JB/ c 

(see (89)). 

The end result is that the E.M. F. around the circuit is proportional to the 

product R a
2 

R/at
2

, and this product has a negative time average (see (97)). Thus, 
0 

the flux through the circuit of radius R must gradually increase. This can only 

happen if the area of the circuit gradually increases, because otherwise the mag

netic pressure would gradually build up inside of the plasma causing the plasma 

column to expand anyway in order to restore pressure balance. 

It is instructive to consider the expansion effect in the form given by equation 

(101). Defining the instantaneous radial velocity, V B' in lowest order, by the 

velocity of a line of force as given by (94), we have 

vB = aR/at
0

• (105) 

Defining the slow outward inertia-driven dilfusion velocity, V Di' by 

V Di :: aR(o/èto ' (106) 

where R(o) is the radius of the circuit at the end of each A.C. period, equation (101) 

becomes 

- c2 MN(o) ( 2) 
VDi ---2 R VB . 

a B (o) 
0 0 

(107) 

On the other hand, from chapter IV in part I, the diffusion velocity driven by 

pressure gradients, V Dp' in a steady-state fully-ionized plasma, has the form 

(compare to equation (240)) 

c
2 a V =----(NT 

Dp a B2 aR 
(108) 

0 0 

where we have neglected the ion temperature. 

We consider now the order of magnitude of the ratio V D/V Dp" In so doing we 

identify R(o) with the characteristic length implied by the pressure gradient in (108). 

Wethen find 

(109) 

where T _ is in ergs. 

We thus see that when the lines of force wiggle fast enough to give the ions an 

average kinetic energy on the order of the electron thermal energy, the inertia

driven diffusion is as large as the pressure-driven diffusion. 
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Now, from (105) and (94), and from the definition of e in (37), and of 

13 "'N
0

T _/B!, we find that (109) has an order of magnitude given by 

V n/V Dp ,.._ e/13 , (110) 

. 2 
provided < (r) /r> is of order unity, which is true for moderate pumping amplitudes. 

For our cold plasma theory tobevalid this ratio mustindeed be large. 

Consider the following example: a helium plasma, N"' 1013 cm - 3, T ,.._ 5 x 1é °K, 

B "'300 gauss, w- 3 x 10
6 

radians/sec. These are in the neighbourhood ~f the 
0 

parameters observed and used in an experiment by Kofoid and Zieske 12). From the 

definitions e = w2
R

2 /a2, and 13 = 8nN kT /B
2

, we find, taking R ,.._ 1 cm, 
~ 0 - 0 ~ 

-1 -2 e ,.._ 10 and 13 ,.._ 2 x 10 , 

so that the condition for the perturbation theory, e ~ 1, is fairly well satisfied, as 

is also the condition of a "cold" plasma, 13 ~ e. Under these conditions then, we 

can expect the inertial diffusion to dominate the pressure diffusion. 

VI C 4: Justification of the Neglect of the Centrifugal Force 

We have neglected the centrifugal force term, the last term of (19), in writing 

(89). From (19) and (17), we see that this neglected term can be written 

(111) 

It now appears reasonable to neglect this term, because, according to (96), it is 

second order in M, the small expansion parameter, whereas our derivation of the 

expansion effect involved M only to first order. 

Fora bit more rigorous justification of the neglect of (111), we compare it to 
JB the term representing the magnetic pressure gradient, c. The ratio of the former 

to the latter is 

2 
(~cJ)/(Ne RB) • (112) 

Using (96) for J, we easily find that this ratio has the order of magnitude (again 

for moderate pumping amplitudes, for which R-1 o2R/ot2 ,.._w2), 
0 

2 
w /Oi2_ . 

For frequencies w ~ 3 x 106 radians/sec this ratio becomes the order of 

100 a/B2 , 

where "a" is the number of nucleons per ion. 
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For field strengths, B > 100 gauss, and not too heavy ions, this ratio (114) is small 
'"" 

compared to unity, thus justifying the neglect of the centrifugal force term. 

VI D: SPECIALIZATION OF THE OHMIC DISSIPATION FORMULA TO THE CASE 

OF SMALL ION INERTIA (e ~ 1) 

At the end of chapter V, we presented a formula for the total Ohmic dissipation 

in the plasma, equation (58). Noting (59), and using the solutions (65), (71), and 

(77), we find that to lowest order in e the 0. D. reads 

O.D. 

2 But from (70), (71), and (81), we have n =a r and consequently 
0 0 

2 a n a 1 r· 2" 
0 0 c· -~ no ~= 2 r- 2 r.J' 

To 

where dr I dT has been replaced by r for short. 
0 

Using (116) in (115), the latter expression becomes 

wB2 2 2 ( 1 . 2j2 o ·· r 
O.D. = 32n (nRP

0
L) t..e r- 2r . 

(115) 

(116) 

(117) 

The time-average 0. D. is of more interest experimentally than the instant

aneous 0. D., that is, we eventually want to calculate 

wB o 2 2 ·· 1 r2 2 
2 ~ ) < O.D. > = 32n (nRP

0
L) t..e (r- 2 r) . (118) 

Formula (118) is presented numerically in chapter VIII for the case of a sinus

oirlal applied field of pumping amplitude A, that is 

B = A B cos w t = A B cos T , 
A.C. o o o o 

in which 

O<A<1. 
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This corresponds to a total dimensionless applied magnetic field b of the form 
e 

b = (1 +A cos T ), and its reciprocal, 
e o 

-1 
r = (1 + A cos T ) • 

0 

For the present, we specialize to the case of small amplitude pumping, 

A~ 1 . 

In this case, (118) can be evaluated immediately to lowest order in A, and 

then reads 

2 
wBo 2 2 2 

< O.D. > = -64 (nR L) 6 e A 
TT po 

Thus, the Ohmic time-average dissipation is small of the second order in the 

pumping amplitude when the latter is small. 

VI E: THE CASE OF THE COIL DRIVEN BY A GIVEN-VOLTAGE GENERA TOR 

VI E 1: Some Preliminary Remarks and Definitions 

Thus far, we have supposed that the external magnetic field, b , could be e 
exactly specified, independent of the value of e. This ledtoa certain interpretatjon 

of the boundary condition (50); in particular, for the zeroeth and first orders in € 

we had 

On the contrary, we now consider the other extreme case, in which the known 

quantity is the external circuit voltage, the circuit current and the external mag

netic field constituting unknowns that must be solved for together with the remaining 

plasma quantities. In this case we must expand b in powers of e just as is done e 
for the other unknown quantities. The boundary conditions stated above are thus to 

be replaced by 

(119) 

Since we have another unknown, b , to be added to the list of quantities, b, n, e 
h, and IJ., governed by the basic equations (39), (40), (41), and (59), we must add 

still another basic equation to close the system. This is provided by the external 

circuit equation which we shall derive in the next sub-section. 

Some symbols and definitions we shall need are given here: 
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and 

R , the instantaneous plasma radius, 
p 

s : R /R , 
P p po 

R , the coil radius, 
c 

s : R /R , c c po 

t]{, the external circuit resistance, supposed to be in series with 

(120) 

(121) 

(122) 

(123) 

the coil, (124) 

U, the generator voltage, (125) 

U , the D. C. voltage, 
0 

u: U/U , 
0 

I, the circuit current, 

I , the D. C. current, 
0 

i : I/1
0

, 

NT, the total number of turns forming the coil. 

' ........ 

" '\ 
' \ 

\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 

I 
/ 

Fig. III. Blustrating the ge ometry of the plasma column and the external circuit. 

(126) 

(127) 

(128) 

(129) 

(130) 

(131) 
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The situation is depicted in Fig. III. 

Now, from integrating Maxwell's equation without the displacement current 

4n 
"XB =-J 
v --e c--e' 

over a surface outside of the plasma cut once byeach coil winding, converting the 

surface integral into a line integral by Stokes' theorem, and neglecting the magnetic 

field outs i de of the coil compared to that ins i de, (this is valid for an ideal coil *>, 
we find the following relation between B and I, 

e 

4n 
B L =-INT, e c 

(132) 

where we reeall that L is the axial length of the system. 

Since the external field is thus proportional to the coil current, we next find, 

recalling the definition b = B /B , using (130) and (132), and the D. C. version of e e o 
(132), 

b = i . e 

Arelation derived from (26'), (41), and (121) is 

1 

s (T) = h(1,T) =I n(s ,T)ds • p 0 0 

0 

Using (134) and (41), it is easy to derive another result, namely 

(133) 

(134) 

(135) 

VI E 2: Derivation of the Circuit Equation for the Dimensionless Circuit Current, 

i=b e 

By integrating equation (33) from R = 0 to R = R , noting that E
9 

and V · o o po 
vanish on the axis, and using h = R/R and V(R ) = ~at R , we find that the azi-

o p u 0 p 
muthal electric field at the plasma boundary is given by 

R po 

RPE 8(RP) =! [ RP (0~ RP)Be- J 0~ (n h B) R0 dR0 ] • 

0 0 0 

(136) 

* An ideal coil is approximated by a very long, closely wound coil, 
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On the other hand, integrating equation (25) from R = R to R = R after 
p c 

multiplying by R, andremembering the discussion of section (V D) in which it was 

concluded that E
8 

must be continuousacross the plasma boundary, and thus is 

there given by (136), we find (also taking into account the homogeneity of the mag

netic field outside the plasma), 

2 2 
1 [ à (R ) Re à R E (R ) = - -I ____E_ B --- B -

c e c c àt '- 2 e 2 àt e (137)* 
0 0 

Converting to dimensionless quantities according to T = wt , s = R /R , o o o po 
b = B /B , (121), and (123), and using also the time derivative of the product of e e o 
(135) with b , we can transform (137) to the following expression. e 

R2 B S2 1 . 
R E 

8 
(R ) = - tu po 0 {_E_ b + J [ n h (b - b ) ] r; dt; L 

c c c 2 e e o oJ 
0 

(138) 

With this result, we are now prepared to derive the circuit equation for b = i. 
e 

Referring to Fig.lJI, we see that the current I is pushed through the resistance rJl 
by the sum of the generator voltage U and the coil voltage. We thus have the 

circuit equation, 

I1i= U+ J E.dl 

coil 

where the integral is taken along the entire coil following the windings. Th is 

equation is therefore equivalent to the following, 

Using (138) in (140), dividing the latter through by 

using the ratio 

u =CJli o o' 

B /I = 4nNT/cL 
0 0 

obtained from (132), and noting definitions (127) and (130), the equation (140) 

reduces to the following circuit equation for b : i, namely, e 

* Th is equation can be put in the form of magnetic flux conservation, namely, 

R 
p 

cE8(R ) à { [ 2 2 J J } (2n R ) c B = -~ B nR - n R + B 2n R dR . 
c B e ot e c p 

e o 
0 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 
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1 . 

i + tan q> {(i)· + : 2 J [ n h (b - i) J s
0 

ds
0

} = u . 

'='c 0 

(143) 

Here, we have introduced the impedance angle q> of the external circuit by the 

relation 

tan cp = w .( ((j( , (144) 

where the inductance of the unloaded coil, .( , is given by 62) 

(145) 

When no plasma is present in the coil, the integral is absent in (143), which 

then becomes 

tan q> (i)· + i = u . (146) 

Using our previous definitions, it is easy to show that this is the standard equation 

for a generator connected across an inductance in series with a resistance. Fora 

sinusoidal voltage, u, the steady-state solution of (146) is a sinusoirlal current, i, 

with an amplitude smaller by a factor cos q> than the voltage amplitude. Further, 

the current lags the voltage by the phase q>. 

Equation (143) for i:: b closes the system of equations (39, 40, 41, 59), 
e 

because the generator voltage, u, is a specified ftmction of time. 

VI E 3: Solution of the Equations 

We first consider the situation which is zero-order in e. 

Using the boundary conditions (48), bi (0, T) = 0, and (119), b1(1, T) = bel(T), 

where l = 0, 1, .•. , we solve the set of equations (39, 40, 41, 59) at zero-order 

in e. The solutions are again given by (65, 67, 70, 71), with the single difference 

that b is to be replaced in these solutions by the as-yet-unknown quantity, b . e eo 
The latter is then to be determined from the zero-order-e version of (143), in 

which we note that, from (133), b ::i . Further, remembering the solution (65) eo o 
which states in this case that b = b , (143) now becomes o eo 

di 
ta 

0 . 
n cp dT + I o = u . 

0 

Here, we have noted that the applied voltage, u, is a specified function of time 

independent of e, and so appears only in the zero-order version of (143). 

Comparison of (147) with (146) tells us that in zero-order-e the external 

circuit does not "see" the plasma. 
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Since u is a periodic function of time, the steady-state solution of (147) is 

also a periodic function of time that can easily be determined, so b thus 
eo 

becomes a known periodic function of time. 

We next examine the first-order-in-e contributions. The solution of (39) that 

satisfies the boundary conditions (48) and (119) proves to be (compare the derivation 

of (77)) 

2 2 
n 0 n 1-s 

b =_Q_ __ o __ o 
1 a ::. 2 2 

(148) 
0 uT 

0 

where b1e = i1 is to be determined by the first-order version of (143). In obtaining 

(148), we have used (67) in which b is replaced by b . 
e eo 

Furthermore, the first order examination of equation (40) with the aid of the 

multiple-time-scale method again exhibits the presence of a plasma expansion 

according to formula (82), provided we remember that the reciprocal, r, of that 

equation, is again given by r = b - 1 where b = i is to be determined from (147). 
eo eo o 

Likewise, with the same considerations again applying to r, the time-average 

Ohmic dissipation formula (118) remains valid. 

Finally, we obtain as follows the differential equation for the first order cir

cuit current, i1 = b1e. Substituting (148) into (143), and using also the zero-order 

solutions (65, 67, 70, 71) in which b is to be replaced by b , we find that the 
e eo 

first order version of (143) becomes, remembering that u is independent of e, 

(149)* 

Again, we remember that r is now the reciprocal of b = i which is to be eo o 
determined from (147). 

If the external circuit resistance is small, so that cotcp is small according 

to (144), then we find that the steady-state solution of (149) is approximately given 

by 

(150) 

* The € -perturbation theory applied to ( 143) is only va lid when cot cp is not as smal! as the order of E:. 
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where the brackets signify a time-average on the T scale, and we have replaced 
0 

dr I dT by r for short. 
0 

For a sinusoidal applied voltage, b will also be sinusoidal with a phase shift rn eo T 

relative to the voltage and an amplitude A determined from (147). Thus, we can set 

r = (1 + A cos T ) -
1. The expression (150) is shown as a function of time in chapter VIII 

0 

for several values of A. For the present, we note that when A~ 1, (150) becomes, to 

lowest order in A, 

a 
. o A 1 ~- -- COS T 1 ~ 2 0 ss c 

(151) 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER VI 

A VI: THE QUESTION OF QUASI-NEUTRALITY 

By subtracting (6 _) from (6 +) after first dividing by m ±' using the identities 

V +e + V_ e :: _ m + - m _ !]) 

m+ m m+m-

obtained from (15), and also using the identity 

m -m 
+ 

M 

p P+ P_ P+ P_ 
-+---=----
mR m m+ m+ m 

where P :: P + P , and .25= V -V with J:: Ne$2), wethen obtain 
+ - +e -e 

m+- m_ (JB NmRQ)2 oP) 0 CP+ P_) 
NeER= M c+ R -oR +~oR m_ -m+ . (152) 

Further, noting equation (19), and neglecting terms of order m _/m + compared 

to unity, equation (152) becomes 

(153) 

We are consictering situations where the kinetic energy imparted to the ions by 

the moving field lines is greater than both the electron and ion random thermal 

energies. It is then justified to neglect the ion pressure gradient compared to the 

second term of the ion acceleration. 

Dropping the ion pressure gradient in (153), and using (93) for the approximate 

calculation of the ion acceleration, and dividing through by N, we then take the 

divergence of (153) to find j N + - N _, , and thereby obtain in view of Poisson' s 

equation, after some algebra, the following order-of-magnitude estimate of the 

fractional error made in using the quasi-neutrality assumption, namely, 

Here, w+ is the ion plasma frequency, w is the working frequency, and we have sup

posed the pumping amplitude moderate*. 

Fora helium plasma with a density on the order of 1013 cm-3, and a working 

* For example, if B = B (1 +A cos wt), then "moderate" means A less than 0.8, say. 
e o 
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frequency of 3 x 106 rad. /sec, the ratio in (154) is about 10-5• Quasi-neutrality thus 

seems to be a very good approximation for these parameter val u es. 

B VI: THE QUESTION OF SURF ACE CURRENTS 

Insection (V C 2), in discussing boundary conditions, we concluded that in a 

quasi-neutral fluid in which Ohm's law holds with finite conductivity, the axial mag

netic field must be continuous across the sharp boundary. This discussion ignored the 

possibility of the formation of charge sheets at the boundary, which, in virtue of their 

azimuthal velocity, produce current sheets there. We now estimate the jump in the 

magnetic field produced by these current sheets. 

From integrating Poisson's equation over a plasma volume of unit length, we 

find the net charge in the plasma per unit length, Q, to be 

-1 
Q = (4n) 2nR ER (R ) p p 

where R is the momentary plasma radius. 
p 

(155) 

There must be the same magnitude of charge outside of the plasma. Assuming 

this charge is compressed into a surface layer *, the surface charge density, Q8 , is 

then just expression (155) divided by 2nR , namely 
p 

Q8 = ER(Rp)/4n . (156) 

Since the space charge field should represent a significant force in the surface 

charge layer under discussion, we expect the azimuthal velocity of the charge, V 8, 

to have the order of magnitude, 

From (156) and (157) we estimate the surface current, J 8 , to be 

2 
JS = QS VS....., c ER(Rp)/4nB . 

(157) 

(158) 

This surface current then produces a fractional change in the magnetic field 

across the boundary, öB/B, as follows, 

(159) 

Estimating ER(RP) with the aid of (153) without the ion pressure gradient, and 

again using (93) for obtaining the radial acceleration, we ultimately find (again for 

moderate pumping amplitudes) that the ratio in (159) has an order of magnitude given 

* This is plausible when the Debye screening distances of electrens and ions are small compared to the plasma 

radius R • 
p 
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by 

2 2 
êB/B"" e w /w + (160) 

where e :: w
2

R
2 Ie?, and w+ is the ion plasma frequency. po 

We conclude that in situations where w2/w! ~ 1, the boundary jump in the axial 

magnetic field should indeed be negligible. 

Consiclering expression (136) for E
8 

at the plasma boundary, it can be shown 

that the fractional change in E
9 

at the boundary is also of the order ew2/w!, justas 

for the magnetic field. Hence, the jump in E
8 

at the boundary is also negligible. 
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C HAPTER VII: THE AD IA BA TIC CASE 

In this chapter, we attempt to include the oscillations of the conductivity result

ing from the temporal variations in the electron temperature. 

VII A: THE DERNATION OF AN EQUATION FOR THE CONDUCTIVITY RATIO 

We now suppose the electron gas does not conduct heat. This is the antithesis of 

the behaviour assumed in the preceding chapter, namely, that the electron gas con

ducted heat so well as to admit a constant temperature resulting in a constant con

ductivity. We further neglect the heating of the electron gas by all dissipative me

chanisms as well as the energy exchange of the electrous with the i ons. Moreover, 

since the working frequency is supposed to be much smaller than the electron-ion 

(and electron-electron) collision frequency, it is legitimate to suppose that the elec

tron pressure tensor reduces to a scalar. 

Under these circumstances, we have an adiabatic law for the electron gas, 

namely, with P _ denoting the electron pressure, 

P N-y = constant (161) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats, c /c , and the equation is to be understood as 
p V 

holding as we follow the motion of a small volume element of the electron gas. In the 

system of circular symmetry that we consicter, the constant on the right side of (161) 

is then independent of the Lagrangian time, t , and depends only on the initia! radius 
0 

of the fluid element, R . Thus, we can write (161) as 
0 

P (R , t )N-y (R , t ) = P (R , O)N-y (R , 0) = P N-y , 
- o o o o - o o -o o (162) 

where, as usual, the subscript, o, denotes the initia! values prior to turning on the 

A.C. field. Moreover, these initia! values are assumed to be uniform for simplicity, 

that is, independent of R . 
0 

Since the electrous suffer many collisions per cycle of the applied field, there is 

plenty of time for energy exchange between the perpendicular (to m and parallel 

degrees of freedom. Thus, there are altogether three degrees of freedom, f, that 

share in the equipartition of thermal kinetic energy. But, it is well-known 63), that 

y = 1 + 2/f. Hence, since f = 3, we have 

y = 5/3 • (163) 

The perfect gas law for the electrous states that 

P =NT =NT . - - (164) 
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The use of (163) and (164) in (162) yields 

2::_ = (_B__)2/3 
T N • 

-o o 
(165) 

On the other hand, the conductivity of a fully-ionized plasma is proportional to 

the three-halves power of the electron temperature (see reference (48), chapter V). 

Thus, the conductivity ratio, 1-L, is given by 

3/2 
1-L = (J /(J = (T /T ) • o - -o 

Using (166) in (165), we obtain 

1-L =N/N . 
0 

(166) 

(167) 

In terms of the usual definitions, n : N R /NR, and h : R/R , equation (167) 
0 0 0 

becomes 

1-L = 1/n h. (168) 

This equation closes the set of equations (39, 40, 41), and replaces the simpler 

equation (59), 1-L = 1, used in the preceding chapter. 

VIT B: SOLUTIONS OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS (39, 40, 41, 168) FOR THE CASE OF 

A GIVEN-CURRENT GENERATOR; THE OHMIC DISSIPATION 

The boundary conditions to be used, and the method of obtaining the solutions 

are the same as in the preceding chapter and will not be repeated here. We merely 

state the results. Recalling that b is a given periodic function of time independent e 
of e, we find 

b = b o e 

2 2 a 
h 0 -n = =-=a r 

0 0 b 0 ' e 

In the last equation, we have replaced dr I dT by r for short. 
0 

(169) 

(170) 

(171) 

(172) 

From (172), we see that a increases exponentially on the eT time-scale, in 
0 0 
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contrast to the linear increase obtained for the isothermal case in the preceding chap

ter. At any rate, (note (170) and the definition of h) the area of the plasma column, 

proportional to a (apart from an oscillating factor), increases, and the plasma dif-
o 

fu.ses across the magnetic field. The exponential growth rate for this expansion on the 

actual (r ) time-scale is 
0 

3 • 2 
2e6<r >. 

For the special case of sinusoidal pumping of amplitude A, for which 
-1 

r = (1 + A cos r ) , the above growth becomes, for A ~ 1, 
0 

- - - - - - - -. . . . . . . 

From the general formula (58) for the Ohmic dissipation, tagether with (168), we 

now find the time-average 0. D. to lowest order in e. It reads, recalling that in this 

approximation b' = b]_ e , 

2 
wBo 2 2 

< O.D. > = -
32 

(TTR L) 6 e a 
TT po o 

(173) 

For sinusoidal pumping of small amplitude A, the above expression reduces to 

2 
wBo 2 2 2 

< O.D. > = -64 (TTR L) 6 e a A • 
TT po o 

In chapter VIII, we shall exhibit the growth rate of (172), and the time-average 

0. D. (173), as functions of the pumping amplitude, A. 

VII C: SOLUTIONS FOR THE CASE OF THE GIVEN-VOLTAGE GENERATOR 

Since equations (133) and (143) remain valid in the adiabatic case under con

sideration (see section (VI E)), and recalling the boundary conditions (119) appropriate 

to the case of a given-voltage generator, we find that equations (169), (170), and (172) 

are unchanged provided that r is interpreted as the reciprocal of b = i , where the eo o 
latter is the salution of equation (147). Furthermore, as in section (VI E 3), the 

salution (171) is here to be replaced again by (148). With the above-mentioned inter

pretation of r, formula (173) for the < 0. D. > remains unaltered. 

It is also easy to show that the differential equation (149) for the first order 

perturbation of the circuit current remains unchanged, again remembering the above

mentioned interpretation of r. Thus, if the expansion parameter, e, is really small, 
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the current in the external circuit should be rather insensitive to the nature of the 

oscillations in the conductivity of the magnetically-pumped plasma. 

As a final remark, we note that the appendices to chapter VI, wherein we dis

cussed the validity of the quasi-neutrality assumption and the neglect of surface cur

rents, apply as well to the present chapter. 
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C H A P T E R Vill: SOME NUMERICAL RESUL TS 

Vill A: INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we present some numerical results for the previously derived 

formulae governing the plasma diffusion, the time-average Ohmic dissipation, and 

the current induced in the external circuit. We here collect these formulae for future 

reference. 

1. Isothermal Case: 1-1. = 1 

Diffusion: 

Dissipation: 

2. Adiabatic Case: 1-1. = 1/nh 

Diffusion: èao = 6a /~(i:·)2> 
M 1 o\2 
2 

wBo 2 2 
Dissipation: < 0. D. > = -32 (rrR L) 6e: a 

TT po o 

Induced Circuit Current: same as above. 

/.·· 1·22> ~(r- 2r(r) ) 

(174) 

(175) 

(176) 

(177) 

(178) 

The above formulae, valid for an arbitrary periodic time dependenee of the ex

ternal magnetic field, are here evaluated fora sinusoirlal time dependence, so that 

the reciprocal of the (zero-order-in-e:) dimensionless external magnetic field is given 

by 

-1 
r = (1 + A cos T ) , 

0 
(179) 

with 0 <A< 1. We refer to A as the magnetic pumping amplitude. 

Vill B: METHOD OF EVALUATION OF THE TIME-AVERAGES 

The formulae (174) through (178) contain time-averages, on the T time-scale, 
0 

of various functions of r(T ) and its time-derivatives, with r(T ) given by (179). In 
0 0 
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evaluating these time-averages, the following properties of the function r(T ) prove 
0 

useful. 

Defining 

we have 

2 (8):=1-A , 

• 2 2 3 4 
(r) = - r + 2r - (E)r , 

.• 2 3 
r = - r + 3r - 2(8)r , 

m 1 
m -2 -2 

<r >=El P 1(e ); m = 1, 2, ••• m-

(180) 

(181) 

(182) 

(183) 

where P 
1 

is a Legendre polynomial. The first two properties are obtained by direct 
m-

calculation from the definition (179) of r. The third property follows from an integral 

representation for Legendre polynomials 64). 

VIII C: EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF THE DISSIPATION, DIFFUSION, AND INDUCED 

CIRCUIT CURRENT, FORA SINUSOIDAL TIME-DEPENDENCE OF THE EX

TERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

Making use of formulae (179) through (183), and also using the well-known ex

plicit expressions for the Legendre polynomials 65), we then find that expressions 

(174) through (178) take the following forms. 

1. Isothermal Case: 

Diffusion: (184) 

(185) 

Induced Circuit Current: 

a e [ 3 ( 1) 2 2 J ei ~-0- - --1- -1 +- - r (-1 +4r- 3(8)r ) • 
1 16s~ 2(8)3 2 e 

(186) 

2. Adiabatic Case: 

Diffusion: (187) 
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2 

Dissipation: wBo 2 2 (ao) 1 (_ 177 335 175) 
< O. D. > = 1024 (rrR L) M 2 3/2 \:" 17 +----;;- - 2+ -3- • 

rr po e ~ti~ e e 
(188) 

We reeall that (186) gives the induced circuit current only approximately, when 

'}( !w:t':. cot cp ~ 1. On the other hand, its validity required at the same time, 

e ~ cot cp , as discussed in section VI E 3. 

VIII D: A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

We suppose the following conditions exist in a helium plasma, at least to within 

an order of magnitude. 

Plasma Density 

Electron Temperature 

Plasma Volume = rrR2 
L = 100 cm

3 
po 

(L = 25 cm, R = 1. 13 cm) po 

Pumping Frequency = w = 3 x 10
6 radians/sec, 

,...., -! megacycle/sec 

Applied D. C. Magnetic Field= B = 300 gauss. 
0 

These parameters have been chosen to correspond roughly with those in the 

magnetic pumping experiment of Kofoid and Zieske 12). 

When using Spitzer' s expression for the resistivity across the magnetic field*, 

and using the above value for the electron temperature, we find for the resistivity, 

* 

R . t• "t - 1 1 3 10-14 
es1s 1v1 y = er = • x sec. 

0 

Reference (48) - Chapter 5; equation (5 - 42). It may be incorrect to use this formula bere because it is 

based on a balance between kinetic and magnetic pressure gradients, whereas our theory starts from a balance 

between ion inertial forces and magnetic pressure gradients. In any case, our results should have the correct 

order of magnitude, because Spitzer's transverse resistivity is larger only by a factor of 2 than the ordinary 

resistivity. lf we were to use the ordinary resistivity, equation (5- 37), then our estimates of diffusion times 

(se ct ion VIII F) should be doubled, and our estimates of Oh mie power absorption (se ct ion VIII G) should be 
halved. 
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From these figures, we obtain the following values for the characteristic dimen

sionless parameters of our theory. 

~ _ Sn N kT /B2 = 
0 - 0 

-2 
1. 9 x 10 

2 = _ __;:c __ 

2 
4rrcr wR o po 

-1 
2.4 x 10 

The requirement, ~ ~ e ~ 1, needed for the application of the e-perturbation 

theory to our cold plasma model, is seen to be reasonably well satisfied by the above 

values of e: and ~. 

For comparison with the Ohmic power absorption, we shall later estimate also 

the power absorbed by the electrons via the gyro-relaxation mechanism as discussed 

by Schlüter 10). For this purpose we need the electron-electron collision frequency, 

v , which can be obtained from chapter 5 of Spitzer's book 48). At the densities and ee 
temperatures under consideration, we find 

7 -1 
v = 3. 4 x 10 sec . ee 

From Spitzer's book (chapter 5), one finds that v . differs from v only by a e1 ee 
numerical factor of the order of unity. Therefore, the inequality w ~ v . which led us el 
to neglect the inertial terros in Ohm' s law, is reasonably well satisfied in the present 

numerical example in which w = 3 x 10
6 sec - 1

• 

Vffi E: VALIDITY OF THE PERTURBATION THEORY FOR LARGE PUMPING 

AMPLITUDES 

Ideally, one should calculate the general n th-order terros of the e -perturbation 

series for b, h and n, of which we have obtained only the zero and first order terros 

(see sections VI B2 and VI B3). Having the general terms, one should then proceed 

to examine the convergence properties of these series. In the present problem, how

ever, the calculations rapidly become very cumhersome with increasing orders of e:, 

and it seems impossible to derive general expressions for the nth order terms. 

In order to obtain therefore some idea of the range of pumping amplitudes, A, 

for which our theory should be at least qualitatively meaningful, we simply compare 

I e:b
1

1 to I b
0 

1. If the former is small compared to the latter, then our perturbation 

procedure should make sense. Thus we require 
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(189) 

We believe our theory has at least qualitative validity until the left side of (189) be

comes of the order of unity. 

For the given-current generator (b specified), we have obtained the solution, e 
b

1
, see equation (77). This solution is valid in both the isothermal and adiabatic 

cases. Using equations (70, 71, 181, and 182) to express this solution in terms of 
-1 -1 

r = b = b , the left side of (189) becomes, for the most unfavourable case of e o 
g = O, that is, on the axis, 

0 

(190) 

Numerical evaluation of this expression using (179) for r and (180) for ®, shows 

that it achieves its largest magnitude when cos 'T = -1, and this maximum increases 
0 

as A__, 1. Setting e = 0. 1, which is sufficiently accurate for the present estimate, we 

find that for A = 0. 7, this maximum is 0. 65, whereas for A = 0. 8, it is 2. 50. 

Thus, fora given-current generator, with e,.... 0.1, we can probably attach at 

least qualitative meaning to our results, for values of A not exceeding 0. 7. 

For the other case of a given-voltage generator, with a = 2 (a starts at 1 and 
0 0 

slowly increases), and with s~ = 15 (signifying a coil radius about 4 times larger 

than the initia! plasma radius), we again calculate the ratio I eb
1
/b

0 
I (on the axis). 

We again find that A"' 0. 7 is the upper limit for which the results can be expected to 

give a qualitatively correct picture, for e ,.... 0.1. 

VIII F: ESTIMATE OF A REPRESENTATIVE DIFFUSION TIMETOA BOUNDING 

WALL 

Suppose one has a well-defined plasma column at some initia! time, to which 

one then applies magnetic pumping by means of alternating currents in a surrounding 

coil. One can then ask how long it takes for the slowly expanding plasma column to 

reach the wall. Experimentally, such a time could be measured by means of a probe 

placed near the wall. Such a probe would begin to draw current when the probe position 

is reached by the edge of the plasma column. 

We now estimate such a dilfusion time by examining expressions (184) and (187) 

which give the rate of change of a • We reeall that a is the area of the plasma 
0 0 

column relative to the initia! area, except for a factor r which periodically takes the 

value r = 1. 

Neglecting possible transient effects, the solutions of (184) and (187) are, with 

the ini tial value a = 1 
0 ' 
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isothermal case: 

adiabatic case: 

a = 1 + eb. 'I" g. (®) 
0 0 lSO. 

.. 1 ( 1) g. (®) = r;: - 1 + -
lSO. 4y® (8) 

ao = exp (eb.,. ogad. (®)) 

gad. (®) = 4®~/2 (- 1 + ~) • 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

(191) 

(192) 

The behaviour of the functions g. (®) and g d (®) is shown in fig. IIII against 
lSO. a • 

the pumping amplitude, A, recalling that ® = 1- A2. 

1 
10 r-~,-,--.-.~-,~~~ 

Fig. 11 . T he functions g and g . 
11 iso. ad. 

Fig. IIIII' Estimates of the diffusion time to wall. lnitial 

plasma radius ~ 1/4 wall radius. Solid curves: number 

of periods for a
0 

to re ach 15. Dotted curves: number of 

periods for a
0 

(1-Ar1 to reach 15, Multiply number of 

periods by 2 x 10-6 to obtain time in seconds. 

Using the values of g. and g d , we now estimate the time needed for the 
lSO. a • 

plasma area to increase by a factor of 15. Thus, we suppose the wall radius is about 
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4 times the initia! plasma radius. 

From equations (191) and (192), the number of pumping periods needed for a 
0 

to increase by a factor of 15 is given by 

for the isothermal case, and 

for the adiabatic case. 

14/2n e 6 g. 
lSO. 

(In 15)/2n e 6 gad. 

(193) 

(194) 

These expressions are plotted as the soliO. curves against the pumping amplitude 

in Fig. IIIII' in which we have set e 6 :=:::J 2. 6 x 10-
2 

according to the numerical example 

of section Vill D. To get the dilfusion time to the wall, one must multiply the required 

number of periods by about 2 microseconds which corresponds to the duration of a 

period for the assumed pumping frequency w = 3 x 106 radians/sec. 

From Fig. IIIII' we see that typical diffusion times can be expected to range 

from about 0.1 milliseconds toabout 10 milliseconds for the numerical example under 

discussion *. It is noteworthy that only a threefold increase in the pumping amplitude, 

say from 0. 2 to 0. 6, leads toabout a twentyfold reduction in the diffusion time. 

In comparing with experiment, it should be remarked that the wall probe starts 

to "see" the plasma not when a itself has increased by a factor of 15, but rather 
0 

when h2 = (R2 
/R2 ) =a r has increased by this factor; that is when the plasma o p po o o 

cross-section goes through a relative maximum which just begins to touch the wall. 

Since the maximum value of r is (1 - A) - 1, it is easily shown that the number of 

pumping periods needed for this to happen is given by 

and 

15(1 - A)-1 
2ne6g. 

lSO. 

ln[15(1- A) J 
2ne6 gad. 

(195) 

(196) 

for the isothermal and adiabatic cases respectively. These expressions are plotted as 

the dotted curves in Fig. IIIII. We see that they lie fairly close to the solid curves 

except for the larger pumping amplitudes. 

A complication we have not considered here, and which seems difficult to cal

culate, is the transient behaviour that occurs when the A.C. field is turned on. We 

expect the plasma to lose the memory of the intial conditions after a few relevant 

* In the present numerical example, this diffusion observation could be interierred with by recombination 

frequencies, CYN, on the order of 103 sec-1 or larger, where Q' is the recombination coefficient. This means 

ry would have to be of order 10-10 cm3/sec or larger to seriously interfere with the diffusion process we are 

considering. Table 12-5-2 of reference (54) indicates a recombination coefficient for hydrogen on the order 

of to-1 3 cm3 /sec at the temperatures and densities under consideration. 
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collision times. In the numerical example under consideration, all collision frequencies, 

v .. , v ., and v , exceed the pumping frequency. (For ion-ion collisions this state-
n e1 ee 

ment is true provided that the ion temperature does not exceed approximately 

5 x 10
4 

°K). Thus, we do not expect the plasma itself to exhibit significant transient 

behaviour afterabout one or two pumping periods. 

Further, we might guess that a characteristic transient time would be on the 

order of the characteristic time of the external circuit, namely ,r;~. (For a given

current generator, the external circuit is unaffected by transients). 

Thus, we estimate that the number of pumping periods in which transient behaviour 

occurs is perhaps given by a quantity of the order of 

w:t/2n fd, 

cl? being the inductance and 12 the resistance of the external circuit. 

Fora copper coil with NT= 20, Re= 4 cm, L = 25 cm, and a wire diameter of 

0. 5 cm, and taking into account the capper skin depth for w = 3 x 106 radians/sec, 

the above expression gives rise toa transient time lastingabout 60 pumping periods. 

To shorten this time, it would be desirabie to include an extra series resistance in 

the external circuit. 

VIII G: PLASMA POWER ABSORPTION DUE TO OHMIC LOSSES 

For the parameter values set forth in section VIII D, the Ohmic dissipation for

mulae (185) and (188) can be written as follows, for the isothermal ahd adiabatic 

cases, respectively. 

< 0. D. > = 2. 4 Watts. P. ((@) 
lSO. 

1 ( 78 47 " 
P. (r@) =: 3/2 31 - ~ + -2 ) 

1so. e 1/:11 e 

a 
< O.D. > = 2.4 Watts ( 2°) Pad. (r@) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

p (r@) = _1_ (-17 + 177-335 + 175) ) 
ad. 

8
3/2 e 

8
2 

8
3 ) 

(197) 

(198) 

Recalling that e = 1 - A 2 , the functions P. (®) and P d (@) are plotted against 
lSO, a . 

A in Fig. IV n· From the above < 0. D. > formulae, we see that these plots give also 

the order of magnitude of the absorbed power in Watts, particularly when a is not 
0 

too far from unity. (Remember that a starts at unity and slowly increases). The 
0 

curves plotted in Fig. V TI are the P curves multiplied by 2. 4, and represent more 
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Fig. v11 • Estimates of power absorption by Ohmic 
dissipation (isothermal and adiabatic models) and 

by electrons undergoing gyro-relaxation. 



acourately the power absorption in Watts predicted by our model*. Also in Fig. VII 

is shown an estimate of the power absorbed by electrons due to the effect of gyro

relaxation lO). (The ions .. do not absorb power by the gyro-relaxation mechanism he re, 

because, for the range of parameters considered, the ion cyclotron frequency is less 

than the pumping frequency). 

-3 
10 

-4 
10 

0.1 

Fig. VIn. Numerical results obtained by Schlüter lO) for the exponential energy growth of a gas 

of charged particles undergoing gyro-relaxation. 

À= growth rate, W = pumping frequency, y = an energy randomizing collision frequency. 

The method used to calculate the power absorbed via the gyro-relaxation effect 

was to use Schlüter's 10) numerical results (see Fig. VIII) which give the exponential 

energy growth rate, À, vs. the pumping frequency w. From these curves, one can 

obtain curves of the growth rate vs. pumping amplitude shown in Fig. VIIII. The 

symbol y represents an energy-randomizing collision frequency for the considered 

* Provided Spitzer1s transverse resistivity is correct quantity to use. See footnote in section VIII D. 
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species of charged particles. 

_, 
10 

165~~~~~~_.~~~~ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

A 
Fig. VII11 • Energy growth rate via gyro-relaxation, plotted against pumping amplitude. 

Since the energy grows exponentially in the simple gyro-relaxation theory of 

Schlüter, we make the following Ansatz. 

Power absorbed by gyro-relaxation = ~ (y NkT ) nR 2 L 
y - po 

(199) 

For the parameters introduced in section VID D, with y = \! , expression (199) ee 
reduces to the following, 

Power (gyro-relaxation) = (~) 2. 3 x 1é Watts, (200) 

where ~ is to be obtained as a function of A from Fig. VIIII' with w/y = 0. 9 x 10-1 

y 
for the present numerical example. From (200) then, together with the help of Fig. 

VIIII, we thus estimate the electron gyro-relaxation power-absorption curve shown 

in Fig. VII. 
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VIII H: COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

We lmow of no experiment in the literature which satisfies the conditions required 

by our theory, in particular, a well-defined, fully-ionized, long plasma column initially 

well-separated from the walls, to which alternating and steady magnetic fields are then 

applied; together with the requirements 13 ~ e ~ 1. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare our predictions with the preliminary 

experimental results of Kofoid 12) on plasma power absorption. He fills a cylindrical 

glass tube with helium at a pressure of several microns. The tube is 40 cm long and 

5 cm in diameter. There is an 18 turn coil surrounding the tube over a length of 

27 cm which carries alternating current that provides an alternating axial magnetic 

field at a frequency of about 0. 5 megacycles. A steady axial magnetic field is provided 

by a separate coil. 

The maximum densities and temperatures achieved in this experiment are slightly 

greater than those assumed by us insection VIII D. The experiment differs from the 

theoretica! model in that the plasma is not fully ionized, the lowest neutral gas pres

sure being 5 microns in the results presented in Fig. VIIIII and IXIr At this gas pres

sure the electron-neutral collision frequency is about 2 x 10 7 sec-1, and the electron

ion collision frequency is about 5 x 107 sec - 1 . Another respect in which the experiment 

differs from our model is that the magnetic pumping field is itself causing the electrons 

to ionize the neutrals; in other words, the experiment is an R. F. discharge. 

Kofoirl's preliminary experimental results on plasma power absorption are shown 

in Fig. VIIIII and !XII' in which the alternating field amplitude is fixed and B 
0 

is va ried. 

The peak in the power absorption appears to occur when B is less than the alternating 
0 

field amplitude, and is not yet understood. The neutral gas pressure appears to strongly 

affect the results. 

A common feature of all the experimental curves beyond the peak is the rapid 

decrease of absorbed power with increasing B . The absorbed power decreases from 
0 

significant amounts, say 1 or 2 kilowatts, to a negligible level, within an increment of 

B of about 100 gauss. This qualitative feature is shared by our results, shown in 
0 

Fig. XII' in which B 
0 

is varied for a fixed alternating field, and the < 0. D. > is 

plotted vertically. The ratio of the scales used are the same as for the experimental 

results. Our < 0. D. >curves are not significantly altered by including the power 

absorbed by electrons due to gyro-relaxation. We have plotted the curves resulting 

from both the isothermal and adiabatic varia ti ons assumed for the plasma conductivity. 

Our results indicate that the power absorption curves should be shifted to the 

right with increasing alternating field amplitude. This feature is present, toa small 

degree, in the experimental curves of Kofoid at the lowest pressure, 5 microns, as 

indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. !XII' which is taken from Fig. VIIIII. 
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Fig. x11 • Power absorption via Ohmic dissipation (isothermal 

and adiabatic models), plotted against the steady magnetic 

field, for two values of the maximum alternating field. 

600 

A further qualitative result recently obtained by Kofoid (not shown here) is that 

the plasma power absorption increases rapidly with atomie weight of the gas used. This 

feature occurs in our < 0. D. > formulae (185) and (188), which predicta power ab

sorption proportional to e 
2

, and he nee to m! (see e: formula in section VIII D). 

VIII 1: OTHER PARAMETER VALDES 

For given (initial) plasma dimensions, from formulae (185) or (188), together 

with the definitions of e and b. recently given in section (VIII D), and noting that the 

conductivity is proportional to T3
/ 2 , we find the following parameter dependenee of 

-o 
the Ohmic dissipation, 

w4N2 
0 < 0. D. > ex: - 3/-:-2-"'--2 P(A) , 

T B -o o 

(201) 

where the function P(A) depends only on the pumping amplitude, and is given by (197) 

for the isothermal case, and by (198) for the adiabatic case. Here, N and T refer o -o 
to initial values of these quantities, whereas B refers to the steady magnetic field. 

0 

The functions P(A) are shown in Fig. IV II' 

Hernerobering that y ex: N/T~/2 , the gyro-relaxation power absorption is obtained 

from (199), and depends on the parameters as follows, 
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N
2 

À ( w) Power (Gyro-relax.) a: 1. - A,- , 
T2 y y 

(202) 

where ~ (!., ~j is the function plotted against A in Fig. VIIu for several values of 

the ratio w/y. 

The diffusion time, tD, obtained by multiplying (193) or (194) with 2n /w, has the 

following parameter dependence, 

T3/2B2 
-o o 

tDa: 2 ' 
w N g(A) 

0 

(203) 

where the function g(A) is given by (191) or (192) for the isothermal and adiabatic 

cases respectively, and is shown in Fig. IIu· 

From these expressions (201, 202, 203), and our previous numerical results, 

one can obtain values of the < 0. D. >, gyro-relaxation power absorbed by electrons, 

and the diffusion time, for val u es of w, B , N, and T that are different from those 
0 -

values already assumed by us startingin section vm D. 

A point worth noticing is that, for increasing temperatures and/or increasing 

D. C. magnetic fields, the power absorbed via thegyro-relaxation mechanism eventually 

becomes larger than that adsorbed by Ohmic dissipation, as can be seen by camparing 

(201) and (202) and noting Fig. VIIu· 

VIII J: THE CDRRENT INDUCED IN THE EXTERNAL CIRCUIT 

In equation (186), we have indicated that the current induced in the external cir

cuit driven by a constant voltage generator is, under certain conditions, approximately 

proportional to 

(204) 

This expression is plottedas a function of the dimensionless time, wt, in Fig. XIII 

for several values of the pumping amplitude, A, where we reeall that r is given by 

(179) and e by (180). 

This implies that the total current in the external circuit should appear as is 

indicated schematically in Fig. X~. 
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Fig. Xll11 . Schematic plot of the total circuit current vs. time 1 not 

including the zero-order steady current. 
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C HAPTER IX: EXTENSION OF THE PREVIOUS RESULTS TO THE CASE OF 

AN INITIALLY NON-UNIFORM PLASMA 

IX A: INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we derive explicit formulae for the Ohmic dissipation, inertia

driven diffusion, and the current induced in the external circuit, for both the isother

mal and adiabatic models, while allowing now for an arbitrary initial radial density 

distribution, 

N(R):N TI(R), 
0 0 0 0 

(205) 

where N
0 

is the density on the axis. The normalized initial density, T1 (R
0
), is subject 

to the obvious restrictions, 

or 

and, 

or 

Tl (R ) = 1 at R = 0 , 
0 0 

T1 <s ) = 1 at s = 0 
0 0 

d Tl I dR = 0 at R = 0 
0 0 ' 

= 0 at s = 0 
0 

) 
) 
) 
) 

and, by definition of the plasma radius, 

Tl (R ) = 0 or Tl = 0 at s
0 

= 1 • po 

(206) 

(207) 

(208) 

In the adiabatic model, we shall also allow for an initial radial dependenee of 

the electron temperature; the latter fixes the conductivity, so that the normalized 

skin depth squared now has the form, 

(209) 

where 

g (0) = 1 ' (210) 

and 

g'(O) = 0 • (211) 

1 

(We note that, according to equations (36), (37), and (166), 9= cr /cr = CT /T (R )\
2 

o o -o -O" o ') • 
and "E. is just the quantity IJ. here defined with the use of cr ' the initia! conductivity 

0 

on the axis). 

In the isothermal model, we could also allow for an initial radial dependenee of 
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the electron temperature, without incurring any extra difficulties. However, this 

would be inconsistent with our physical assumption of a constant-temperature, ra

dially uniform, heat reservoir placed at the ends of the plasma column. Thus, in the 

isothermal case, we continue to assume that the electron temperature is radially 

uniform as wellas time-independent. 

Our results are as follows. For the isothermal model, the expressions we shall 

derive for the inertia-driven diffusion and Ohmic dissipation, are asymptotically 

valid for large T 
1 

=eT 
0

• They differ only by numerical factors from the correspond

ing formulae for the uniform plasma. (These numerical factors are just integrals 

over the initia! plasma profile). For example, the formulae for the non-uniform 

plasma are shown to have the same dependenee on the pumping amplitude as the cor

responding formulae for the uniform plasma. 

For the adiabatic model, the formulae descrihing the inertia-driven diffusion and 

Ohmic dissipation are exactly valid fortimes less than a certain Tl 0 (see equation m1n. 
(247)), and again have the same dependenee on the pumping amplitude that was found 

in the uniform case. The reason that the formulae are only valid for a finite range 

on the T 
1 

time scale is that the inner (denser) regions of the plasmatend to diffuse 

outwards more rapidly than the outer regions, according to this model. This leads 

toa tendency of crossing-over of fluid elements, that is, toa change intheir original 

radial ordering. This crossing-over first begins to appear at the time Tl = T 0 , m1n. 
and from then on, the theory no longer holds. 

IX B: THE BASIC EQUA TI ONS 

Applying the same derivation as in chapter V, but without the assumptions that 

N
0 

and cr
0 

are uniform, we now arrive at the following set of basic equations, re

placing (39), (40), and (41), 

en + Gw)' ~ Y (/~2 [ b'J)' 
0 

(212) 

- I=' h 
• 1::. (9 ';>0 )' (nbb) = - \":- --b' 

S0 IJ. n 
(213) 

(214) 

where (see equation (37)) e and y are just the quantities e and y now defined with 
-

respect to N rather than N • 
0 0 

The Ohmic dissipation formula, insteadof (58), now reads, 
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O.D. 

2 1 

= wBo (n R2 L) Ó J g ~(b')2~=" d~=" 
211 po ~ n '='o '='o • 

(215) 

0 

Examination of sections (VI E 1, 2) shows that the equation relating the circuit 

current to the plasma behaviour, equation (143), is unchanged. 

If we set 1l : 1, and 9: 1, then formulae (212), (213), and (215) reduce to those 

obtained earlier. 

IX C: THE ISOTHERMAL MODEL 

IX C 1: Solution of the Basic Equations (212, 213, 214) 

By substituting (214) for n into (212), integrating from zero to s , and remem
o 

bering that b' (0) = 0, and that h remains finite as s _, 0, equation (212) becomes 
0 

- .. h - h 2 
es h +-bb' = y --(b') • 

0 1l s 112 
0 

(216) 

We now apply the multiple-time-scale e-perturbation theory outlined in section 
-o VI Bl. In order e , equation (216) has a uniform field solution, 

b = b o e (217) 

and a diamagnetic solution. We disregard the latter in view of the discussion given 

following equation (66). 

Using (217), the e0 version of (213) can be integrated on the 'T time scale, and 
0 

then reads 

n h b =a , 
0 0 0 0 

(218) 

where a is independent of 'T • Unlike the treatment given in chapters VI and VII, 
0 0 

however, we now allow a to be a function of the Lagrangian space variabie s • 
0 0 

With the help of (218), the ë0 version of (214) is multiplied by h b s and 
0 0 0 

integrated from zero to s , remembering that h remains finite as s _, 0. It then 
0 0 0 

takes the form 

where the integral I is defined as 
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I : J 
0 

u a (u) du, 
0 

(219) 

(220) 



and, as before, the reciprocal field r is defined by r : b -l : b -l. 
o e 

At the first order in e equation (216) takes the form, .. 

(221) 

Using (217), (218), and (221), and setting 1-L : g: 1 for the isothermal model, 

the ë1 order of equation (213) can be written as 

2 
~ (nl +hl+ bl \ + àao = - 6 (2 ~="2h à ho)' • 

ao o'l" n h b ] o1"
1 

s a '=>o o ::. 2 <
222) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 o'J" 
0 

(Had we refrained from setting 9: 1, the function T1(s ) would simply be replaced by 
0 

the product T1(s ) g (s ), and the following treatment would go through unchanged). 
0 0 

Remembering that we seek solutions that are periodic on the ,. time scale, we 
0 

average (222) over a period on the ,. scale, and obtain thereby, 
0 

Recalling that a and then also I are independent of ,. , (219) provides 
0 0 

where, as usual, we have replaced dr/d'J" by r for short. 
0 

(223) 

(224) 

Substituting (224) into (223), multiplying through by s , integrating from zero to 
0 

g
0

, and recalling the definition (220), the equation (223) becomes 

- • 2 
I' ài/a,. 1 = 6 < (r) /2r > T1 I g

0 
• (225) 

Setting 

(226) 

equation (225) becomes 

I 1 - • 2 
K' oK oT1 = 4 6 < (r) /2r> T1 g

0 
• (227) 

The solution of (227) determines K. We then know I from (226). Knowing I, h 
0 

is determined from (219) and a from (220). Since we al ready know b from (217), 
0 0 

we canthen determine n from (218). 
0 

Thus, the zero order quantities are determined. Then, by means of equation 
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(222), together with the ë1 version of (214), we can determine n
1 

and h
1 

by means 

similar to, but more complicated than, those outlined at the end of section (VI B 3). 

(Recall that b
1 

is already known from equation (221) except in the case of a constant 

voltage generator, in which b
1 

is not known completely until we solve also the first 

order circuit equation (236) which is discussed in a later section). 

In the appendix to this chapter IX, we discuss the partial differential equation 

(227), consirlering it as an initia! value problem in the time T 1• We assume that, 

between the turn-on time of the A.C. field, and the time at which the integration of 

* (227) begins , the plasma has remained practically frozen to the lines of force, in 

the zeroeth (ë0
) approximation. Since then, a = n h b : N (s )B /N( )(s )B , this o ooo o oe o o o 

means that the appropriate initia! value of a to be used is a = 1. (The slight 
0 0 

generalization that the initial value of a is independent of s with a f. 1 causes no 
0 0 0 

extra difficulty). Thus, we suppose that the initia! time for the integration of (227) 

is so close to the turn-on time that no appreciable spatial non-uniformities in a
0 

have yet developed. 

The above-mentioned appendix then provides tb~ following results. 

i) Fora uniform initial density distribution, 'Tl(s ) : 1, a remains independent of 
0 0 

s for all time (on the -r
1 

time scale). This justifies the choice made for a in 
0 0 

chapter VI. 

ii) The plasma fluid elements preserve their initia! ordering for all times (on the 

T 1 time scale), for an arbitrary initia! density profile, subject only to conditions 

(206), (207), and (208). 

iii) For an arbitrary initial density profile subject to the above-mentioned conditions, 
- . 2; the asymptotic form of the function K(s

0
, T 

1
), for values of (ó < (r) 2r > T 1) large 

compared to unity, is given by 

So 1 

K(s
0

,-r1) = [6<(r)2
/2r>-r1 J u'Tl(u)du]

2
• 

0 

IX C 2: THE PLASMA DIFFUSION 

Combining equations (228), (226), and the s -derivative of (220), we find 
0 

- . 2; a (s , T 1) = Ó < (r) 2r > T lil (s ) , 
0 0 0 

which is valid asymptotically for large i Ï:::. < (r) 2 
/2r> T 1• 

(228) 

(229) 

* The multiple-time-scale method is not valid until transients have died away so that Fourier series represen-

tations on the T 
0 

time scale are valid, Thus, ~e do not integrate (227) from turn-on time, but wait until a 

later time, hoping that, by that time, periodic behaviour on the T 0 scale is achieved. 
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-
Since a = n h b :: N (s )B (T )/N( )(s ,T ,T1)B , and Tl(s ) :: N (s )/N , o ooo o oe o o o o o o o o o 

equation (229) implies that, asymptotically, 

B (T ) N e o o 
B - • 2 

(230) 
o D.<(r) /2r>T1 

Thus, the initial density non-uniformities are eventually wiped out, and the plasma 

density decreases slowly, proportional to ,. ~ 1• 

The asymptotic rate of expansion of some cross-section of the plasma, of initial 

dimensionless radius s
0

, is gotten by combining equations (219), (226), and (228). 

We thus obtain 

So 
2 - 2 [2 s J h
0

(s
0

,T
0

,T1)=rD.<(r) /2r>T1 ~=" 2 u'Jl(u)du • 

'='o 0 

(231) 

(Recall that h2 :: R2 /R2 is the area of a cross-section in terms of its initial area). 
0 0 

From (231) we see that larger radii, namely s k , expand more rapidly than smaller 
0 0 

radii. 

For 'Jl(s ) :: 1, (231) reduces to equation (82) as it should, when we take into 
0 

account equation (70). 

The expansion of the total cross-section is obtained from (231) by setting s
0 

= 1. 

We thus obtain 

1 

(232) 

Thus, the formula asymptotically governing the plasma expansion, equation (232), 

differs from the result obtained for the uniform plasma only by the appearance of an 

extra numerical factor set apart in square brackets in (232). The dependenee of the 

expansion on the pumping amplitude remains the same as for an initially uniform 

density profile. 

IX C 3: The Ohmic Dissipation 

If we take equation (215), set 1-L :: 9:: 1 for the isothermal model, expand in 

powers of ë, and use (221) and then (218), we find, to lowest non-vanishing order in 

e, 

w~ 1 è~ 2 
o 2 - -2 J r 2 ( oj 2 o. D. = -2-(nR L) tJ. e - s · 2 11 (s ) s d f • 

n po a o :::. o o "'o 
O 0 oT 

0 

(233) 
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Recalling that a is independent of T , (219) provides 
0 0 

(234) 

Substituting (234) into (233), applying (229) and (220), and averaging on the T 
0 

time scale, we find that the asymptotic expression for the time-average Ohmic dis

sipation reads, 

Setting 11 :: 1, we see that (235) reduces to expression (118) as it should. The 

asymptotic form of the time-average 0. D. differs from the uniform density case only 

by a numerical factor depending on integrals over the initial density profile. The 

dependenee on the pumping amplitude is the sameasin the uniform density case. 

IX C4: The Current Induced in the External Circuit 

The treatments given in the preceding sections of this chapter remain valid for 

the case of the given voltage generator, provided that we remember to replace 

r :: b - 1 by r :: b - 1• The behaviour of b :: i (see section VI E) is determined by e eo eo o 
the €0 order version of equation (143), namely 

ai /a,. + cotrn • i = cot rn • u(T ) • 
0 0 T 0 T 0 

After a transient time depending on the circuit parameters through cot cp, i
0 

will be a 

periodic function of time (since the applied voltage u(r ) is) that can easily be deter
o 

mined froir this equation. We see that i then depends only on the ,. time scale. 
0 0 

The ë1 version of (143) reads 

1 

a~ i1 + cotcp. i1 = - :2 a~ J noho(b1- i1) so dso' 
o ':>c oo 

(236) 

where we reeall (see equation (133)) that i
1 

:: bel" 

Solving equation (221) for bi, using (219) and (234) to eliminate h
0 

from this ex

pression, and integrating the result over s beginning at s = 1, we find 
0 0 

(237) 
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Using (237) in (236), and noting (218), (236) becomes 

1 1 
1 J J .. . 2 • - - 2 a (s , T1) s dt; u 'Tl(u)du (rr- (r) /2) , s 0 0 0 0 

(238) 

c 0 So 

and this is valid for both the isothermal and adiabatic models. Equation (238) is a 

generalization of (149), to which it reduces when 'Tl and a are spatially uniform. 
0 

Thus, the driving term for i
1 

has the same dependenee on T 
0 

and on the pumping 

amplitude as in the case of the uniform plasma. 

For the isothermal model, (229) should be used for a in (238), giving an ex
o 

pression which is asymptotically valid for large T 
1

. 

IX D: THE ADIABATIC MODEL 

IX D 1: Solution of the Basic Equations (212), (213), and (214) 

The derivation insection (IX C 1) remains valid up to and including equation 

(221). Examination of the derivation in section (VII A) shows that, even in the case 

of initial non- uniform temperature and density distributions, we still have 

IJ. : cr(R , t)/cr (R ) = 1/nh for the adiabatic model (see (166) and (168)). 
0 0 0 

Using this expression for IJ., and equations (217), (218), and (221), we find that 

the ë1 
version of equation (213) can be written 

0 (nl hl bl ) oao ~ c 2 a----+-+- +-=-- 'Tl9re: h 
o OT n h b oT1 s o o 

0 0 0 0 0 

(239) 

Recalling that a is independent of T , and then using (219) and (234) to eliminate h 
0 0 0 

from the right side of equation (239), this expression becomes 

o (nl hl bl ) oa o ~ [·· . 2 J a - -+-+- +--= --('Tlgi)' r r- (r) /2r 
o oT n h b OT 1 s ' 

0 0 0 0 0 

(240) 

where I is the integral defined by (220). 

Averaging on the T time scale, multiplying through by s , integrating from 
0 0 

zero to g
0

, and noting (220), (240) then becomes 

oi 3 - . 2 rr 
oT 1 = 2 ó. < (r) > 'Tl v I . (241) 

We see, therefore, that the integral I grows exponentially on the T 1 time scale, with 

a growth rate that depends on position through the known function 'Tl(So)9(s
0
). 
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Knowing I from (241), we now refer the reader to the discussion just following 

equation (227), in which an outline is given as to how n
0

, h
0

, n1 , h
1

, and b1 can be 

determined. (Recall that b is al ready known). 
0 

IX D 2: The Plasma Diffusion 

Replacing I in (241) by means of (219), the former relation becomes 

2 
oh 3 - . 2 2 
~=-2 6<(r) >1l(s)9(s)h 
uT l 0 0 0 

(242) 

Recalling that h2 
:: R2 /R2

, we see that those plasma radii that had the largest values 
0 0 ' 

of 1l(s
0

) g(g
0

) at the turn-on time of the A.C. field grow the most rapidly on the T 1 
time scale. In the particular case of an initially uniform temperature, so that 

9(s ) :: 1, we see that the initially denser parts expand the fastest. 
0 

In the uniform plasma case treated in chapter VII, we have 11 :: 9 :: 1. In this 

case, (242) reduces to (172) when we take note also of (170). 

The condition that those parts of the plasma expand the fastest that were initially 

associated with the largest values of 1l(s ) 9 (s ) leads to the circumstance that, after 
0 0 

a finite time on the T 
1 

time scale, the fluid radii begin to alter their initia! spatial 

ordering. When this happens, the entire theory breaks down, because a basic assump

tion, expressed mathematically by equation (11), was that the spatial ordering of all 

fluid radii never changes. 

To verify that the radial ordering is preserved for a finite time, we write the 

solution of equation (241) as 

where I
0 

represents the value of I when T 1 = 0. Recalling the discussion insection 

(IX C 1), we choose the initia! value of a to be unity, so that, from definition (220), 
0 

I <s ) = s2 /2 . 
0 0 0 

(244) 

Differentiating (243) with respect to s , noting (244) and again noting (220), we find 
0 

that 

If we again specialize, for the moment, to the uniform plasma, 11:: g:: 1, we see from 
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(245) that a remains always independent of s on the Tl time scale, thus justifying 
0 0 

the treatment given in chapter VII • 
.. 

Returning to the non-uniform case, we see that a
0 

vanishes fora time T 
1 

(s
0

) 

given by 

(246) 

I 3h 
provided that the derivative [1191 is negative. Recalling that 9 = (r /T (R )J , 

~ 1 -o -o o / 
we see that there must be such values of g

0 
for which [ 11~ is negative, because it 

is physically reasonable to expect the initial plasma density to vanish at the plasma 

edge with still a fini te value there for the electr9n temperature. 

Thus, for each value of g
0 

for which [ 11 g J < 0, there is a time T 1 (s0
) given by 

(246) for which a (s , T
1

) vanishes. The shortest of all these times is given by 
0 0 

{ 
3 2 (, [ I I\ I -1 

T lmin. =- 4 ~ < (r) > \_Sa 119J )min. f ' (247) 

where (S [11gl
1

) • represents the minimum (most negative value of ~ o J mm. 

s [Tl<s )SJ(s >] 1 

in the range o < s < 1. 
0 0 0 0 

For times less than Tl . as given by (247), the predictions of the adiabatic mm. 
model are mathematically valid. At the time Tl . , however, the quantitY, a goes 

mm. No 
to zeroforsome values of s in the range 0 < s < 1. But a = n h b = -N° b • 

o o o o o o (o) o 

Since b = b never vanishes by hypothesis, the vanishing of a implies that the o e o 
zero-order density, N(o/So' T 

0
, T 1), is becoming infinite. From the equation 

N R dR = NRdR, we see that this implies that, at a certain value of R , two fluid 
0 0 0 0 

radii which were initially (before A.C. turn-on) a distance dR apart have become 
0 

coïncident at the time Tl . • At this time, then, the plasmafluid model breaks mm. 
down. 

As an example, if we take a parabalie density profile, Tl(s ) :: 1 - g2, and a 
0 0 

parabalie conductivity profile, 9:: a /cr (R ) :: (1- cg2)-l, with 0 < C < 1, re-
. 0 0 0 0 

presenting an electron temperature that decreases monotonically toa non-zero value 

at the edge of the plasma, we find (the minimum here occurringat the edge, g
0 

= 1), 

2 1- c 
T lmin. = 3 - · 2 • 

6<(r) > 

Befare such a time, Tl . , is reached, formula (242) is a valid description of m1n. 
the expansion of the plasma column based on the adiabatic model. It represents an 

exponential increase in time of a radius attached to the plasma, and this exponential 

growth rate differs only by the numerical factor Tl(s
0

) 9(s
0

) from the growth rate 
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found for the uniform plasma. 

The time ,.
1 

. is expected to be about the same size as the time needed for the mm. 
plasma to expand by a significant amount *. To see this, we write (243) with the help 

of (219) as 

I 2 -1 /h2 -1 2/h2 3 - • 2 ln(I I ) = ln(h r r ) = ln(h ) = -2 !::, < (r) > i] 9 ,.
1 

, 
0 0 00 0 0 00 

(248) 

where I , h , and r are here the values of I, h , and r at the time ,.
1 

= 0, and 
0 00 0 0 

we have then chosen to "take pictures" on the ,.
1 

time scale only at those points in 

time where r is momentarily unity (the A.C. fieldthen vanishing), so that r = 1 
0 

and r = 1. 

Solving (248) for ,.
1

, and dividing the result by ,.
1 

. as given by (247), we find min. 

(249) 

Now, the right side of this expression can be expected to be of order unity. For in

stance, suppose we are interested in how long it takes for the radius of some given 

circle in the plasma to double. Then, h /h = 2. Also, suppose we use the above 
2 0 00 2 -1 

example wherein Tl = (1 - s ) , and 9 :: (1 - C s ) . Then (249) becomes 
0 0 

For s and C somewhat less than unity, the right side of this expressionisthen of 
0 

order unity, thus making our assertion plausible. 

The restrietion that our theory is valid only for times less than ,.
1 

. may not rmn. 
be quite as limiting as it seems. For, in the considered example where 

il(s ) = (1- s2
) and 9(s ) = (1- c s2)-1, ,.1 . refers to an overlap of fluid elements o o o o min. 

that first occurs at the edge of the plasma where the density vanishes. It is hard to 

see how an overlap of fluid elements in a region of vallishing density can seriously 

distort the results of the theory at the time ,.
1 

. • min. 

* The plasma perimeter, being zero density, encloses an area which does not expand at allfortimes less than 
'Tl . • By plasma expansion, we mean bere the expansion of an inner cross-section of the plasma where the 

m1n. 
density is comparable to its central value. 
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IX D 3: The Ohmic Dissipation 

Taking equation (21 5), substituting (168), that is j..l. = (nh)-
1 

for the adiabatic 
-2 model, expanding to order e: , using (221) for b;, and then eliminating h

0 
by means 

of (234), we find, 

2 1 
wB o 2 -- ·· · 2 2 J 2 

<O.D. >=-4 (rrR L)t~e<r(r-(r)12rJ> 9<s )Tl <s )I(s ,T
1
)s ds , 

TT po o o o oo 
(250) 

0 

where I is the integral defined by (220). 

Setting T] : g : 1 for the uniform plasma case, and then noting that a is then 
0 

independent of s according to (245), we find that (250) reduces to (173) as it should. 
0 

Plugging (243) with (244) into (250) gives us the final formula for the Ohmic 

dissipation predicted by the adiabatic model. As mentioned earlier, the formula is 

only valid fortimes Tl< Tl 0 • We note that the dependenee on the pumping am-mm. 
plitude is the same as in the uniform plasma case. 

IX D4: The Current Induced in the External Circuit 

As noted insection (IX C 4), equation (238) for the induced circuit current 

remains valid for the adiabatic model, provided we restriet our attention to times 

Tl <Tl 0 • To get the final expression, we should use formula (245) for a in 
mm. o 

(238). 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER IX. 

APPENDIX A IX: DISCUSSION OF THE PARTlAL DIFFERENTlAL EQUATION (227) 

A IX 1: Reduction of the Equation 

Equation (227) reads 

(251) 

Defining 
1- . 2; 

x : g
0 

, y : 4 IJ. < (r) 2r > T 1 , (252) 
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equation (251) becomes 

oK oK --=x T](x). 
ox o y 

Passing from the variabie x to 

x 

G(x) - Ju Tl (u) du , 
0 

equation (253) can be put in the form 

oK àK = 1 oG o y • 

(253) 

(254) 

(255) 

This is the equation we shall consider, regarding G and y as independent variables. 

Note that, according to (254), G is a monotonically increasing tunetion of x:: s , 
0 

because T](x) is a density profile, so that T](x) :;:::: 0 for 0 ::::; x ::::; 1. 

A IX 2: Derivation of the Solution in Parametrie Form 

According to the standard notation of first order partial differential equations, 

(255) has the form 

F(p, q) = pq - 1 = 0 , 

where 

p :: àK/oG and q = àK/ày . 

The differential equations for the characteristic strips* then have the following 

solutions 

G=qs+G ·y=ps+y K=2pqs+K p=p 
o o' o o' o o o ' o' 

where s is the parameter running along the characteristic strip. 

Since F is constant along a characteristic strip, we choose the integration 

constants to satisfy 

P q -1=0 
0 0 ' 

so that (256) is satisfied everywhere on the strip. 

(256) 

(257) 

(258) 

(259) 

The initia! data curve from which the characteristic strips emanate has the 

parametrie form, G = G (s
1

), y = y (s
1

), K = K (s
1

), where s
1 

is the parameter 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

running along the initia! data curve. Since we are taking the point of view of an initia! 

* See, for example, reference (68), equations (2. 23). 
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value problem, we choose the initia! data curve to lie in the plane y = 0, correspond

ing to T 
1 

= 0, and we let~ G 
0 

be the parameter running along the curve. Hence, the 

initia! data curve is given by 

where the function K (G ) is to be prescribed as an initia! condition. 
0 0 

From (257), wethen know p , namely, 
0 

p = dK /dG , 
0 0 0 

and from (259), we also know q , namely, 
0 

I -1 
q = (dK dG ) • 

0 0 0 

(260) 

(261) 

(262) 

Noting (259), the salution to (256) or (255), K(G, y), is then given in parametrie 

form by the third equation of (258), namely 

K = 2s + K (G ) , 
0 0 

(263) 

where the parameters s and G are to be determined in terros of the variables G 
0 

and y by means of the first two equations of (258), namely, 

and 

G = s( dK I dG ) - 1 + G , 
0 0 0 

y = s dK /dG , 
0 0 

where we have noted (261), (262), and the second equation of (260). 

A IX 3: Fixing the Initial Conditions 

(264) 

(265) 

Noting the discussion following equation (227), we choose the initial condition 

to be 

a (x , y=O) : 1 , 
0 0 

so that, from the definition of I, (220), and the definition of K, (226), we have 

1 
K (G ) = . {7)2 x (G ) , 

0 0 'V" 0 0 

(266) 

(267) 

where x (G ) is determined as an inverse function from the definition of G, (254), 
0 0 
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namely 

Xo 

G
0

(x
0

) = JuT) (u) du • 

0 

From (267) and (268), it follows that 

dK 1 dx 1 -1 

dG 
0 

= {2 dG
0 

= '\[2 [ xo(Go) Tl (xo(Go))J • 
0 0 

A IX4: The Solution fora Uniform Density Profile 

Choosing 

equation (268) becomes 

so that 

Tl = 1 ' 

2 
G(x ) =x /2 

0 0 

x(G)=~. 
0 0 0 

Then, (267) and (269) become 

K (G ) = ./G:_ 
0 0 0 

and 

dK /dG = 1/(2 /G_) . 
0 0 0 

(268) 

(269) 

(270) 

(271) 

(272) 

(273) 

Using (272) and (273) in equations (263), (264), and (265), we readily find the 

solution to be 

K(G, y) =) G(4y + 1) • (274) 

It is easily verified that this function satisfies the partial differential equation (255) 

and the initia! condition (272). 

Further, using the definition (226) of K in terms of I, the definition (220) of I 

in terms of a , and the definition (254) of G in terms of x, and recalling that T) : 1 
0 

in the present subsection, we readily find from the solution (274) that 

160 

a (x, y) = 4 y + 1 • 
0 

(275) 



Thus, a is independent of x (or s ) on the Tl time scale, as was assumed in chapter 
0 0 

VI, dealing with the initially uniform plasma. 

A IX 5: General Properties of the Function x (G) 
0 0 

To make further progress for the non-uniform plasma, we study here some 

general properties of the nmction x (G ) ; recalling that this function is proportional 
0 0 

to K (G ); see equation (267). We must know these properties to be able to make 
0 0 

general statements about the set of equations (263, 264, 265) from which the solution 

is determined. 

Recalling that the density profile, 1](x), has the properties given by equations 

(206), (207), and (208), we see that the function x 1](x ) looks as indicated in Fig. 
0 0 

XIIIII. The behaviour of the function for small values of x
0 

is indicated in the figure. 

0 
-xo 

Fig. xm
11

• The function x 1l (x ) 
0' 0 

1 

In the following discussion, it is immaterial whether the nmction x 1l(x ) has 
0 0 

one or more humps. For purposes of illustration, we suppose it has only one hump. 

From Fig.XI~, and definition (268), we see that the nmction G(x
0

) must appear 

as indicated in Fig.XIVII. The behaviour for small x
0 

is again indicated in the figure. 

Gomax 

0 

zero slope 
at x0 =1 

-xo 
x 

0 

1 

Fig. XIV li. The function G 
0 

(x 
0

) = J u 'f1 (u) du 

0 
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From Fig. XlVII, we see that the function x (G ) must have the form shown in 
0 0 

Fig. XVII" The behaviour for small G 
0 

is once more indicated in the figure. 

From Fig.XVII, we see that the function dx
0

/dG
0 

appears as shown in Fig. XVIII. 

The behaviour for small G is indicated in the figure. 
0 

Figs. XIIIII' XIV II' XVII' and XVIII exhibit the properties we need for the follow-

ing discussion. 

1 
vertical 
slope at 
Go=Gomax 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Gomax 

Fig. XVI
11

• The function dx /dG 
0 

A IX6: Preservation of the Radial Ordering in the Plasma Fluid 

in the Isothermal Case 

In this section, we show that the fluid elements preserve their original radial 
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ordering. Iftheydidnot, then, atsomevalue of x and y, a (x,y)would vanish (see dis
o 

cussion insection (IX D 2)). This implies that, at somevalues of x and y, ài/àx= 0, 

from definition (220), o/ KàK/àx = 0, from (226). 

Now, K cannot vanish, because K is assumed to be positive, and s is positive 
0 

in virtue of equations (265) and (269). Then, the vanishing of K would contradiet 

equation (263). Hence, we want to show that àK/àx = 0 is impossible. 

But àK/àx = (àK/àG)(dG/dx). Now, the vanishing of dG/dx at x= 1 (see Fig. 

XIVII which is valid for G and x as well as for G and x ) is of no physical signific-o 0 

ance, since it would represent only a change of radial ordering in a region of the 

plasma consisting of zero density. Thus, we have to show that the equation àK/àG = 0 

cannot hold. 

Taking the partial derivative with respect to G of equations (263, 264 , 265), 

we find respectively, 

oK/àG = 2 às/àG + (dK /dG ) (àG /àG) 
0 0 0 

(276) 

(dK /dG )
2 

= (dK /dG ) (os/àG) - s(d2K /dG2
) (oG /oG) + 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ (dK /dG )2 (oG /oG) 
0 0 0 

(277) 

0 = (dK /dG ) (os/oG) + s(d
2

K /dG
2

) (oG /oG) • 
0 0 0 0 0 

(278) 

Adding (277) and (278), we obtain 

dK /dG = 2 às/oG + (dK /dG ) (oG /oG) • 
0 0 0 0 0 

(279) 

Using (279) in (276), we find 

àK/àG = dK /dG • 
0 0 

(280) 

But, according to (269), dK /dG cannot vanish, since that would imply an infinity 
0 0 

in the density profile. Hence, 0K/àG cannot vanish, thus a cannot vanish; and 
0 

finally, the original radial ordering of the fluid elements cannot change. 

A IX 7: Th e Beha v i o u r of t he F u n ct i on K(x, y) f o r L ar ge V a 1 u e s 

of y 

Consictering the set of equations (263), (264), and (265), we ask the question 

whether the function (dK /dG ) remains bounded as y goes to infinity for fixed G. 
0 0 

If it did remain bounded, then equation (265) would force s ..... oo. But then equation 
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(264) could not be satisfied, since 0 ~ G ~ G , where 
o omax. 

1 

G - JuT] (u) du. omax. 
0 

We conclude that dK /dG must go to infinity as y ..... oo for fixed G. 
0 01 

Recalling that dK /dG = .r-n
2 

dx /dG from (269), wethen observe from Fig. 
o o ·v~ o o 

XVIII that, as dK /dG increases beyond all bounds, the parameter G must tend 
0 0 0 

either to zero or to G • 
omax. 

Now, according to equation (264), G cannot approach G , because if it did, 
o omax. 

(264) would imply a negative value for s, in contractietion with (265). (Recall that 

G(x) < G from the definition of the function G(x), and that dK /dG is positive 
omax. o o 

from (269)). 

Hence, G must vanish as y ..... oo for fixed G. In this limit, then, we can neglect 
0 

G against G in equation (264), which, combined with (265) gives 
0 

s~ fa;. (281) 

Using this in equation (263), and noting that K vanishes as G ..... 0 according to 
0 0 

equation (26 7) and Fig. XVII' we find that 

(282) 

is the asymptotic solution of (255) as y ..... oo for fixed G. 

Equation (282) is just the solution stated as equation (228) in section (IX C 1). 

This asymptotic solution satisfies the differential equation (255) exactly, but does 

not, of course, satisfy the initia! conditions when y _, 0. It is only valid for large y. 

For sufficiently large y, the relation between K and G should be given by 
0 0 

(272), since G is then small. The derivation of section (A IX 4) then goes through, 
0 

and we find the solution (274), which should be slightly more accurate than (282). 

Expanding (274) for large y, we have 
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C HAPTER X: CONCLUSION 

In part I, we considered a long plasma column immersed in a steady axial 

magnetic field. Using a two-fluid plasma model including inertial terms, we showed 

that there is an upper limit to the radial diffusion velocity of the i ons in the quasi

neutral region, namely the square root of the ratio of the sum of the electron and ion 

thermal energies and the sum of their masses. This upper limit reduces to the 

characteristic velocity found by Bohm in the limits of negligible ion temperature and 

negligible electron mass. We then showed that this upper limit may be regardedas 

an approximate boundary condition on the ion velocity at the edge of the quasi-neutral 

region, in the limiting case of a high density plasma. 

Since, in the theory that includes inertial terms, the quasi-neutral plasma 

density and velocity profiles are functions that are already determined by boundary 

conditions on the axis of the column, it follows that the above-mentioned additional 

boundary condition at the edge of the quasi-neutral region represents a relation be

tween the parameters of the system, such as tube radius, magnetic field strength, 

and electron and ion temperatures. This relation should be more accurate than the 

usual plasma-balance condition (Shottky theory) obtained by setting the plasma density 

to zero at the wall, and also more accurate than the corresponding condition obtained 

by applying the Bohm criterion to the ordinary diffusion theory (modified Shottky 

theory). The reason this relation is expected to be more accurate than those obtained 

by the other methods is that the latter ignore inertial terms, which are, however, 

not negligible in the region where the boundary condition is applied. 

In part 11, we considered a long cylindrical plasma column immersed in an axial 

magnetic field having both steady and alternating components. Using a two-fluid 

plasma model tagether with the assumption of quasi -neutrality, we showed that the 

plasma column exhibits a tendency to expand, even in the absence of pressure 

gradients. This expansion effect requires the simultaneous presence of ion inertia, 

finite conductivity, and an alternating magnetic field component. Our investigation 

leads us to expect an enhanced plasma diffusion under conditions of attempting to 

heat a plasma by magnetic pumping, particularly when the pumping field amplitude 

approaches that of the steady field. 

This inertia-driven plasma diffusion was shown to be present under quite general 

conditions, including an initially non-uniform plasma column, surrounded by a driving 

coil activated either by a given-current or a given-voltage generator. Also, two ex

treme models were used in exhibiting the inertia-driven diffusion; namely an iso

thermal model for the electron temperature, and an adiabatic model. 

Two questions present themselves for further research. First, to what extent 

is the orbit crossing predicted by the adiabatic model actually present? To answer 
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this, one would have to consider a more detailed plasma model which is neither 

purely isothermal nor purely adiabatic. The second question that arises is the extent 

to which the situation we considered is affected by instabilities. In this connection, 

we mention a paper by Vandakurov 
69

), in which it is shown that a non-rotating, 

perfectly conducting plasma, undergoing smali-amplitude radial pulsations (including 

second-order terms in the pulsation amplitude) of frequency much less than the ion 

cyclotron frequency, is stabie to perturbations of the form exp (im8 + ikz). 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift behandelt het gedrag van een oneindig lange kolom van geïoni

seerd gas in een magneetveld evenwijdig aan de as van de kolom. De plasmadiffusie 

loodrecht op het magneetveld wordt theoretisch onderzocht. Twee gevallen worden be

schouwd, dat van een constant magnetisch veld, en van een veld met een tijdsafhanke

lijke bijdrage. 

Voor het eerste geval wordt het Criterium van Bohm voor een overgangslaag, dat 

vroeger zonder voldoende rechtvaardiging in bepaalde theorieën voor plasmadiffusie 

gebruikt werd, hier voor zeer algemene omstandigheden afgeleid. Deze omstandig

heden omvatten mede een cilindergeometrie, de vorming van geladen deeltjes en hun 

onderlinge botsingen, en de gevallen van slechts gering of van zeer sterk geïoniseerde 

plasma's. Een wezenlijke rol bij de afleiding spelen gewoonlijk verwaarloosde termen, 

die in de balansvergelijking voor de hoeveelheid van beweging de traagheid der ionen 

in rekening brengen. 

Voor het geval dat het magneetveld een tijdafhankelijke bijdrage heeft, wordt 

aangetoond hoe onder bepaalde omstandigheden deze traagheid der ionen, en niet druk

gradiënten, in de eerste plaats de plasmadiffusie loodrecht op het veld naar de wanden 

toe veroorzaakt. De theorie maakt het begrijpelijk dat zowel dit diffusiemechanisme, 

alsmede Ohmse verwarming, belangrijk kunnen worden wanneer de amplitude van het 

magnetische wisselveld nadert tot de waarde van het constante magneetveld. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

The definition of a symbol is foliowed by the section where that quantity is first 

used. 

A: B = B (1 +A cos wt}, A is the magnetic pumping amplitude (VI B 3}. 
e o 

a : the number of nucleons per ion (G III}. 

a
0

: n
0

h
0

b
0 

(VI B 2). 

B: magnetic field vector (III B}. 

B: z-component of magnetic field (III C 1). 

b: 

B: 
0 

magnetic field produced by azimuthal plasma currents (C IV). 
B/B , dimensionless magnetic field (V C 3). 

0 

D. C. axial magnetic field (V C 3). 

B : external axial magnetic field (V D 2). e 
b : B /B , dimensionless external magnetic field (V D 2). e e o 
b : azimuthal magnetic field produced by axial discharge current (E III). 

a 
b

1
(1=0, 1, ••• ): coefficient of e:1 in power-series expansion of b (VI B 1). 

C 1rn)·. ! ~ ~n (m') dep' , k fu f 2 \'r J T - a nown netion o cp (II C ). 
rrdpo- vcp-cp' 

c: speed of light (III B). 

C: v _/v +' ratio of collis ion frequencies (C III). 

D: T /mv, diffusion coefficient for the beam of neutral particles (I B). 

e: 

u+ -u_, dimensionless relative azimuthal velocity of electrans and ions (F III). 

V+ -V , relative azimuthal velocity of electrans and ions (IV B). 
y -y 

electric charge of a proton (II B). 

E: electric field vector (III B). 

E : x(y) component of electric field (III C 1). x,y 
ER, 

8 
:radial (azimuthal) component of electric field (III D 1}. 

f(~: distribution function for partiele veloeities in neutral beam (I B). 

f(u): a function of u defined by (u +u - 1) (I C). 

the velocity distribution function for i ons (II E). 

f±: the velocity dis tribution function for ions (electrons} (III B). 
1 

F (n): a function of n defined by J lldll (IV D 2). 
n ,j 1 -ll3 

F(IJ., 'f): a function of IJ. and ,- defined by ( 1 +IJ. -
1 

- 1 +IJ. ) ( G III). 
1+,- 1+1"-1 

1 



G(x): the ion generation rate (II C 1). 
x 

a function defined by ju ll(u) du (A IX 1). 

0 

g(x): G(x)/G(O), normalized ion generation ra te (II C 1). 

G : value of G on the initial data curve (A IX 2). 
0 

g. (8): a function defined by .~(-1 +l..) (VIII F). 
1so. 4'V 8 '( e 

g d ( e): a function defined by 
3 I (_ 1 + el ) (VIII F). 

a . 48 3 2 '( 

h(ll): ion generation rate considered as a function of 11 (II C 3). 

R 

I udR" 
h(R'): u(R") (IIID2). 

R' 

x qu dx" 
h(x'): J _o __ (IV C 5). 

· E (x") 
x' 

h: R/R , ratio of instantaneous radial coordinate to its initial value (V C 1). 
0 

h
1
(1=0, 1, .•• ): coefficient of e 1 in power-series expansion of h (VI B 1). 

l(cp): afunctiondefinedby ~ J n_(cp') dep' (11 C4). 
o vcp -cp' 

x x k +k 
I± (x;u): functions defined by Jexp (- J ± i dx') dx' (lil C 4). 

x' u(x") 

R R 
r R'dR' ( I k + k. ) I±(R;u): functions defined by ! 2 exp - ± 1 dR" (III D 2). o R R' u(R") 

I : axial discharge current (E III). 
a 

I(x; E): a function defined by 

x qu dx'' 

I exp (- I 0 
\ dx' (IV C 4). 

E(x") ) 
x' 

x 

-ro 

x x 
k. + qn(x") 

a function defined by I exp (- Jr 1 dx") dx' (IV D 4). 
' u(x") 

0 x' 

l(x;n, u): 

R R 

I(R;n, u): a function defined by J R'd:' exp (- J u(R")dR") (IV E). 

0 R R' 

2 



I: the current in the external circuit (VI E 1). 

I : the D. C. current in the external circuit (VI E 1). 
0 

i: I/I , the dimensionless external circuit current (VI E 1). 
0 

So 
I(g

0
,T1): a function defined by Ju a

0
(u,T

1
) du (IX C). 

0 

J: 

Js: 
k: 
± 

k: 

k.: 
1 

K: 

K: 
0 

azimuthal current density (D III). 

azimuthal surface current just outside of plasma (B VI). 

v ±/vT ) 
v /v T ) characteristic reciprocal lengths (III C 1). 

v/vT ~ 
2 

I(g
0

, T 
1

) = K (IX C). 

the value of K on the initial data curve (A IX 2). 

L: length of drift space for the neutral beam (I A). 

discharge tube radius (II C 1). 

lengthof the plasma column (V E) • 

.( : L/ 11., normalized tube radius (II C 1). 

(4n2N~R~)/(c2L), inductance of the coil (VI E 2). 

1: a characteristic length for plasma variation in the radial direction (A III). 

m: mass of a neutral partiele in the beam (I A). 

m±: ion (electron) mass (II B). 

M: (m++m_), (IIIC1). 

N: density of a beam of neutral particles (I A). 

Nw: the value of N at the wall (I B). 

Nn : neutral gas density (ID C 2). 

N
0

: the value of N at x= 0 (I A). 

plasma density before application of A.C. magnetic field (V B 2). 

n: N/N
0

, normalized density (I B). 

NR 
0 0 NR' (V c 1). 

n : the value of n at the wall (I B). w 
N ±: number density of i ons ( electrons) (II A). 

N : the value of N at x = x (II B). 
p p 

n±: N±/N
0

, normalized ion (electron) density (II C 1). 

n
1
(1=0, 1, ... ): coefficient of el in power-series expansion of n (VI B 1). 

N ( o): zero-order-in- e part of N (VI B 2). 

NT: the number of turns in the coil (VI E 1). 

3 



N : the initial density on the axis (IX A). 
0 

0. D.: the Ohmic dissipation (V E). 

P ±: the ion (electron) pressure tensor (ID B). 

P ±xx: x-x component of ion (electron) pressure tensor (ITI C 1). 

P ±R: RR-component of ion (electron) pressure tensor (111 D 1). 

P ±e 88-component of ion (electron) pressure tensor (111 D 1). 

P: sum of electron and ion pressures (V B 3). 

P. (9): a function defined by ___!__/ (31 -
7
9
8 

+ 47 ) (VIII G). 
1so. 83 2 92 

. . 1 ( 177 335 175\ P d (9): a functlon defmed by -
1
- -17 +-- -

2
-+-

3
--) (VIII G). 

a . e3 2 e e 9 -· 

q: 

o±/vT) 
) characteristic reciprocal lengths (111 C 1). 

O/vT ) 

) 
) characteristic reciprocal lengths 

(Noe2p)/(mRvT) ) 

Q: net charge per unit length in the plasma (B VI). 

(IV B). 

Qs: surface charge density just outside of the plasma (B VI). 

r: vector indicating position in space (111 B). 

R: radial space coordinate (ID D 1). 

R1 2 : defined in Figure IV (ID D 2). 
' 

r : Y (T _/m _)/ 0_, a representative electron cyclotron radius (IV C 3). 

Re: Langrangian radial coordinate (initial position of moving radial coordinate) 

(V B 2). 

R : initial radius of plasma column (V C 3). po 
Rp: instantaneous plasma radius (V E). 

r: b ~ 1, ree i procal of dimensionless external magnetic field 

the coil radius (VI E 1). 

(VI B 3). 

s: 

T: 

resistance of the external circuit (VI E 1). 

M-1(m+u+ + m_u_), dimensionless average azimuthal velocity 

M-1(m+V +y + m_ V _y>, average azimuthal velocity (IV B). 

parameter running along the characteristic strips (A IX 2). 

temperature (in ergs) of neutral beam particles (I A). 

T + + T _, sum of electron and ion temperatures (111 C 1). 

T±: ion (electron) temperature in ergs (11 B). 

t: time coordinate (ID B). 

t : Lagrangian time variabie (V B 2). 
0 

4 
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" T: ~[1 - - 1 + T J.L(C - 1) + s (1 - J.L
2

C)J 
1 +iJ. IJ. T 1 +IJ. C 1 + S ' 

an effective temperature (C III). 

9(R ) : cr /cr (R ) , initia! resistivity profile (IX A). 
0 0 0 0 

u: V /vT' dimensionless macroscopie velocity (IC, 111 C 1). 

velocity of a single ion (microscopie velocity) in units of V,-2-T-_-/m-+ (11 E). 

U/U , dimensionless generator voltage (VI E 1). 
0 

u : the value of u at x = 0 (I C, IV C 1). 
0 

u . ±. V /vT' dimensionless macroscopie azimuthal velocity of ions (electrons) 
±y 

(111 c 1) 

U: the generator voltage (VI E 1). 

U : the D. C. generator voltage (VI E 1). 
0 

V: macroscopie velocity of a beam of neutral particles (I A). 

radial macroscopie velocity of electrous and ions in the quasi-neutral region 

(111 C 1, 111 D 1). 

V : the value of V at x = 0 (I A). 
0 

v: the velocity of a single neutral partiele (microscopie velocity) in a beam (I B). 

the velocity of a single ion (electron) (microscopie velocity) (111 B). 

v±: v
2 

= T /(m vT
2 

), defines dimensionless thermal speed of ions (electrons) 
± ± ± 

v : x-component of v (I B). 
x 

V · the value of V at the wall (I B). w· 

v T: V T /m, a thermal speed (I B). 

tJT /M, a thermal speed (111 C 1). 

V±: macroscopie velocity of ions (electrons) (11 B). 

(111 c 1). 

V±x :x, y component of macroscopie velocity of ions (electrons) (III C 1). ,y 

V : the value of V+ at x= x (II B). 
p p 

V ±R, 
9

: radial (azimuthal) component of ion (electron) macroscopie velocity (111 D 1). 

V B: the radial velocity of a line of force (VI C 3). 

V s: azimuthal velocity of surface charge just outside of the plasma (B VI). 

x: a space coordinate (I A). 

So (A IX 1). 

x : a value of x where quasi-neutrality begins to breakdown (C 111). 
q 

x : a value of x in the plasma, far from the sheeth (11 B). 
p 

x : the value of x on the initia! data curve (A IX 2). 
0 

y: (! f: (r)
2 
/2r) T 1, a dimensionless time (A IX 1). 

5 



Q': recombination coefficient (E IV). 

~B2/4nN M, initia! Alfvén speed (V C 3). 
0 0 

~ : ( 0 + 0 _)I ( \) + \) _) ( c III) . 

N T /B2 , ratio of kinetic to magnetic pressure (V C 3). 
0 0 

y: ~+ Jm:, dimensionless ion flux (II C 1). 
0~~ 

c
2 /(w~R~0), (V C 3). 

ratio of specific heats (VII A). 

y: y defined with N instead of N (IX B), see (V C 3). 
0 0 

r +: N+V +' ion flux (II C 1). 

ê: 6/11. , a dimensionless distance from the wall within which space charge effects 

predomina te (II C 3). 

V c
2 /(4nCJ w), the initia! skin depth (V C 3). 

0 

6: a distance from the wall within which space charge effects predominate (II C 3). 

ê 2 /R2 
, a dimensionless skin-depth-squared (V C 3). 

po 

6: 

e: 

€: 

T]: 

6 defined with ä instead of 0 (IX A), see (V C 3). 
0 0 

Àk., 
1 

(III C 4). 

w2
R

2 /0'2, (V C 3). po 
e defined with N instead of N (IX B), see (V C 3). 

0 0 

u2 - o/, the dimensionless total energy of an ion (II E). 

u2
, a dimensionless radial velocity squared (IV C 4). 

J:- g = L À- x, normalized space coordinate in the sheath region (II C 3). 
e D 

T](R ): N (R )/N , initia! plasma density profile (IX A). 
0 0 0 0 

e: azimuthal coordinate (111 D 1). 

®: (1 - A 
2

) (VIII B). 

u: k± + ki, (III D 2). 

2 
u = kiQQR/q, (IV D 2). 

u(x): Iki + qn(x)J /u(x), (IV D 4). 

u(R): [ ki + qn(R) J /u(R), (IV E). 

6 



À: vT/v, mean free path for collisions of neutral beam particles with scattering 

background (I B). 

[ 
2 2 2 2 I -1 

M m+k+(1+0+/v+) + m_k_(1+0_/vJj , a "hybrid" mean free path (111 C 2). 

VT /(4nN e2), Debye length at x= 0 (11 C 1). 
- 0 

~ {'Ç' mean free path for collisions of ions (electrons) with neutrals (111 C 2). 
v±~ITÇ 

A 

À.D: Debye length defined with T insteadof T (C 111), see (11 C 1). 

+ -1 
À.D: Debye length defined with the temperature M (m + T + - m _ T _), instead of T _ 

(D IV), see (11 C 1). 

N ° fiT_ an ionization length 
G(O) vm:' A: (11 c 1). 

IJ.: m_/m+ (C 111). 

o-(R , t )/a- (R , t ), ratio of the instantaneous conductivity (following the fluid) 
0 0 0 0 0 

to its initial value (V C 1). 

v: elastic collis ion frequency of a neutral beam partiele with the scattering back

ground (I A). 

M -
1 

(m + v + + m _ v _), an average collis ion frequency (111 C 1). 

v.: an ionization frequency for electron-neutral collisions (111 B). 
1 

v ±: elastic collis ion frequency of ions (electrons) with neutrals (111 B). 

v .. : ion-ion Coulomb collis ion frequency (IV B). 
11 

vei: Coulomb callision frequency of an electron with ions (IV B). 

v electron-electron Coulomb collis ion frequency (VIII D). ee 
g: x/A, normalized space coordinate (11 C 1). 

s : R /R , dimensionless radial Lagrangian coordinate (V C 3). o o po 
s : R /R , dimensionless instantaneous plasma radius (VI E 1). p p po 
s : R /R , dimensionless coil radius (VI E 1). c c po 
w: the applied frequency (V C 3). 

wp: J4nN
0

e2 /mR' the initial frequency (V C 3). 

w+: a representative ion plasma frequency (replace mR by m+ above) (A VI). 

II , II : xx and xy components of the viscosity parts of the ion pressure (B 111). xx xy 

II±: ion (electron) viscosity tensor (B IV). 

p: (mRv .)/(Ne
2

), plasma resistivity (IV B). 
e1 

0" : 
0 

cross-s eetion for elastic collisions of ions (electrons) with neutrals (111 C 2). 

(Ne2)/(mRv .), the plasma conductivity (V B 3). 
e1 

initial plasma conductivity existing before application of A.C. magnetic field 

(V C 1). 
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cr: initia! conductivity on the axis, before application of A.C. magnetic field 

L l, 
2

: QRÎ, 2 ~Q±I±(R1 , 2;u)[l- I±(R1, 2 ;u)J (111 D 2). 

T : T +/T-' ( c 111). 

wt , dimensionless Lagrangian time variabie (V C 3). 
0 

Tl (1=0, 1, ••• ): e1T, (VI B 1). 

(IX A). 

T 
1 

(s
0

): a time at which radii originally infinitesimally near to s
0 

begin to change 

their original radial ordering (IX D 2). 

Tl . : the shortest of the times T
1

(s ) (see above). 
mm. o 

cp: -e<P/T_, normalized electrastatic potential (11 C 1). 

tan cp = w [./(](, cp is the impedance angle of the external circuit (VI E 2). 

* cp : a zero of the function C(cp) (11 C 2). 

epi:.: the wall-limit, s .... [., of the potential cp(s) (11 C 3). 

cp : the value of the dimensionless wall potential (11 C 4). 
w 

g?: electrastatic potential (11 B). 

<P : the value of <P at x= x (TI B). 
p p 

<P : magnetic flux (VI C 1). 
m 

~: dimensionless potential considered as a function of il (11 C 3). 

~oo: limit as il .... oo of ~ (11 E). 

0±: eB/m±c, ion (electron) cyclotron frequency (111 C 1). 

0: eB/Me, (III C 1). 

OR: eB/mRc' (IV B). 
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STELLINGEN 

1. Pines and Bohm 1) evaluate the energy loss of a fast test electron due to radiation 

of longitudinal electron plasma waves. Their answer is too large by a factor of 

order ln(M
2 

+ 1) /ln(M
2 

- 1), where M is the speed of the test partiele in units of 

the thermal speed of the plasma electrans 2). 

1) D. Pines and D. Bohm, Phys. Rev. 85 (1952) 338. 

2) R. Gerwin and R. Guernsey, On the Plasma Cerenkov Radiation, Boeing Report D1-82-0263, 

July 1963, equation (132 ). 

2. Ron and Kalman 3) assert that Pines and Bohm 1) find a shielding cloud around a 

slow test electron, the cloud being elongated along the path of the test particle. 

Their assertion is incorrect. 

3) A. Ron and G. Kalman, Ann. Phys. 11 (1960) 240. 

3. Lindberg and Danielsson 
4

) assert, inthelast section of their paper, that the con

ductivity of a completely ionized gas ought to increase with density. It should be 

noted that the increase goes only logarithmically with the density. 

4) L. Lindberg and L. Danielsson, Phys. Fluids ~ (1963) 736. 

4. Bernstein and Holstein 5) assert in equation (26) of their paper that the electron 

energy distribution function vanishes at a perfectly absorbing boundary. Their 

assertion is incorrect. 

5) Ira B. Bernstein and T. Holstein, Phys. Rev . .2: (1954) 1475. 

5. In discussing the theory of the positive column of the glow discharge, von Engel 6) 

asserts (page 248) that the quasi-neutrality assumption consists of the equation, 

N+ = N , tagether with dX / dr = 0 (X = radial electric field). His assertion is 
- r r 

not correct. 

6) A. von Engel, Ionized Cases, secoud edition, Oxford at the Ciarendon Press- 1965. 

6. In the book Plasma Turbulence by B. B. Kadomtsev 7) there are many terms 

missing from equation (IV.l53). 

7) Academie Press - New York - 1965. 

7. In a paper on the diocotron instability 8), Knauer claims, in section III, to solve 

the instability problem for a circular sheet of fini te length. This claim is false. 

8)W. Knauer, J. AppliedPhysicsE. (1966)602. 



8. Consiclering a neutralized homogeneaus electron plasma of infinite extent in all 

directions, it appears not to be generally known that there exist electron longi

tudinal plasma waves other than plane waves, which have the same dispersion 

relation as plane waves, including the Landau damping 
9

). 

9) R. Gerwin, Some Remarks Concerning Electron Plasma Waves, Boeing Report 01-82-0131 1 

November 1961, pages 27 - 34. 

9. The perturbation theory discussed by Krylov and Bogoliubov 
10

) for differential 

equations containing a small parameter is closely related to the multiple-time

scale method ll). However, the former method appears not to have been used 

for equations that are non-linearinzero order, whereas the latter has been 12). 

1 0) N. Krylov and N. Bogoliubov 1 Introduetion to Non-linear Mechanics, translated by S. Lefshetz 

(Princeton University Press - 1947). 

11) A.H. Nayfeh, Phys. Fluids .§. (1965) 1896. 

12) Th is thesis, part 11 1 in particular Cha pter VI. 

10. The simple Ohm's law model used in part II of this thesis iS valid only so long as 

the systematic velocity of the electrous relative to the ions is much less than the 

electron thermal speed 
13

). This restrietion leads to the following inequality, 

2 .. . 2; 2 
e; yr(r - (r) 2r) ~ S , 

where e: and y are defined in equation (37), S is defined before equation (42), 

and r is defined by equation (81). For the numerical example considered in 

Chapter VIII, this leads to a maximum permissible value of the pumping ampli

tude of about A~ 0. 6. 

13) J.G. Linhart, Plasma Physics, (North Holland Publishing Company- Amsterdam- 1961), 

Section 6.2. 

11. Under certain conditions associated with a surplus of labour, governments have 

the obligation to restriet the use of technological innovations. 

12. It would be advisible that automobiles driven permanently in The Netherlands 

should have their steering wheels on the right hand side. 

R .. A. Gerwin Eindhoven, 4 oktober 1966 


